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Abstract

Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to modelling epidemics in both a deterministic 
and stochastic framework. Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to the single-group 
Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model and we mention and establish all the 
necessary background theory we apply to the model with the aim of extending 
these theories and techniques to our own multi-group SIS model in order to obtain 
results concerning the short and long-term behaviour of the epidemic.

In Chapter 3 we define a fc-group SIS model which will allow us to examine the 
effects of heterogeneity in three different categories - the infectivity of infectious in
dividuals, their mixing behaviour and an individual’s susceptibility to the disease. 
In doing this, we describe the dynamics of the model including how to represent 
it in a deterministic framework, the quasi-stationary distribution and the time to 
extinction. We apply a branching process approximation to the model, viable for 
the early stages of a disease, using well established theory.

In Chapter 4 we look specifically at the early stages of the epidemic based on 
the branching process approximation and produce numerical results on how the 
probability of disease emergence behaves as the basic reproduction number J?o in
creases. We contrast 2-group heterogeneous models against a homogeneous model, 
for epidemics assuming either an exponential or constant infectious period. We 
then analyse these results with an iterative and inductive proof showing that the 
emergence probability for a heterogeneous model will always be less than that for a 
homogeneous model, not just in the limit but at all stages of iterative convergence. 
Next we provide a proof which shows that for the non-separable general model this 
ordering exists for any given infectious period. We then go on to look at compa
ring two heterogeneous models to one another under various sets of parameters 
and use majorization theory as a tool for doing so. We use orderings referred to 
as ordinary majorization, p-majorization and pq-majorization to show that there 
is an inferred ordering of emergence probabilities when comparing multi-group he
terogeneous models to one another.

In Chapter 5 we study the long-term behaviour of the stochastic multi-group 
SIS model. We begin by formulating conditions for the general model under which
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feasible equilibria exist and conditions where either the disease-free or endemic 
equilibria are stable. For a 2-group version, we calculate numerically the determi
nistic equilibrium values, stochastic means and quasi-st at ionary distributions for 
a range of Rq values. We use an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to approximate the 
quasi-stationary distribution and assess the accuracy of the approximation. We 
then calculate the expected time to extinction and use a coefficient of variation 
approximation as a proxy for this and discuss the suitability of such an approxi
mation to the exact results. These analyses are all carried out for models which 
exhibit heterogeneity in infectivity, mixing or susceptibility.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The outbreak and spread of disease has been questioned and studied for several 
centuries and infectious disease is still the leading cause of human mortality world
wide. The ability to make predictions about diseases enables scientists to evaluate 
vaccination or isolation plans that may have significant effect on the mortality rate 
of a particular epidemic. The modelling of infectious diseases is a tool which has 
been widely used to study the mechanisms by which diseases spread, to predict the 
future course of an outbreak and to evaluate the strategies to control an epidemic 
(Daley &c Gani [33]).

Two types of models used are deterministic and stochastic models. When 
dealing with large populations, deterministic models are typically used. In these 
models, transition rates from one class to another are mathematically expressed 
as time-derivatives, hence the model is formulated using differential equations. 
While building such models, it must be assumed that a population size within 
a compartment is differentiable with respect to time and that the epidemic pro
cess is deterministic. In other words, the changes in population of a compartment 
can be calculated using only the history of the process. The deterministic mo
del considers a structured mathematical framework, where for instance the actual 
number of new cases in a short time interval may be taken to be proportional to 
the number of both susceptibles and infectives. A stochastic model is a tool for 
estimating probability distributions of potential outcomes by allowing for random 
variation in one or more inputs over time. Stochastic models depend on the chance 
variations in risk of exposure, disease and other dynamics. They are used when 
these fluctuations are important, as in small populations. A stochastic model 
considers conditional realisation, where for instance it may be assumed that the 
probability of one new case in a short time interval is proportional to numbers of 
both susceptibles and infectives, as well as the length of the time interval. The 
difference between the two approaches is that the deterministic model considers a 
set mathematical structure whereas the stochastic model works on the conditional 
probability structure.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

For this thesis we analyse a stochastic model referred to as the Susceptible- 
Infected-Susceptible (SIS) model, which in real-world application, has been used as 
a model for sexually transmitted diseases and macroparasites. The SIS model can 
easily be derived from the more widely used Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) 
model by simply considering that the individuals recover with no immunity to the 
disease, that is, individuals are immediately susceptible once they have recovered. 
For a stochastic model to be mathematically manageable it has to be quite simple, 
and thus perhaps not entirely realistic. The beauty of the SIS model however, is 
that it allows us to examine long-term behaviour of a disease once an epidemic is 
established due to an unchanging population size, where theoretically the disease 
may persist for a very long time indeed. This in itself is not an easy task and 
the simplifying assumptions of the model make it more mathematically tractable. 
That said, the assumption that the total population size remains constant is ar
gued as reasonable if the disease spreads quickly through the population, or when 
modelling the disease over many years if natural births are approximately balanced 
by the natural deaths (see eg. Anderson & May [7], Bailey [14], Hethcote [50]). 
Many studies of epidemic models focus on the final sizes of the epidemic (see eg. 
Artalejo et al. [11], Daley [32]) which are often considered as products of mar
ginals. However these can be not entirely intuitive. There is indeed a significant 
challenge for meeting with applied insights from epidemic modelling.

Stochastic models, even the simpler ones, are not easy to analyse. Usually 
the transition probabilities exhibit non-linear dependence on population size or 
number of infectives which makes the resultant stochastic process analytically in
tractable (Krishnarajah et al [65]). Therefore techniques of approximation are 
needed to capture the underlying behaviour of the stochastic process. We can in 
fact approximate the behaviour of the stochastic process, when the population size 
is large, by an essentially deterministic motion which will be discussed in much 
more detail shortly. The stochastic approach, however, when it can be performed 
is more realistic, powerful and flexible.
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Chapter 2

Literature review and model 
formulation

2.1 History

The mathematical study of diseases is at most three centuries old. To give a full 
account of the history of the subject would require a book in itself. The interested 
reader may refer to Burnet & White [26] for a natural history of diseases, Bailey 
[14], Anderson & Britton [4] and Anderson & May [7] for an outline of the deve
lopment of mathematical theories for the spread of epidemics.

The first stochastic model was proposed by McKendrick in 1926 [77] which 
was a stochastic continuous-time version of the deterministic model of Kermack & 
McKendrick (1927) [62], but perhaps the most used was the chain binomial model 
of Reed & Erost in 1928. Abbey [1] later gave a detailed account of it (see also 
Wilson &; Burke [103]). It wasn’t until 1949 when Bartlett [20] formulated the mo
del for the general stochastic epidemic by analogy with the Kermack-McKendrick 
deterministic model that stochastic models proliferated. The first pioneering mo
nograph was written by Bailey in 1957 [13]. Anderson & May’s book [7] received 
most attention, modelling the spread of disease for several different situations with 
many practical applications. More recently, Daley & Gani [33] focused on stochas
tic modelling and statistical inference for epidemics. Most stochastic models have 
relied on discrete or continuous time Markov Chain structure. Reviews of the lite
rature of epidemic models (see eg. Dietz h Schenzle [39], Hethcote [52]) indicate 
that their number has grown rapidly in the past half century.

Several models have been proposed for the quantitative analysis of an epide
mic. The most classical among them are the Susceptible-Infected (SI), Susceptible- 
Infected-Susceptible (SIS) and Susceptible-Infected-Removed (SIR) models. All of 
them model the outbreak and spread of contagious diseases under different assump
tions (eg. according to whether an infected individual remains forever infected, re-
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Chapter 2. Literature review and model formulation

covers and becomes re-susceptible or is removed due to death/immrmity/quarantine). 
The textbooks and monographs [2], [3], [15], [33], [37] give recent accounts of the main 
results in this area, with many examples.

The spread of infectious disease is a random process; when the number of indi
viduals is very large, it is customary to represent the infectious process determinis
tically as Anderson & May [7] mostly do. For study of the spread of an epidemic 
in a large population, investigators use primarily deterministic models. Recent 
studies deal with refinements of the SI (Susceptible-Infected), SIS (Susceptible- 
Infected-Susceptible) and SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Removed) models using ordi
nary and partial differential equations, eg. see [97],[101], However, deterministic 
models are unsuitable for small populations, while even in larger populations, the 
mean number of infectives in a stochastic model may not always be approximated 
satisfactorily by the equivalent deterministic model. On the other hand, stochas
tic methods complement the deterministic approach and are particularly useful 
for the study of epidemics in small populations. However, the dynamics of the 
underlying processes yield intractible models, even in the simplest cases of the 
SIS and SIR models. For this reason interest to this day is still focused on va
rious aspects of the fundamental Markovian models and some variants eg. see 
[3],[18],[30],[69],[98],[105].

We focus on stochastic epidemic models making practical use of several pro
babilistic techniques. This way, the spread of disease is described by defining the 
probability of disease transmission between two individuals rather than stating 
certainly whether or not transmission will occur thus not necessitating a need to 
rely on the law of large numbers, as deterministic models do. This will be done 
without focusing on any specific disease, but instead analyzing rather simple ge
neric models.

There is a main feature that makes the modelling of infectious disease different 
from other types of disease. Strong dependencies are naturally present: whether 
or not an individual becomes infected depends on the states of other individuals 
in its vicinity. This complicates the stochastic analysis. For non-transmittable 
disease, this is usually not the case and such diseases are usually modelled using 
survival analysis (a thorough treatment is given in Anderson and May [7]).
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Chapter 2. Literature review and model formulation

2.2 The SIS model
The SIS model was first discussed by Weiss & Dishon [102] and has since been 
used by authors in a variety of contexts, see Nasell [84] and inferences therein. We 
consider a closed population of individuals, each of whom is classified as either 
susceptible or infectious. When an infectious individual makes contact with a sus
ceptible individual, the susceptible becomes immediately infectious for a period 
of time and can infect other susceptibles during that period. After this period, 
an infectious individual then returns to a susceptible state and can again be in
fected. The abbreviation for this construct, and referred to henceforth, is the 
SIS-model (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible). Historically, most analyses of SIS 
processes have been based on various versions of the forward Kolmogorov differen
tial equations. We regard the epochs where individuals change their classification 
as randomly determined points in continuous-time. For mathematical convenience 
but with sufficient simplistic realism, we assume the processes involved are Mar
kovian. When simulating this model, we assume there is no interference to the 
disease, eg. vaccination/confinement, in the interests of keeping the model simpli
fied. If we were to consider such effects, we would have to account for additional 
groups of individuals in our system thus adding complexity and making explicit 
algebraic expressions much more difficult to find, if at all they exist. We also as
sume a homogeneously mixing group of N individuals and suppose the epidemic 
starts at time t = 0 with 7(0) infectives and susceptibles. Further assump
tions made at this stage for our model are that individuals are born susceptible, 
no individual has automatic immunity to the disease. At the start of the model, 
7(0) 0. There are no births/deaths, ie. N is constant and the number of infec
tives increases/decreases by one at a time. One particular reason of interest for 
analysing the SIS model is that it can be used to model long-term endemic be
haviour due to the fact that individuals become re-susceptible as opposed to SIR 
(Susceptible-Infected-Removed) models, for example, where recovered individuals 
are removed from the population. Therefore including immunity, for example, in 
a finite population model with no births results in a linear death process and so 
analysis of long-term behaviour would cease to be possible.

The model is an example of a discrete state space, continuous-time Markov 
process (eg. see Karlin & Taylor [59], [60] or Ross [93]). The SIS model describes 
an infection spreading in a closed population of N individuals, where individuals 
recover but do not develop immunity, being immediately susceptible to re-infection. 
So the population under consideration is divided into disjoint classes which change 
with time t. We have

S{t) + I{t) = N t £ [0, oo)

where S{t) is the number of susceptible individuals at time t, /(f) is the number 
of infectives at time f, N is the fixed population size. The variables /, S take
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Chapter 2. Literature review and model formulation

discrete values, /, 5 € {0,1,2,, N}. Since S(t) -(-/(£) = V£ it is sufficient 
to concentrate on I(t). The process {/(£) : £ > 0} is a finite-state space univariate 
continuous-time Markov chain with state space C — {0,1,..., N}. During a suffi
ciently small time interval [£, t + dt] there are two possibilities for a transition, and 
denoting pij(s1t) = — j \ I(s) = i} for i,j E C. O < s < £, we have, for
ieC,

PiA+i{t, t + 5t) — {jf{N — i)i)5t + o(5t) infection 
t + St) = yiSt + o(St), recovery

all other transitions having probability o(St), where j3,y are the infection and re
covery parameters respectively. The time between each transition is memoryless, 
meaning the future event only depends on the current event and is independent of 
all other events.

All states except the origin are transient and the stationary distribution is de
generate with probability 1 at the origin. The infection rate at time £ is expressed 
as tjr where s, i are values taken by the state variables, S\ I at time £. The recovery 
rate is yi. As disease transmission is instantaneous, ie. there is no latent period, 
the average period of infectivity is I/7. The time between each successive trans
mission is exponentially distributed with parameter A — ~~(iV — /)/ + 7/ which 
is the sum of the transition rates, and called the ‘jump rate’. The exponential 
distribution has mean j so the mean for this system is [-^(Ar — I)I + yl]^1. All 
parameters are assumed to be strictly positive.

We define i?o, a function of the model, as the ‘average number of new infected 
individuals that a single infected individual produces in a population of suscep
tible individuals during the early stages of an epidemic’ (Diekmann et al [36]). Ro 
determines whether or not an outbreak is likely to happen. It is referred to as the 
basic reproduction number and given by Aq = 7. The threshold limit theorem 
states that if and only if Rq > 1 can a major outbreak occur in a large population. 
If Rq < 1, the disease will not spread and will eventually die out. Since Rq = fi/y, 
increases in the rate of infection tend to increase Rq and increases in the rate of re
covery tends to reduce the spread of the disease in the population. This is intuitive.

The state space C can be decomposed as C = {0} U D where 0 is an absorbing 
state and D comprises the transient states. Absorption at 0 is certain within a 
finite time. Let pi(t) = P(/(£) =■£),■££ {0,1,..., N] denote the state probabilities. 
These depend on the initial distribution {pi(0)}. The intensity matrix Q is of tri
diagonal type with entries

Qid-i = ji i = 1,2,..., AT,
Qi,i+1 — -i) * = 0,1,..., AT - 1,

qiA ~ - (yi + §i(N -i)) i = 0,1,..., AT,
qij = 0 for i,j = 0,1,..., AT and j 7^ {? — 1, i, i + 1}.

6



Chapter 2. Literature review and model formulation

For a general Markov process, with discrete state space and transition rate 
matrix Q, the Kolmogorov Forward Equations are expressed as

where p(t) denotes the vector of state probabilities. For the SIS model, the For
ward Kolmogorov Equations for the state probabilities can be written as

dpi
dt (* -l)(N-i + l)pi-i(t)+7(* + l)Pi+i(t) ~ £_

Ni(N — i) + 7'i Pi(t) (2.1)

where p-i(t) = pi\;+i(t) — 0 for all t. Two different behaviours are possible at any 
given time. Either the process is extinct after having reached the absorbing state 
at the origin, or the process remains in the transient states. In the latter case 
the distribution of the process is found by conditioning on absorption not having 
taken place, which shall be discussed later. In the remainder of this chapter, we 
describe some well-known theory for the basic SIS model, before moving on in the 
next chapter to the multigroup SIS model which is the main focus of this thesis.

2.3 Deterministic representation of the SIS model and 
stability

A deterministic process is one whose outcome can be predicted exactly from know
ledge of initial conditions. Unlike the stochastic process, the deterministic is not 
random and its outcome can be predicted from ^ and any initial conditions we 
set. The deterministic approximation can be useful to give qualitative information 
about the process. As N increases the stochastic system would resemble the de
terministic more closely. It is worth mentioning that a deterministic model is not 
useful in the early and late stages of an epidemic process, since in the early stages, 
I is small, and in the latter stages I is small again. In terms of modelling duration 
of the outbreak, the deterministic model is arguably not useful at all. What it 
is useful for is approximations when the disease process has ‘taken off1 and is in 
or around some sort of endemic equilibrium, which could in theory persist for an 
extremely long time.

We introduce scaling x(t) = ^ and y(t) = to denote the fractions of
the population which are infective and susceptible. iY is considered sufficiently
large so that the size of each class can be considered a continuous variable. The
differential equations for the deterministic version of the epidemic are

dx „ dy
— = pxy - 7E, — = -pxy + yx.

So we have a 2 dimensional, non-linear, differential equation system. The constant 
population size is built into the system since adding these two equations gives

d{x + y) _ dx dy _ q
dt dt dt

7



Chapter 2, Literature review and model formulation

so ^ along with the fact that y — 1 x gives a complete description of the model,

dx ^ .- = 0(1-^-^. (2.2)

Let x* be the equilibrium point. If x* is stable then after any ‘disturbance’ e 
near it, the system will return to equilibrium. Therefore, if xx is stable jjf \x* -c> 0 
since if we move along the horizontal line slightly to the left we will be attracted 
back towards the equilibrium! point. The reasoning is the same for x* + e, hence 
~ |x*-fe< 0. ~ corresponds to changes in x and for a stable equilibrium

d / dx 
dx V dt

< 0

is true if we move along the horizontal line from left to right, ^ goes from po
sitive to negative. A similar argument holds for proving an equilibrium is unstable.

When system (2.2) is in equilibrium,

x{p — Qx — 7) — 0 which gives a- — 0 or x = = 1 — —.

To determine the stability conditions for x ~ 0,

d_
dx

dx
It. = /? - 7,

|a:=0

so a: = 0 is stable if 7 > /3, unstable if 0 > 7- So the disease-free equilibrium is only 
stable if /?o < 1. If 0 < 7, ie. 7?o < 1, then a.’(f) is strictly decreasing and there
fore must approach an equilibrium since the process is bounded at zero. Since the 
only non-negative equilibrium of the process is zero, this is the point of equilibrium.

For.r = ^ = l-J =

d f dx 
dx \ dt = 0(1 — 2a:) - 7 =4> d_

dx
dx
dt — 0[1-2 " 7 = 7-/5*

Thus x* is stable if /3 > 7, ie. Bq > 1.

2.4 The quasi-st at ionary distribution

A question which has received a lot of attention in the literature is the behaviour 
of an endemic disease after a long time, see e.g. Nasell [86] and the references the
rein ([5],[48],[88]). Diseases that are able to persist in a population for a long time

8
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without the need of introducing new infectious individuals from an external popu
lation are called endemic, see e.g. pg. 73 in [5]. Certain processes, especially those 
for which the time to absorption is large, display some form of equilibrium on the 
non-absorbing states (Schrijner [95]). The distribution of the state of the process 
during this long waiting time is close to the distribution of some random variable 
under the condition that extinction has not occured (Nasell [84]). In the case where 
the disease becomes endemic, the stochastic system will stay in what seems like an 
equilibrium for a very long period of time before I reaches 0, so in the long-term 
the disease becomes extinct. This equilibrium that the system seems to be in is 
the quasi-stationary distribution (or limiting conditional distribution). So the 
quasi-equilibrium resembles an equilibrium although it is not a true equilibrium 
(the true equilibrium being extinction). The importance of the quasi-stationary 
distributions of Markov chains in the study of biological problems has been shown 
in a series of papers, see eg. [87], [100]. Since eventual absorption at the origin 
is certain, the stationary distribution is degenerate with probability 1 at the ori
gin, Our interest is therefore the quasi-stationary distribution, which describes the 
long-term behaviour of the process prior to eventual extinction. More precisely, 
the process has a unique limiting conditional distribution q = (qi, <72,..., <7n) such 
that

q-i — = i \ I{t) > 0)

whatever the distribution of the initial state 7(0) (Darroch & Senata, [34]). Tills 
distribution is also quasi-stationary in that if P(/(0) = i) = q-i then P(I{t) = 
11 m 0) — Qi Vi 0. That isi if you start the process of! according to 
distribution q, then at any later time the state of the process is still distributed 
according to q. It is the unique solution of the equations

^(* - l)(Ar - i + l)qi-i + l{i + l)g;+i - (^(iY - 0 + 7^ Qi = - JQiQi 

for i — 1,2,,.., N, where qo = Qn+i = 0.

The quasi-stationary distribution of the SIS model was analysed by Nasell 
[85], [87]. This distribution is important for the SIS model as an approximation 
of the distribution of state prior to extinction and is a counterpart to the endemic 
infection level in the deterministic model (Nasell, [88]). Nasell showed that the 
quasi-stationary distribution q has forms depending on the value i?o — /5/A and 
its relationship to the total population size N. He identified three parameter re
gions that determine the form of the quasi-stationary distribution. When I?o < T 
the distribution is approximately geometric and when Rq > 1, it is approximately 
Normal. However, there exists a transition region when Rq is near 1, where the 
form of the distribution is more complex. By rescaling Rq — 1 ± to make Rq 

a function of N in such a way that for fixed p, Rq approaches 1 as N —> 00, he 
defined this region by requiring p to be fixed as N 00, The time to disease 
extinction is also determined by these 3 regions. Extinction of the infection is

9
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predicted to occur for all initial values of the proportion of infected individuals 
whenever i?.0 < 1, its threshold value. If i?o > 1 then the deterministic model 
predicts that an endemic infection will occur whenever the initial proportion of 
infected individuals is positive.

To actually find the quasi-stationary distribution for the SIS model, argue as 
follows: The Kolmogorov Forward Equations (2.1) are

Pi{t + st) = - (?■ - !))(•; - l)5t)
+PH-1 W(7(?: + +p»(£) (l - - i)i$t - yiSt^ + o(St)

^ = Pi-i(t) — (i - l))('i - 1))
+Pt+l(f)(7(i + !)) “ Pi(t) “ *)* + 7?) + of1)

+pi+i(t)(y(i +1)) - p*(t) (w(N ~ 0* + 7?')

for i = 0,1,, JV, with p~i(t) = Piv-fi(t) = 0 for all t, so that the equations make 
sense for every i value.

As previously stated, the SIS process ultimately ends in state zero. That 
is, the stationary distribution assigns probability 1 to state / — 0, The infection 
eventually goes extinct. States £> = {1,2,..., N} are an irreducible class. As we’re 
interested in the behaviour of the process in the long-term, conditional upon non
extinction we appeal to the conditional Kolmogorov equations, studying {/(t)} 
conditioned on non-extinction. The state probabilities at time t conditional on 
non-extinction are given by

?>« = pm = i i m ^ o) = x ^(t) (2.3)

where i = 1,2, ...,A and q(t) = {qi{t),q2{t), •. • ,qN(t)), with qi{t) = 0 if i ^
[1, N], That is, a quasi-stationary distribution is an initial distribution on {1,2,..., A} 
such that the conditional probability of the process being in state i at time t, gi
ven that absorption has not taken place by that time, is independent of time t 
for all i (Darroch & Seneta [34]).Using the quotient rule and Forward Kolmogorov 
equations (2.1) we find equations in terms of q;-i, q-i-, q,,+i and qi,

dq-i _ t1 (£^) “ -Po(0) _ (1 -po(*)) (5^) + (PiityftMt))

dt (l-p0(t))2 (l-p0(t))2

_ (1 -po(0)(^(* - 1)(-W ~ i + l)Pi-i(i) + j(i + - i) + yi)pi{t)
(l-po(t))2

10
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( Pi(t) \ ( #(-i)(jy + i)p-i(f) + 7(i)pi(t) - (#0(jy - 0) + 7Q)to(0 
\l~Po(0/\ 1-poW

= wii- 1)(^V ~ i + l)Pi-i(^) + 7(?: + l)Pi+i(t) ~ (jjKN - i) + li)Pi(t)
0--po(t))

_1_ ( Pi® \ ( 7Pl(^) A 
Vi-poWy vi-poWy

The Forward Kolmogorov equations can now be used to derive differential equa
tions for the conditional state probabilities qi{t).

- i)+yi) q,{t)+qi(t)~/qi(t)

(2.4)
for i = 1,2,..., iY where qo(t) = q,\[+i (t) = 0. Note that setting the time deriva
tives in (2.4) to zero yields the quasi-stationary probabilities of the SIS system.

Denoting by Qc the intensity matrix Q with the first row and column deleted, 
the above equations can be written as

(lei r<
^ = qQ'+7?iq.

In quasi-equilibrium, ^ — 0 gives

- 1)CW - i + + 7(* + “ (J^KN ~ 0 + 7*^ Qi = -IQlQi-

That is,
qQc = -791 q- (2-5)

There exists for the SIS model a unique quasi-stationary distribution q with 
qQc = —ygiq. This equation is the same as the forward conditional equation 
but expressed in matrix notation, where Qc is a truncated N x N matrix, and 
qi = limt-+coqi{t) is the stationary solution to this system of equations. However, 
explicit solutions are not possible so approximations are sought. It is known (see 
[85]) that the quasi-stationary distribution q is given by the left leading eigenvec
tor of the N x AT matrix Qc, In other words, q is a left eigenvector of the matrix 
Qc corresponding to the eigenvalue of maximal real part, —The limiting 
conditional behaviour is given by fin?,f_>O0P(/(t) = i | J(t) ^ 0) = q-L.

Kryscio & Lefevre [66] and Nasell [84], [86] used two birth and death processes 
to approximate the SIS model. The two approximations lack absorbing states and 
have non-degenerate stationary distributions that Nasell called and p(°K The 
state space of each of these two approximations differs from the state space of the 
SIS model by not including the state 0. The approximation j/1) can be interpreted

11
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as the SIS model with one permanently infected individual. In this approximation 
every recovery rate 7?' is replace by 7(7 — 1) while all the infection rates remain 
unchanged. The second approximation, , is interpreted as the SIS model with 
the origin removed. In this approximation the recovery rate from state 1. 7I = 7, 
is replace by 0, while all other transition rates remain unchanged. Nasell’s results 
from the approximations confirmed those of Kryscio & Lefevre [66] that the quasi
stationary distribution is well approximated by distribution for i?o > 1 and 
pi1) when Rq < 1. Nascll also derived approximations for the expected time to 
extinction from the quasi-stationary distribution.

2.5 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation
Deriving information about the quasi-stationary distribution can be problematic 
where exact solutions cannot be found. There are no analytic solutions to the 
Forward Kolmogorov equations and so approximations can be useful. One such is 
the diffusion approximation known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation 
(Tuckwell, [99]), which was initially introduced in 1930 as a mathematical model 
for the velocity of a Brownian motion particle. The assumption is that the velocity 
of the particle, rather than its position, undergoes a random walk. The following 
stochastic differential equation was given for the velocity v(t) of a particle at time 
t.

dV-j- + av = aw[t)

where a is constant and w is a white noise. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a 
time-homogeneous diffusion process.

If the initial value of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is x then at time t, the 
random variable X (t) (the value of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process at time t) is a 
Gaussian random variable with mean

E[X(t) | .Y(0) = x] = xeXat

and variance
Uar[X(i) | X(0) = x] = ^— (l — e~2at) .

AO.-

Using the standard formula for a normal density, we have

p{y, t | x) =
a

ttct2 (1 — e~2at)

1/2
x exp — [y — xe. at]2

^ (l-e-2")

where p{y>t \ x) is the probability density function of the random variable X(t) 
given that the initial value X(0) is x. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on (—00,00) 
has a stationary density for all parameter values. This time-independent density
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can be found by noting that the mean and variance of X(!) take the following 
values as f ^ oo regardless of the initial value X(0):

o-2
E[X{t)] -> 0 Lnr[A"(£)] —

The stationary density is that of a Gaussian random variable with these values for 
its mean and variance and is thus

An Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is stationary, Gaussian, Markovian and continuous 
in probability. Since the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is a Gaussian process, and 
since the quasi-stationary distribution of the SIS model can be approximated by 
a Normal distribution when Rq > 1 and the population size is large, we shall use 
the stationary distribution of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to approximate the 
quasi-stationary distribution of the SIS model.

The theory for diffusion approximation (Ethier & Kurtz, [42]) suggests that, in 
the endemic case, the deviation from equilibrium converges weakly as iV —>■ oo to 
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process where the system fluctuates about the equilibrium 
but is always drawn back to it. So if the endemic equilibrium is stable, we expect 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to drift towards it. So the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process is a diffusion process representing the random movement about the deter
ministic equilibrium.

A stochastic process is stationary if the random variables (A(ti),..., A'(£n)) 
and (A’(ti + s),..., X(tn + s)) have identical joint distributions. The Gaussian 
distribution is continuous and has probability density function, in one dimension 
f(x) = e~ -. For a process to be Gaussian, the samples generated in the
simulation must follow a multivariate Normal distribution which has density

X2, ■ • • , 3'h')

x/TET(2^-/2
e 2

where f.i is the vector of the means and the covariance matrix. In a Markovian 
process the future only depends on the current event, it is independent of all past 
events and the time between each transition is memoryless.

A stochastic process is continuous in probability if Vu € M+ and e > 0 the 
following holds:

jP (| Xv — Xu | ^ c) —f 0 as v —y u
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More precisely, assuming N is large, an approximating diffusion process is 
looked for using the result used in Chapter 5 of Anderson and Britton [4], The 
approximation theory is a form of Central Limit Theorem. This means we can 
approximate the epidemic process when there are many infective individuals, thus 
excluding the initial and final phases of the epidemic.

We focus on f?o > 1. Since the process has a finite state space and all states 
j with j > 1 communicate, the process will become absorbed into the disease-free 
state 0 in finite time. Prior to absorption we expect to observe small fluctuations 
around the endemic level. The deterministic model has a unique stable equilibrium 
at x* = 1 — if i?o > 1- It follows that if the stochastic process I(t) starts close 
to the endemic equilibrium Nx* it will tend to stay close to Nx* for a considerable 
time subject to small random fluctuations. In order to study these fluctuations of 
the process /, we define VN-scaled process

I(t) = VW (^0- - x*^ t > 0.

This process I(t) can be approximated by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (Ethier 
& Kurtz [42]).

More precisely, if x(t) denotes the trajectory of the deterministic process, 
and 1(0) = [7V.r(0)], the integer part of Nx(0): then for any T > 0 we have
limN-+tx>su7)Q<t<T | -^r — aj(t) |= 0 and the process ^/N — a’(£)^ converges
weakly in the space of all sample paths on any finite time interval [0, T] to a dif
fusion process (Ethier & Kurtz [42]). In the case ,t(0) = .t* then x(t.) = x* for all 
t and the relevant diffusion is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.

We have

5M = - J) + 7/(-l) = ll(N - /) - 7/ (2.6)

where AI is the change in the number of infectives. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
variance, S, can be determined by solving for S:

^ = US + T,Bt + G, (2.7)
at

see e.g. [57], pg. 357. Here B and G are the local drift and local variance of 
our centred process. The local drift is the Jacobian of the first order infinitesimal 
moment of I(t) and the local variance is the infinitesimal covariance matrix of 
/(-/;). For the SIS model, we approximate using I for Nx and use the fact that ^ 
corresponds to jrto obtain — /3x(l — x) — jx, the deterministic represen
tation of the stochastic system. We take the partial derivative with respect to x 
and substitute the equilibrium value £* = 1 — ^ which is a solution of = 0, for
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x to obtain B.
B = — (—

Ox \dt y , la
7-/3.

We obtain the local variance, G, by noting that

E[(ff12 = p{N - /)(+l)2 + 7K-I)2 = p(N - J) + 7/

and substituting the deterministic equilibrium value Nx* for I to obtain:

+ = =27(1-1)
=*-^ = (7-«S + 2(7-« + 27(l-^).

We equate this to zero, as we are looking for the equilibrium value of S, and not 
how it converges with time to yield

2E(7-/?) = -27(l-l)^ = ! = L

Therefore the equilibrium distribution of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is Nor
mal with mean 0, variance So the quasi-stationary distribution of I(t) can 
be approximated by a Normal distribution with mean Nx*, variance (result 
first obtained by Kryscio & Lefevre [66]). This can be compared with the quasi- 
stationary distribution obtained using the truncated transition matrix Qc and 
equation (2.5).

2.6 A branching process approximation and extinction 
probability

Branching processes are appropriate for describing the early stages of disease out
break, when susceptible individuals are not limited and stochastic effects are most 
important (Ball, [17], Metz, [78]), This is precisely the time during which ex
tinctions may occur. Discrete time branching process models have been used to 
estimate Rq from epidemic data (Becker, [23], Farrington et al. [43]) Multi-type 
branching processes have also been used to predict the outcome of vaccination stra
tegies in populations with different levels of mixing (Ball &: Becker, [21]). Lloyd- 
Smith et al. [71] used single-type branching processes to study the influence of 
heterogeneity on the emergence of non-evolving pathogens.

We now develop a branching process approximation to the SIS model appli
cable to the initial stage of the epidemic process. For details on why a branching
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process approximation is applicable to the SIS model see Neal, [89]. We approxi
mate the spread of infection by means of a homogeneous Galton-Watson branching 
process (see Harris [49]), defined as follows.

Suppose an individual produces a random number £ of offspring with probabi
lity distribution

P{t; = k}=pk ft = 0.1,2,... (2.8)
where p/,. > 0 and E£L0p)-; = 1. We assume the offspring act independently of each 
other and have progeny in accordance with the probability distribution (2.8). Let 
Zq, Zi. Z2,. ■ ■ denote successive states in our process where Zn =number of objects 
in the n’th generation of a population. We shall always assume Zq = 1. pi* is the 
probability that an object existing in the n’th generation has k offspring in the 
(n + l)’th generation. We assume pf- does not depend on the generation number 
n. The process {Zn : n — 0,1,2,... } is a Markov Chain called a Galton-Watson 
process (see Harris [49]).

In the n’th generation the Zn individuals independently give rise to numbers 
of offspring ^ ■ ■ ■ ^Zn an<^ ^ence the cumulative number produced for the
(n + l)’th generation is

Zn+1=d")+4“)+-"+4;>-
The conditional distribution of Zn+i, given Zn = k is appropriate to the as
sumption that different objects reproduce independently, that is is dis
tributed as the sum of k independent random variables, each distributed like 
Zi. Thus we have defined the transition probabilities of our Markov process: 
Pij = P(Znjri = j\Zn = i) i, j, n = 0,1,2,.... Having defined the process, we 
want to know its properties: the probability distribution and moments of Zn, the 
probability that the random sequence Zq, Li, Z2,... eventually goes to zero and 
the behaviour of the sequence in case it does not go to zero.

Consider the non-negative integer-valued random variable £ whose population 
distribution is given by (2.8). The probability generating function 0(s) associated 
with this random variable is defined by

OO

= 0<S<1. (2.9)
fc=0

If Zn = + £2^ -1---- + is itself random, then the probability generating
function of Zn is given by

E[sZn] = (f>zn(s) = (pZn-Ms)).

For ease of notation we can write <j>zn{s) — </>?i(-s), 0zn_i(s) = (Pn-i(s) and thus 
(i)n(s) — 0n_i((/)(s)). This is the branching process recursion formula. This is an

<f>(s) = E a*
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expression for the probability generating function of the population size at gene
ration n although there is no guarantee it is possible to write down or manipulate 
it easily for large n. For example, if Y ~ Poi.s(A), then (j)(s) = and by
generation = 3 we have ^(s) = eA(ePeA(s 15-1) _ l). From the point of view 
of probability theory, it enables us to calculate the moments of Zn and to obtain 
various asymptotic laws of behaviom* for Zn when n is large. Thus knowing the 
generating function is equivalent, in some sense, to knowing the distribution.

Extinction occurs when the population size becomes zero. In Markov Chain 
terminology, 0 is an absorbing state and we can calculate the extinction probability 
by invoking a first step analysis. Let

gn = P{Zn = 0}

be the probability of extinction by generation n. If a single parent Zq = 1 gives 
rise to 4^ “ k offspring, in turn, each of these offspring will generate a population 
of its own descendants. If the original population is due to die out in n generations 
then each of these k lines of descent must die out in n — 1 generations.

The k subpopulations generated by the distinct offspring of the original parent 
are independent and have the same properties as the original population. The 
probability that any particular one of them dies out in n -1 generations is qn-\ by 
definition and the probability that all k subpopulations die out in n — 1 generations 
is {qn-i)k by independence. Upon weighting this factor by the probability of k 
offspring and summing according to the law of total probability, we obtain

00

qn — n = 1,2,... (2.10)
A-=o

with go = 0, and qi = po, the probability that the original parent had no offspring.
Recalling that (f)(s) = E[s^] = then the recursion (2.10) becomes

OO

Qn = ^2Pk{<ln-l)k = 

fc=0

That is, knowing the generating function d>(s), we may successively compute the 
generation n extinction probabilities qn beginning with go = 0, gi = f/>(go)> gs = 
<j£>(gi) and so on. The extinction probability converges upwards to the smallest 
root of the equation q = If goo denotes the smallest solution of g = <£(g)
then g^ gives the probability the population eventually becomes extinct at some 
indefinite, but finite, time. The alternative is that the population grows infinitely 
large occuring with probability 1 — goo-

In general, the key is whether <p(s) crosses the 45° line (b(s) = s for s < 1 and 
this can be determined from the slope ©'(1) — |s-i of the generating function 
at s = 1. If 0'(1) < 1 then no crossing takes place and goo = 1. If</>'(1)>1 then
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the equation q — (j){q) has a solution that is less than 1 and extinction is not a 
certain event. Note that Rq = E[£] = ©'(1), so that if Rq < 1, extinction is certain; 
if i?0 > 1 then the process may never go extinct.

In the branching process, an individual gives birth to n offspring. In the epide
mic, the parent is equivalent to an infected individual. Rather than ‘giving birth’ 
to n new individuals, the infected individual ‘makes contact’ with n other indi
viduals, therefore infecting them, thus describing the disease spread. Each newly 
infected individual then makes contact with k other individuals, constituting the 
next generation in a branching process. This process is used as the approximation 
and continues up until a point where an infected individual makes contact with an 
individual that has already been infected. In this case, a ‘contact’ has already been 
made with this individual during the history of the process. As this individual is 
not susceptible, it and its descendants in the branching process are ignored in the 
epidemic process. This individual is referred to as a ghost, following Mollison [81].

During its infective period, each infective makes ‘contacts’ at the points of a 
Poisson process of rate /3. Each contact is with an individual chosen uniformly at 
random from the N available (allowing self-contacts). If the individual contacted 
is susceptible, it becomes infected otherwise the contact has no effect. This means 
the total rate of infectious contacts is x /? x (St/N). So each infective ‘gives birth’ 
to new infectives at constant rate /?, but sometimes fails due to trying to infect 
a previously-infected individual. In the early stages of an outbreak, provided Ar 
is large, then whenever an infective tries to infect another individual the chances 
are it will succeed, because there’s a very large population iV, of which only a few 
individuals have yet been infected.

Now think about a trace of infection introduced into a large susceptible popu
lation; that is keep Iq fixed, and allow N —> oo. Consider any fixed (finite) time 
interval [0,T]. During [0,T], only a finite number of attempted ‘contact’ events 
will occur. Hence in the limit as N -> co, the probability that any attempted 
contact is with an already infected individual converges to zero. In fact, given any 
finite interval [0, T], a sequence of epidemic processes with iV = 1,2,3,... can be 
constructed in such a way that for N sufficiently large, all attempted ‘contacts’ 
during the interval [0,T] are successful (see Ball [17], Metz [78]). That is, for 
N > Nt, some A/fi, the process {/; : 0 < t < T} is identical to a linear birth-death 
process. Studying the early stages of an epidemic is thus reduced to studying the 
early stages of a linear birth-death process, which is much simpler. The numbers 
of individuals in successive generations of this birth-death process are described 
by a Galton-Watson branching process.

Applying this theory to the SIS model: an individual, with infectious period I, 
‘makes contacts’ at rate ,5, as a Poisson process. Given I, then (£ | 7) ~ Pois{f3I).
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We must consider all contacts, including those with ghosts so,

= ~E[Ike-^}./Cl

So to find pk, we need to know E[JA:e_/9/]. We have (f)(s) = E[,s^] = E[E[,s^ | 7]], 
where

e[s« |/] = f;si-^/(/3/)

fc=0 kl
k ^ fn T\ke-l3I y' {P*1) _ e-PIel3sI _ ePI{s-l)

k\k=0

so ®(s) = E[e/j/^s 1)]. We suppose I ~ Expfr). Then

rOO POO

E^^*-1)] = / e^-^e-^dt = 7 / =
Jo Jo

=r* (f>(s)

P{s- 1) -7

7 - P{s - 1)
provided s < 1 + ^. The extinction probability is given by <7 = 4>(q), so q 
7-18(5-1) ’

=> jq — 0q(q — 1) = 7 —fiq2 + (/? + 7)5 — 7 = 0.

This implies (q - l)(-/3q + 7) = 0. So q = 1 or q = 7//?. That is,

q — min = min

If the Galton-Watson process goes extinct in a finite number of generations, then 
the approximation is good over the whole course of the epidemic, which dies out 
quickly. If the Galton-Watson process survives indefinitely, then a large epidemic 
outbreak occurs, and after the early stages the Galton-Watson process ceases to 
be a good approximation.
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Chapter 3

Heterogeneous population 
models

3.1 Literature review
The classical simple epidemic models (Diekmann & Heesterbeek [37], Arino et al. 
[9], Ma & Earn [74]) assume homogeneous mixing of members of the population 
being studied, and this is certainly unrealistically simple. Frequently, there are 
what are termed ‘super-spreaders’, who make many contacts and are instrumen
tal in spreading disease. In general, some members of a population make more 
contacts than others hence a need to account for heterogeneity.

The study of heterogeneity in epidemic modelling is vast. Of course, the need 
for heterogeneity in contact mentioned above is just one type of heterogeneity. 
One of the main issues is that heterogenity itself can be dependent upon a myriad 
factors. Furthermore, deciding on how you want to parameterize heterogeneity 
will lead to the question of which epidemic model in particular you should use. 
For example, choosing to model heterogeneity in the susceptibilities of individuals 
to a directly transmitted disease in a population that develops immunity may lead 
to the choice of a SIR (Susceptible-Infected-Removed) model. If you then wanted 
to incorporate a latent period into the model and accommodate for that source 
of heterogeneity, we might then require a SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infected- 
Removed) model. There is by no means a unifying template to model factors that 
may affect disease dynamics. Another issue is choosing the actual disease, or type 
of disease, to model. Real-world diseases have different sets of heterogeneous fac
tors, be it environmental, age-dependant, seasonal or contact to name but a few. 
One final issue is at what stage in a diseases ‘lifetime’ you want to examine the 
effects of heterogeneity. Whether it be prior to break out, or long-term persistence, 
the model choice and underlying assumptions will be affected.

The long-term dynamics of an epidemic are simple: either the disease dies out
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or a stable (quasi-) equilibrium is reached in which case the disease is endemic. As 
discussed in chapter 2, a threshold condition determines which of these two fixed 
points is stable. If /?o > 1, then the system settles down in the endemic state. In 
this case, the equilibrium may be approached via oscillations. Bartlett [20] argued 
such oscillations are sustained if a stochastic formulation is used, as the random 
effects prevent the system from settling into the stable endemic equilibrium. Dietz 
[38] and London & Yorke [72] produced work showing that in the deterministic 
framework, oscillations can be sustained if the contact rate is allowed to vary sea
sonally.

Various kinds of heterogeneities have been proposed and their effects on par
ticular models studied. Age structure has been widely studied (Anderson & May 
[6], Schenzle [94]). This is intended to reflect situations where individuals of a 
particular age may be in contact with each other more frequently than those of 
differing age, during particular time periods. One of the most obvious examples 
is when children spend the duration of a working week in school together, which 
would cause an increase in the probability of disease transmission between indivi
duals within these age classes. This setup can account for heterogeneity in mixing 
preferences and hence contact. Age structured models can reproduce the observed 
disease incidences fairly well and also lead to more realistic estimates of an average 
age individuals acquire infection (see Schenzle [94]).

It has been suggested that spatial heterogeneity may address many of the de
ficiencies of epidemic models. Spatial heterogeneity can be represented using a 
subpopulation framework, where the total population is divided into n subpopu
lations and we allow infective individuals in one population to infect susceptible 
individuals in another. The equilibrium behaviour of such models has been studied 
widely (Hethcote [51], Hethcote V Van Ark [53], Lajmanovich &; Yorke [68], Nold 
[90]), particularly with regard to the effects of spatial heterogeneity on the design 
of immunization programs (Anderson & May [6]). Simulation studies have been 
presented (Murray & Cliff [83]), and it has been shown that spatial heterogeneity 
can reduce the occurrence of successful infections in epidemic models (Grenfell et 
al. [47]). Some attention has been directed towards understanding the dynamics of 
spatial models (Schwartz [96]). If spatial effects arc important for the persistence 
of the disease it is crucial to examine the differences between each subpopulation 
of the types of models in question.

Some have added an immigration term to spatial SIR models, where infective 
individuals enter the system at a constant rate (Engbert & Drepper [41], Olsen et 
al. [91]). This clearly allows persistence of the disease because if it dies out in one 
region then the arrival of an infective from elsewhere can trigger another epidemic. 
Indeed, the arrival of new infectives has been demonstrated as being important in 
the outbreak of measles in particular. A constant immigration term has a mildly
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stabilizing effect on the dynamics, and tends to increase the minimum number of 
infective individuals in the models (Bolker &; Grenfell [25]).

How endemic disease persistence depends on the degree of spatial heterogeneity 
is not intuitively straightforward although useful insights have been gained within 
the context of diseases with strong oscillatory dynamics such as HIV, measles and 
influenza [8],[25],[43],[45], More efforts are needed to obtain a better understan
ding of how spatial heterogeneity affects persistence across a variety of population- 
dynamical systems.

Lloyd-Smith et al. [71] analyzed the influence of individual variation in infec
tiousness on disease emergence. For directly transmitted infections, however, the 
number of others infected during the infectious period of a single infective arises 
from a complex mixture of host, pathogen and environmental factors. Conse
quently, the degree of infectiousness can be modelled as distributed continuously in 
any population (Diekmann & Heesterbeek [37], Koopman [64]). This differs to the 
conventional approach of adding heterogeneity to epidemic models, in which popu
lations are divided into homogeneous subgroups (Anderson & May [7], Diekmann 
[37]). Research on continuous individual variation in infectiousness for directly 
transmitted infections has been largely restricted to within-household transmis
sion (Bailey [14], Becker [22]), or to variation in infectious period (Keeling [61], 
Lloyd [70]) or social network (Meyers [79]).

Recently there has been a move to complicated network models for simulating 
epidemics (Andersson & Britton [3], Bansal et al. [19], Ferguson et al. [44], Gani 
et al. [45], Longini et al. [73]). These assume knowledge of the mixing patterns of 
groups of members of the population and make predictions based on simulations of 
a stochastic model. While network models can give very detailed predictions, they 
have disadvantages. For a complex network model, simulations take long enough 
to make it difficult to examine a significant range of parameter values, and it is 
difficult to estimate the sensitivity with respect to parameters of the model. If for 
example, the purpose is to compare various strategies in the event of an outbreak 
of a new strain of disease, this is a serious drawback, and simple compartmental 
models may actually be more useful predictors.

So model choice for heterogeneity is fraught with peril. The analysis of any 
temporal disease data in practice is invariably complicated by lack of complete 
data. Often the infection process is unobserved, so that data will at best consist of 
times at which infectious individuals are detected, usually via observable syptoms. 
When using stochastic models to describe an epidemic, this can lead to intractible 
expressions for all but the most trivial of models. One way to overcome this is to 
adopt simplifying assumptions although it may be fair to doubt the conclusions 
rendered from such assumptions.
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It is not just the patterns of mixing between hosts, affected by spatial he
terogeneity, that are important to epidemic modelling but also the transmission 
characteristics of the infectious disease. Transmission is a key process in the spread 
of disease. In most models, transmission is assumed to occur via so called density- 
dependent transmission: if the number of susceptible individuals is represented 
as 5, and that of infected individuals as I, the number of new infected individuals 
per unit area, per unit of time is (3SI, where j3 represents a transition rate, or 
infection ‘pressure’. This model assumes that infected and susceptible individuals 
mix completely with each other and move randomly within an area of fixed size.

3.2 The transmission term

In 1995, De Jong et al. [35] published a paper that has been widely interpreted as 
claiming ,631 did not represent this so-called ‘true mass action’, and was rather a 
model of ‘pseudo mass action’. It was claimed transmission following ‘true mass 
action’ should be represented by {(6SI)/P where P is the total population size, 
which may vary in time. Since then, models have appeared that use either form 
of transmission and terminology has become confused.

De Jong et al. pointed out that 16SI only represents ‘true mass action’ if S and 
I represent densities of individuals (numbers per unit area). In this situation, the 
number of random encounters between a susceptible and infective per unit time 
will be proportional to the density of infected individuals I. However, if S and I 
represent actual numbers, and if the total densities remain constant as numbers 
of both classes of individual change, the total number of encounters a randomly 
moving susceptible has with other individuals will not change. The probability 
that the susceptible becomes infected will depend on the proportion I/P of those 
encounters that are with infected individuals. Thus the transmission rate in this 
situation will be (/3SI)/P.

If S and I represent densities rather than numbers (6SI does represent ‘true 
mass action’. However {(6SI)/P might still give a better representation of the rate 
of infection transmission. For a directly transmitted infection, the rate at which 
new infections occur in a population is the product of three things - the contact 
rate, proportion of those contacts that occur with susceptibles and proportion of 
such contacts that result in infection. The assumption underlying ‘true mass ac
tion’ is that the contact rate is directly proportional to density. Assuming that 
susceptible and infected hosts are randomly mixed, this would lead to transmission 
following (f3SI)/P : on average, each susceptible S would make the same number 
of contacts regardless of host density, and a proportion I/P of these would be 
with infectives. This mode of transmission became known in modern literature as 
frequency-dependent transmission.
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It is clear the transmission rate in this case depends on P, which reflects 
the fact that, whereas for constant density and increasing population size the 
number of individuals encountered per individual does not change, the probability 
of encountering any particular individual decreases. This transmission term can 
be derived using a direct argument in terms of numbers: as a fraction I/P of all 
encounters is with infectious individuals and there is a constant number of effective 
encounters per unit time per susceptible /3, the total number of infections per unit 
of time for S susceptible individuals is (PSI)/P.

3.3 Stochastic multi-group SIS model
We now extend much of the theory for the one-dimensional SIS model to a k- 
dimensional SIS model. We now have a scenario whereby there are multiple distinct 
populations which not only have interactions occuring within-group but can inter
act with the other groups as well. The model we consider is a fc-group (Multi-type) 
SIS model where each group consists of a fixed population of individuals, each with 
a particular number of infectives to begin with. Let there be k populations, which 
we shall refer to as groups where Afi individuals exist in group 1 of whom
mi are initially infectives and N? individuals exist in group 2 of whom m2 are 
initially infectives and so on. The combined total population N — N\ + ■■■ P 
The infectious periods of different infectives are independent and identically dis
tributed according to a random variable I (the same for each group). We define 
infection rate as j^/\s7rsr//r, in accordance with Becker and Marschner [24], Yates 
et al. [106] where (3 represents an overall force of infection, Xs is the infectivity 
of any individual in group s, f.ir is the susceptibility of any individual in group r

TTll ■ ■ ■ TTlfc

and 7rsr is a mixing parameter represented by the matrix tt,
71 kk

During its infective period, an individual from group s makes contact with
each individual from group r at a rate As7rsr/.ir where N = vVH------ b N;,. If the
contacted individual is susceptible then it becomes infected and is immediately able 
to infect others. After the infectious period, the individual recovers and becomes 
susceptible to re-infection. This can be represented by the infection rate matrix

Bsr — 13
AlTTHPu ... XlTTlk^k 

AfcTpcl^l • • • XkTTkkl-tk

where each entry in the matrix denotes the infection rate acting upon a group r 
susceptible from a group s infective.
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If infection periods are exponentially distributed, I ~ exp^f), then this is a 
/c-dimensional Markovian model. The Markov chain ■ ■ ■, Ijt(i)) descri
bing the number of infected individuals at time t, takes values in the state space 
S — {0,1,, Ni} x {0,1,..., N2} x • • • x {0,1,..., Nk}. There are two types of 
transition - infection and removal. The transition rates are denoted by

(/1,..., 4) -+ (Ji,..., /r + 1,..., 4) with rate ^5=1 K^srft,rIs(Nr - Ir)

(Ip ..., 4) -> (/i,..., 4 - T • • •, Ik) with rate 74

corresponding to an infection in group r and a recovery in group r respecti
vely where r = We also impose that Y^t=i71 sr = 1 for each s and

^rfr = Yls Vsfs = 1 (in accordance with Becker & Marschner [24]) where we 
denote /,. as the relative frequency of group r (/,. = Nr/(Ni + • ■ • + Nk)) and so 
J2r fr — 1 automatically. This simply imposes restrictions on the arbitrariness in 
the choice of scale of the A’s and p’s conveniently. Deterministic differential equa
tions can be derived from the transition rates of this stochastic model by including 
fi — Ni/N, f'2 — N2/N as will be seen in section 3.6.

Let us denote i = (u42i • - • ,4) and denote by ej the vector with I in the 
j’th position and 0 elsewhere, so that i — e7 = (4, 4, ■ - •, 4 — 1,..., 4) and i + 
ej — (4,4. • ■ ■ > 4 + 15 ■ ■ ■ 14). The Kolmogorov Forward equations for the state 
probabilities pi(t) can be used to derive the differential equations for the conditional 
state probabilities q\(t):

d k k
~xT == @ ^ v y v '^s7!'s?'Pr4(-^r “ 4 l)p(i_er)(t) d" ^ ^'7(4 d“ l)P(i+er)(^)
0 r=l s£r i-l

k
d"/3 ArTTrrPrtv ~ l)(Nr - 4 + l)p(i_er)(4

r=l
/ k k k
M ^sVarUrisiNr “ 4) d- ^ 74
\ r=l s=l r=l

for i e 5 with boundary conditions pi(t) — 0 for i ^ S and Y^Pi “ 1-

Quasi-stationarity is defined by conditioning on non-extinction. The state pro
babilities conditioned on not being absorbed are denoted <#(£). They can be de
termined from the unconditional probabilities pi(t) via the relation

ffl(i) = P((h{t),.... 4(0) = (4, ■ ■ ■, 4) I (4(0.......4(0 ^ (0,.. ■, 0)) = x
(3°1)
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The state probabilities conditioned on not being absorbed can be calculated from 
the unconditioned probabilities pi(t) via the relation (3.1). Differentiating (3.1) 
and using the equation po(£) = lYlr=iPer(^) which is obtained by setting i — 0 
in the Kolmogorov forward equations for the state probabilities pi(t) gives

Qi(t) = Piji)
l-p0(t) + 7

k Pl(t)
1 -PoW

(3.2)

_ (Sr=l ^s^srPr'h T X)r=l ^r^rrPrih' l))/^(^r V + l)P(i-er)(^) T 7(®r + l)P(i+er)(0

l- po(t)

(I3 Er=l E.s=l Ks^rPrUNr ~ iy) + Er=l 7d-)pi(t) f Pi(t) \ f J2t=l^Per(t)\
(l-po(t)) \l-po{t))y l-po(t) )

Therefore

, ( k k \ k
~ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^s^srPrig T 'y ^ XrKrrjir(ir — 1) j /3(-AfT.—ir+l)<7(i_ei,)(t)+^^ 7(irTT)^i„|_er) (t) 

j“l (~1 J r=l

k k k \ k
-D£Ea sTrsrpris(Nr - ir) + I «(*) + 91^)7^ ge,.(0-

\ r=l «=1 r=l / r=l

Setting ^ = 0 and rearranging we can write the above as

qQC = -7q(£) J]ger(£) (3.3)
r=l

where Qc is the truncated matrix as in equation (2.5) and the quasi-stationary 
distribution is found as the left leading eigenvector of the matrix on the left hand 
side of equation (3.3).

3.4 Time to extinction
The time to disease extinction, r, is a random variable whose distribution is de
pendent on the distribution of the initial state. If the process has continued 
for a long period of time and is not extinct, then the quasi-stationary distri
bution is used as an approximation of the distribution of states (Xasell, [85]), 
We can determine the distribution of time to extinction, r of a /c-group model 
from the probability po(t)> where 0 is a fc-length zero vector, since the event 
{r < £} is equal to the event {/i(£) ~ hit) = • ■ • = h,(i) = 0}. Therefore 
P(t < £) = /2(f),, h(t)) = (0,0,..., 0)) == po(£)- Assuming the initial
distribution equals the quasi-stationary distribution, ie. pi(0) — qi for i € 5, i 7^ 0 
and po(0) = 0, we can determine the distribution of the time to extinction as
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follows.

Using equation (3.2) and setting ^ = 0 we have

Pi(t) = —7 ^ 9er^ Pi{i) i G S, i 7^ 0.

With an initial condition of pi(0) = qi, we can solve this differential equation to 
give

Pi(t) = qiexp ^-7 ^2 ieSa^ 0.

We can now solve po(t) = 7(Er=i Pe,C0), since pe,.(t) = qorexp(--/iT£l;=1 qer)t), 
so we have that

Po(t) = (7 sxP f-T' (^''''■) *) ■

Using initial value po(0) = 0 implies

po = 1 - exp

This tells us that the time to extinction from the point when the system is in 
quasi-stationarity, tq) has an exponential distribution with mean a.1-----r.

7(2Er==i 3er)
For a single group model, the quasi-stationary distribution would be a single 

vector (qi,...,qii) and so tq would be exponentially distributed with mean

There is no time-dependence in the above equations; that is, in quasi-stationarity, 
the hazard rate for extinction remains constant. So the quasi-stationary proba
bilities <7er determine the mean time to extinction (from quasi-stationarity). If 
Er=l rier is big, the process will go extinct quickly. Consequently, if Er=i 3er 
is big, then the quasi-stationary distribution isn’t of much interest in practice; 
the process is likely to go extinct before it ever settles to quasi-stationarity. If 
Er=i Qe,- is of moderate size, the process will settle to quasi-equilibrium in the 
medium term, then go extinct according to an exponential distribution of mean 
above. If Er=i tfe,. is small, the process will settle to quasi-equilibrium in the 
long-term, and although extinction is sure to happen eventually, it may not occur 
for a very long time indeed.
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3.5 Multi-type branching process and extinction
Many of the branching process approximation results of chapter 2 can be extended 
to the situation where we consider more than one population. Let T be the set of all 
fc-dimensional vectors whose components are non-negative integers. A Multitype 
branching process is a temporally homogeneous vector-valued Markov process 
Zo.Z^Za... whose states are vectors in T (see eg. [56], [80]). We assume Zq is 
nonrandom. Write = the number of objects of type i in the u’th generation. If 
Zq = e; = (0...., 0,1,0,..., 0) where the 1 occurs at the dth component then the 
law for this process is as follows; the generating function of Zi is

oo
..,sk) - ^ Pl(ri' ■ • • ’ rfc)si1 • ■ • Ml I,..., I Sjt|< 1 (3.4)

where pl (ri,,.., r^) is the probability an infective from group i makes n contacts 
of type 1,..., r/j contacts of type k.

In general, if Zn = (ri,..., r^) G T, then Zn+i is the sum of ri -I------hrjt inde
pendent random vectors, ri having generating function (p1, r2 having generating 
function </>2, ..., r/c having generating function (j)k. The generating function of 
Zn has components denoted by , s^) — ^(s), n = 0,1,..., i = 1,..., fc.
Then <j>\ is the function 0* of (3.4).

The generating functions are functional iterates, defined by the relations

f 4+1 (s) =44(S)>--->4(S)L
l ^o(s) =si-

The progeny matrix, or next-generation mean matrix, is the matrix of ex
pected number of progeny of all types of parent objects. In terms of our application 
this translates as the mean number of contacts.

M

77iii • • • mu-

777.21 • ■ ■ m2jt

rajtl mkk

with Mij = E[Zj | Zq = e,-] = 3^(1, ■■•,1)
dsi

So E[Zn+i | Zn] = ZftM or generally E[Zn+Ar | ZN) — Z^M71.
More specifically, each entry of the mean offspring matrix is interpreted as the 

mean number of secondary infectious type j individuals that a single infectious type 
i individual infects in an otherwise disease-free population during its infectious per
iod. Processes with several types are more complex than single branching processes 
because besides the branching pattern they contain another Markovian structure 
of movement between different states, the types. One extreme, pure branching is 
obtained if r = 1, the other extreme, a Markov Chain with r states and no bran
ching if 0'7(s) = EjLiPy S? 1 <i < r for some numbers pij. Thus issues like classes 
of states and periodicity reappear here. It is common to avoid these difficulties by
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assuming the process positively regular, which is what we shall do in terms of 
our application : A multitype branching process is positively regular if there is an 
n £ N such that all entries in Mn are strictly positive. All states, except zero in a 
positively regular branching process are transient, ie. the probability of returning 
to the same state is less than 1; P(Zn = z for some n=l,2,... | Zq = z) < 1.

The maximal eigenvalue of M plays a similar role to the mean of the offspring 
distribution for regular' branching processes in determining whether extinction oc
curs, For general multi-type epidemic models Rq is defined as the largest eigen
value of the mean offspring matrix, see e.g. Pg 51-61 in [37], Let ql = extinction 
probability if initially there is 1 object of type i, ?' = 1,.,.,

ql = P(Zn = 0 for some n | Zq = e,;) q = (g1, g2,..., qk)

Then
f Po ^ 1 ^ q = 1,
\ Po > 1 =>■ 0 < q < 1.

andq=0(q). (3.5)

If x is any vector in the unit cube other than 1, then limn-+004>n('x) — q [63]. 
This ensures we can obtain a solution using successive approximations, using any 
initial vector in the unit cube other than 1. This implies that the only solutions 
of (3.5) in the unit cube are q and 1.

An individual in group i ‘makes contacts’ to group j at rate — jtl-Jj as a 
Poisson process. Given that the individual has infectious period I, then (Gtj \ I) ~ 

Pois(^jXjTTjjjjij fjI) where Gtj is the number of group j contacts emanating from a 
group i individual, A* is the group i infectivity, fij is the group j susceptibility, 
the mixing preference and fj is a relative frequency of group j. So group i infects 
group j at rate (Adhdii)/.^. -where we have assumed for our branching process 
approximation that Sj — Nj. Using a brandling process approximation for our 
SIS infection model, we can write the next generation mean matrix as

Mij = /?E[J]
AlTTH/il/l . . . AlTTlfcjUjt/fc

A/cTTA-lMl/l ■ - • h^kkJGfk

where fj — Nj/N represents the relative frequency of group j, namely the propor
tion of individuals in group j against the overall population of all groups. If we now 
examine the branching process approximation where irsr = |, the next-generation 
offspring mean matrix M is given by

M = -j—XlJL1 diagVtj
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Finding eigenvalues of this matrix,

MX = \ij,t diag({)\ — -^-X(fiTdiag(i)X)

where f.iTdiag(f)X is scalar. So A is an eigenvector with eigenvalue J^{fiTdiag{{)\). 
If we construct an orthogonal basis {A, W2,..., w/,:} of then for each i = 2,..., k

wj M — Xfj,Tdiag(f) — 0

due to wj A = 0. Therefore, the matrix M has (k - 1) eigenvectors each with 
eigenvalue 0. With i?o being the maximum eigenvalue, it is clear that

Ro ~ -r-(nTdiag(f)X) = ^-(Ai^i/i H----+ hl-i-kfk)-

For a 2-group process, we have 0i(s) = Efsf11^^12] and 02(s) = E[sf21S2 22]. 
Note that

E[sf | /] = E[sf11 | /]E[sJ12 | /] 

by independence of G'n and G'12 conditional upon I. So, as before

Efsf11 | /] =

In a similar fashion E[s^12 j /] = since here we are looking at infection
crossing from group 1 to group 2 as opposed to just infections occuring within 
group 1. Hence

0l(s) = E[sfusf12 I I] = e/3u/(-u-l) gfe/Ga-l) _ e-I(,8u(l-.n)+PMl-s2))

Similarly, 02(s) = E[e“J^21^1“Sl)+^22^1”S2^]. If we assume each group has the 
same infectious period given by the exponential distribution I ~ ex/p^) it follows 
that

01 (s) = E [e-^dl-sO+^Cl-sa)) _____________7_____________
7 + /3n(l - si) + ^12(1 - 52)

Further details on exponential generating functions in epidemics can be seen in 
[16]. In terms of our vector equation for the extinction probability q = 0(q) we 
have

<Zi = 7 + /3n(l - gi) + £12(1 - g2) and g2
7 + 021 (1 - qi) + 022(1 - g2)'
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Tins yields
[7 + /3li(l - Qi) + 012(1 - q2)]qi = 7 ^ -01191 - 0129192 + (7 + 0n + 012)91 = 7

and similarly for the second equation, giving rise to two 2-d quadratics:
f -0119? - 0129192 + (7 + 011 + 012)91 - 7 = 0,
1 -02292 - 0219192 + (7 + 021 + 022)92 - 7 “ 0.

These equations can be solved for various forms of A, ju for gi, <72 using Maple. 
Solving for these extinction probabilities will be necessary in calculating the emer
gence probability as will be seen in the following chapter.

We could simplify the model significantly by assuming a symmetry exists, ie. 
the within-group infection rates are equal to one another as are cross-group infec
tion rates thus the infection rate matrix would be given by

If this were the case our extinction probability calculations would simplify further. 
In terms of our vector equation for the extinction probability q — c6(q) we have

91 _________ 7_________
7 + (0 -1- A) - 09i - A92

By symmetry, 91 = 92, so
=_________7_________

^ 7 4- (0 + A) - (0 -I- A)g

and 92 = _________ 7_________
7 + (0 + A) - Agi - 092

(9 - l)(-(0 + A)g + 7) = 0.

So 9 = 1 or 9 = which means 9 = min{l, = min{l, ^}, If Bo were for 
example fixed, then the extinction probability for both the 1-group SIS model and 
this 2-group symmetric SIS model would be the same.

If we were to instead assume a constant infectious period I for this symmetric 
model as opposed to an exponential, there is no need to integrate the function 
over time and so Efs^s^22 | I] — eBKsi-^)+P{s2-l))^ gQ using q = <£(q) and 
maintaining the assumption of symmetry (91 = 92) we have

ei(/3(q-l)+\(q-i))

- gffo(q-l)

Note that Rq = is still given by the eigenvalue of maximum real part, as before.

Of course, in the more general setting where this symmetry isn’t assumed, for 
a constant infectious period J, the extinction probabilities would be given by the 
solution to the simultaneous equations

f 91 =| q2 = e^21^1-1^+^22^2-1^.
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3.6 Deterministic representation
The system of differential equations which describe the deterministic version of 
the general Ar-group SIS model defined in section 3.2 is

(3.6)

In this setup, represents the actual number of infectives in group r, r =
1,..., Nr are the total number of individuals in group r and N ~ Ni ---- +
A^,. is total population size. If we are to view this model in terms of densities, 
we set xr — Ir/Nr where xr represents the proportion of infectives in group r. 
As A7 oo, the process describing the density of infectives in each population
{( in Ik. 

ATi»• • • > Nk can be approximated by the deterministic model described
by the following differential equations

dxr
dt

k
dp?'(l - Xr) ^ XsKsrfsXs - yXr 

.s=l

(3.7)

for r ~ 1,2,.... /o where fs represents the relative frequency of group s. In Chapter 
5 we will investigate feasibility and stability of equilibria of this system, as well as 
using this representation to look at the effect varying individual parameters has 
on the system.
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Chapter 4

Probability of emergence

4.1 Introduction

The emergence of a disease combines two elements: the introduction of the pa
thogen in a certain population and its subsequent spread within it. Mathematical 
models have been used to show that, given an introduction, an epidemic spreads 
more rapidly if there axe heterogeneities in contact between individuals than in 
a homogeneous population with the same mean contact rate (Hethcote & Van 
Ark [53], May Sz Anderson [6]). Heterogeneities in epidemiological parameters 
can affect the probability that a pathogen can establish itself in a new popula
tion. Generally, for a given i?o, increasing heterogeneity leads to a decrease in the 
probability of emergence (Galvani k, May [46], Lloyd-Smith et al. [71], Xiao et 
ah [104]). The intuitive reason for this effect is an increase in extinctions of the 
pathogen owing to stochastic effects in the early stages of the epidemic.

To model heterogeneity, we assume that the probability of infection occuring in 
a given encounter is proportional to the infectivity of the infected individual and 
susceptibility of the recipient. This assumption is known as proportionate mixing 
(Hethcote & Van Ark [53]). Host types may also mix with different preferences for 
one another, and so the number of potentially infective encounters between two 
types is determined by the frequency of each in the population and the mixing 
preference of the infectious and susceptible individuals.

Erom section 3.5, the next generation mean matrix of the multitype branching 
process approximation to our infection model has elements

Mij — (SElIlXiiTijfijfj for 1 < i,j < k

where A,; represents the infectivity of an individual in group A // ■/ the susceptibility 
of an individual in group j, is a mixing parameter, fj is the relative frequency 
of group j and /? is a force of infection and I the infectious period (see model 
definition, chapter 3.3). For mathematical convenience we set the constraints
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Hy__i Ttvj = 1 for ?' = 1.2,..., k. As there is an arbitrariness in the choices of 
scale of the infectivity and susceptibility parameters A; and /m we resolve this by 
imposing the restrictions

h k
£«/. = ! . Y,X'fi = 1

(in accordance with Becker & Marschner [24]) where fi denotes a relative fre
quency, ie. Sj(t)/N, the number of susceptibles of type j remaining at time t 
within the population. Because we are dealing with a large population we can 
approximate Sj(i)/N by Sj(0)/N = fj during the early stage of an epidemic. This 
ensures in his case that when N is large, the fj7s sum to 1. These restrictions are 
important for the purposes of this thesis as they will also be imposed upon the 
stochastic model we analyze in the next chapter. In addition to these constraints, 
for the purposes of the models studied from now on we scale time so that E[/] = 1. 
This allows us to change the rates of infection in each model by the same factor 
without altering the model dynamics.

There is some degeneracy in this parameterization, but it allows us to dis
cuss how the conceptually distinct factors interact to determine the probability of 
emergence. We do not assume any correlation between A, p and tt. Typically, this 
correlation is implicit in deterministic models in which the rate of new infections 
is represented by a term of the form {3SI, where /3 is a single parameter expressing 
a combination of transmissability and susceptibility and /, S are the numbers of 
infectives and susceptibles respectively.

Conditional upon the infectious period, the number of secondary cases in type 
j individuals originating from one infected type i is a Poisson distributed random 
variable. This can be expressed with the probability generating function ^i(s), 
which specifies the distribution of secondary cases generated by a case of type i in 
each of the ft-host types. Specifically, <;/>.;(0) is the extinction probability after one 
generation, given a starting condition of one infected host of type L

We have already established (section 3.5) using standard multi-type branching 
process theory (Harris, [49]), from the assumption of Poisson-distributed secon
dary cases between hosts of each type, that when a constant infectious period is 
assumed,

</>.;(s) =
that the extinction probability after m generations starting with one infected host 
of type i is ^m^(0), the i’th component of the m’th iterate of the probability 
generating function. The ultimate extinction probability, rp, the limit of <^m)(0) 
as m -> oo, is the solution to

<Mq) = g» for z = 1,2,... ,/c.
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Following Yates et al. [106] we then calculate the probability of emergence in the 
population as

P(Em) = 1 — P(Extinction) = 1 — fiHiQi, (4-1)
i

where fi is the relative frequency of group i and p, is the susceptibility of an 
individual in group i. This formula means that emergence probability is the pro
bability of extinction, given the infected individual is in group i, multiplied by 
the probability that it is in group i, which is a quantity given by a combination 
of susceptibility and relative numbers. We can compare P(Em) in a heteroge
neous population with the reference case of P(Em) in a homogeneous population 
with the same value for Pq. In this framework, disease spread can be described 
with a single-component probability generating function o(s) = Efe^5-1^] and 
P(Em) = 1 — q where q is the solution to q = (p{q).

q1 as a function of R0 q2 as a function of R0

q2 for 2-Group

P(Em) as a function of R0

P(Emengence) for 2-group 
P(Em)=1-min(1,1 /R0)

P(Emergence) for 2-group model 
— P(Em)=1-min(1,1/R0)

Figure 4.1: Extinction and Emergence probabilities for 2-group models with dif
ferent starting conditions. Fixed parameters /i = /2 = 1 /2.

The motivation for this is made clear by the four subplots of Figure (4.1). Xiao 
et al. [104] start their model with one initial infective in a particular group. The top
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two subplots of Figure (4.1) show that for a separable model where Try, = ^ Vi, j, 
when picking \i, ftj arbitrarily at random, with no constraints, leads to having 
extinction probabilities both above and below the homogeneous curve. The top 
left hand plot shows extinction probabilities given we start our 2-group model with 
one infective in group 1, the top right plot similarly for one infective starting in 
group 2. The bottom left hand plot shows emergence probabilities where A,., jj.j 
are again picked at random and we assign the probability fj to an individual in
fective starting in group j. Here we can see under this setup, which is similar to 
Xiao et al. [104], that the emergence probability can lie both above and below 
the homogenous curve. However, the bottom right subplot takes the approach of 
Yates et al. [106], which is what we’re interested in. They assign the group the 
infected individual starts in randomly according to /q/i- Here we see this results in 
an ordering on emergence probability, even when A,;, p,j are still chosen at random 
and it is this ordering which is of interest.

We begin by looking at a 2-group model as per Yates et al. [106]. We produce 
numerical results and examine the effects of various heterogeneities under an expo
nential infectious period and contrast these results with those of Yates et al. [106], 
who looked at a constant infectious period. Throughout these results our interest 
is in comparing the heterogeneous model to the reference case of a homogeneous 
model, in terms of their corresponding emergence probabilities.

Next we produce some analytical results for comparing a homogeneous mo
del with the 2-group heterogeneous model where Try = ^ for all i. j, so that 
Mij = f Ajp.j/y This formulation for the model is often referred to as a ‘separable 
model’. We calculate the probability of emergence iteratively for both models and 
analyse both numerically and algebraically the differences in this probability. We 
offer a proof which shows that the emergence probability will always be lower for 
a heterogeneous model than for a homogeneous model not only in the limit but 
will show this ordering has an n-generational effect. What this proof yields is ex
plicit algebraic expressions for the emergence probability at any stage of iterative 
convergence. Furthermore, the numerical results will indicate exactly how large 
this difference is and the magnitude of effect that different types of heterogeneity 
have. We then adapt a proof by Becker & Marschner [24] which shows something 
similar* to this and extend this result to the general case for a non-separable model.

We set up the following notation in using our branching process approximation. 
For the homogeneous model let mn be the probability that, starting from one 
infective individual at generation 0, the infection persists to generation n. We 
then define the probability of emergence to be

P(Em) = lim mn,
11-400

For the heterogeneous model, let tn be the probability that infection persists to
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generation n, given that generation 0 consists of a single infective individual whose 
group is assigned at random with probability ~ Mi/i being in group i.

Note that mn = 1 — </)n(0) and fn is something similar} tn — 1 — Y2i=i

Finally we examine various forms of majorization which allow us to compare 
two heterogeneous models to each other, for various forms of heterogeneity, and dis
cuss how certain types of majorization allow us to make inferences on the orderings 
of emergence probabilities for heterogeneous models. Numerical and analytical re
sults follow.

4.2 Preliminary numerical results
Using the same parameter values as used in Yates et al. [106], we are able to com
pare the effect of heterogeneity in infectivity, susceptibility and in mixing on the 
probability of emergence for the 2-group model for varying Rq. One set of results 
is consequential of assuming a constant infectious period, as Yates et al. [106] did. 
By contrast we generate results for the same parameter values but assuming an 
exponential infectious period, and compare. It is important to note that for these 
results the parameter values were chosen specifically in order to compare with 
Yates et al. [106]. So the elements of the infection rate matrix (3ij are prescribed 
and fixed. For the purposes of this 2-group model wo set tth = -K22 = tt so T\lJ

reduces to a single parameter matrix We define assortative
7T 1 — 7i 

1 — TT 7T
mixing to be when tt > 0.5. This represents the fact that each individual in a 
group is more likely to make contact with an individual from the same group as 
opposed to one from the other group. This is equivalent to saying an individual 
‘prefers’ within-group contact. Similarly, we define dissortative mixing to be 
when tt < 0.5. This represents the fact that each individual in a group is more 
likely to make contact with an individual from the other group as opposed to one 
from its own group. This is equivalent to saying an individual ‘prefers’ cross-group 
contact. When tt = 1 — tt = 0.5, this signifies that contact is just as likely to occur 
within-group as it is cross-group - that is, a homogeneously mixing scenario.

In all figures we have a population split such that 10% of the total population 
exist within group 1 and 90% exist within group 2. In every case, the plots gene
rated for qi, f/2 and P(Em) are all compared to the homogeneous case. One reason 
for parameter choices is to investigate the effect of so-called ' superspreaders1. By 
having a low frequency of highly infectious individuals in group one interacting 
with a high frequency of relatively low infectious individuals in group two we can 
model the degree by which this affects emergence probabilities. The MATLAB 
code (for details on software see [92]) used to generate the following numerical 
results can be seen in Appendix A.
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P(Em) as a function of RQ

Figure 4.2: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in infectivity for both constant and exponential 
infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = 200/29, A2 = 10/29, pi = ^2 = l,/i = 
1/10./2 = 9/10,7r = 1/2.

P(Em) as a function of R0

. . L -

Figure 4.3: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in mixing (assortative) for both constant and 
exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = A2 = 1, pi = P2 = 1. /1 = 
1/10,/2 = 9/10,7r = 0.95.
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P(Em) as a function of RQ

Figure 4.4: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in mixing (dissortative) for both constant and 
exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = A2 = 1, pi = P2 = l,/i = 
1/10,/2 = 9/10,7r = 0.05.

P(Em) as a function of R0

Figure 4.5: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in susceptibility for both constant and ex
ponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = A2 = 1. pi = 1000/109. ^2 = 
10/109, /1 = 1/10. f2 = 9/10,7T = 1/2.
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PtEm) as a Kmction of R0

Figure 4.6: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in infectivity with assortative mixing for both 
constant and exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = 200/29. A2 = 
10/29. pi = p2 = l./i = 1/10, /2 = 9/10,7T = 0.95.

P(Em) as a function of Rg

Figure 4.7: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in infectivity with dissortative mixing for both 
constant and exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = 200/29, A2 = 
10/29, pi = p2 = l,/i = 1/10. /2 = 9/10,7T = 0.05.
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P(Em) as • function of RQ

Figure 4.8: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in susceptibihty with assortative mixing for 
both constant and exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = A2 = l,pi = 
1000/109. p2 = 10/109. fi = 1/10. /2 = 9/10. tt = 0.95.

P(Em) as a function of RQ

Figure 4.9: Emergence probability for homogeneous and heterogeneous 2-group 
models where heterogeneity exists in susceptibility with dissortative mixing for 
both constant and exponential infectious periods. Parameters: Ai = A2 = 1. in = 
1000/109. p2 = 10/109. fi = 1/10, h = 9/10. tt = 0.05.
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Figures (4.2)-(4.9) correspond to the graphs of Figure 2 of Yates et al. [106]. 
The difference with our results is that we have included emergence probabilities 
for both a constant and exponential infectious period assumption for all sets of 
parameter values. The first four figures of results we produce each show the effect 
of one type of heterogeneity, and each shows both constant and exponential cases. 
In Figure (4.2) we examine the effect of heterogeneity in infectivity. In this case, tt 
is set to 0.5 to ensure that mixing has no effect, ie. there is no contact preference 
- group 1 individuals are just as likely to make contact with group 2 individuals as 
they are with themselves and vice versa. We set Ai = 200/29, A2 = 10/29, meaning 
that group 1 individuals are 20 times more infectious than group 2 individuals. As 
mentioned in Chapter 3, this small proportion of highly infectious individuals wi
thin the whole population are referred to as ‘super spreaders’. Figure (4.3) shows 
the effect of assortative mixing. We set tt = 0.95 =4* 1 — tt = 0.05. This means that 
group 1 individuals are 95% likely to make contacts with other group 1 individuals 
and only 5% likely to make contacts with group 2 individuals and vice versa. The 
infectivity and susceptibility are equal between both groups. Figure (4.4) shows 
the effect of dissortative mixing. Here tt = 0.05 so contact within-group is 5% 
likely and contact preference for the opposite group is 95% likely. Again, force of 
infectivity and susceptibility between groups is equal. Figure (4.5) shows the effect 
of heterogeneity in susceptibility. There is no contact preference and infectivity is 
equal between groups.

The remaining four figures show the effect of two types of heterogeneity simul
taneously. Figure (4.6) shows heterogeneity in two parameters, infectivity with as
sortative mixing. Figure (4.7) shows heterogeneity in infectivity with dissortative 
mixing. Figure (4.8) shows heterogeneity in susceptibility with assortative mixing 
and figure (4.9) shows heterogeneity in susceptibility with dissortative mixng.

The probability of emergence is less for every value of i?o, in every instance, when 
an exponential infectious period is assumed as opposed to a constant infectious 
period in comparing corresponding homogeneous and heterogeneous models. It is 
also clear that the probability of emergence remains higher across the Rq range 
for the homogeneous model than for the heterogeneous, irrespective of infectious 
period assumption and type of heterogeneity imposed. This is also true in the 
cases where multiple heterogeneities are imposed.

There are several observations to be made concerning these results. Firstly, 
Figure (4.5) shows that the emergence probability for the homogeneous model is 
identical to that of the heterogeneous model with the same Rq value when consi
dering heterogeneity in susceptibility only. This is true when both a constant and 
exponential infectious period is assumed. We will present an algebraic argument in 
section 4.3.3 showing this to be the case for ^-groups under the constant infectious 
period assumption.
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Another point of interest is that the type of mixing preference of otherwise 
identical individuals influences disease emergence. From Figures (4.3) and (4.4) 
we can see that both assortative and dissortative mixing lower the emergence pro
bability compared to that of the homogeneous model and that strong dissortative 
mixing yields a lower emergence probability than the same model with strong as
sortative mixing. This observation is in line with one made by Marschner [75], 
who discussed that increasing the assortative mixing component of simpler mo
dels tends to allow an epidemic to grow more easily. Furthermore, the addition of 
multiple forms of heterogeneity result in complex outcomes. The results suggest 
that heterogeneity does not increase the probability of emergence and in every 
case but one, decreases it. This is consistent with results of Lloyd-Smith et al. 
[71] who considered the case of heterogeneity in infectivity alone. What is clear is 
that the influence of heterogeneity on disease emergence depends on the type of 
heterogeneity. For example, variation in susceptibility does not affect emergence 
whereas variation in infectivity reduces its likelihood. Multiple forms of hetero
geneity yield more complex results, for example, whilst variation in susceptibility 
alone gives the same effect as a homogeneous population with the same Rq, when 
combined with heterogeneity in mixing, it reduces the risk of emergence compared 
to the homogeneous case.

So these graphs show that with only the exception of varying susceptibility 
alone, variation in infectiousness, susceptibility to infection and mixing preference 
makes the extinction of chains of disease transmission more likely, ie. epidemics 
are less likely to occur in epidemiologically diverse populations than in homoge
neous ones (with the same Rq)-

Another feature to note is that the probability of emergence is always lower 
when an exponential infectious period is assumed when compared to a model with 
constant infectious period of the same parameter values. This was proved for 
the case of a homogeneously mixing population by Daley [32]. The effect of the 
constant or exponential assumption is often greater than the effect of the type of 
heterogeneity.

Daley [32] states that it is feasible to have E[/i] = E[/2] but P[l (Em) = 0 < 
Pr'2(Em), because the critical threshold level above which major outbreaks occur 
depends not on the mean infectious period but rather on the mean number of 
contacts during such a period. This however is not possible with a Poisson process 
of contacts where Rq = E[Number of contacts] = E[/3J] = /3E[I]. Here, Rq < 1 
if E[7] < ^ thus P1 (Em) — 0 if E[/] < | where P^Ern) is determined by the 
mean infectious period otherwise if Rq > 1, the value of Pl(Em) is determined 
by E[e-'37]. In a general sense, as the variability of the infectious period increases 
for a given mean infectious period, so both the mean size of the epidemic and
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probability of emergence decrease.

Figure (4.10) plots the extinction probabilities and emergence probabilities for 
a 3-group separable model where the values of A and p are chosen randomly from 
an exponential distribution with mean 3, and so the elements of the infection 
rate matrix are random. This random selection of parameters is iterated 1000 
times and so we see a range of possible values for extinction probabilities of all 
three groups and emergence probabilities under these parameters. What is of 
interest is that the extinction probabilities (with initial infective in a specified 
group), although seemingly clustered around the homogeneous curve, lie above 
and below the curve for any /?o, entirely dependent upon chosen parameter values. 
However, the emergence probability (with the initial infective assigned to group i 
with probability /z,/j) lies consistently below the homogeneous line for all Rq and 
all parameter values.

Figure 4.10: Extinction probabilities qi,q2,Q3 and P(Emergence) as a function of 
R0. The solid green line represents the homogeneous model in each case. Fixed 
parameters f\ = /2 = /a = 1/3.

Furthermore we produce emergence probabilities for a more general, non- 
separable model (Figure (4.11)) where f3lj is no longer a product of separate pa
rameters but is simply a number chosen at random. In this case, it is impossible 
to tell which characteristics contributed to the infection rate and by how much. 
What is interesting to note about this setup is that the emergence probabilities 
are still all bounded from above by the homogeneous curve. Here the emergence 
probability is calculated by PHet(Em) = 1 - q\ where V is the normalised ei
genvector of the next-generation mean matrix M corresponding to eigenvalue Rq.
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Pt Emergence) as a Unction of RO

Figure 4.11: P(Emergence) as a function of Rq for a non-separable infection model. 
Fixed parameters f\ = = 1/2.

This is a point of interest. Here this eigenvector acts as a probabiUty distribution 
of an infective starting in group i so we start the process off according to this 
dominant eigenvector. This is not biologically speaking a sensible way to start 
such a process but this vector does have a biological interpretation. We see that 
the process ends up after a long time in the same position as it was when it began. 
In other words, if we start the process at the ‘ultimate state’ then this is where 
the process ends at after a long time. This is enforced by Corollary 4.2.7, pg. 95 
in [56] which states that for a supercritical positively regular process Zn,

lim , n ,n_\Zn\ = V

where V is a normalised eigenvector and | . | denotes the sum of absolute values of 
elements. The notion that there is no change over time of this probability distri
bution at least makes mathematical sense. The MATLAB code used to generate 
the results of Figures (4.10) and (4.11) is viewable in appendices D and C.
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4.3 Analytical results
For the purposes of these analytical proofs we define Mij — and
set 7r.y — ^ so we can now view the model as being separable. If fj = ^ then, 
as already established [23], Rq is defined as the maximal eigenvalue of our next 
generation mean matrix

M - ^E[/]

Xif.ii ... Xif.ik
X2H1 • ■ ■

XkM * • • Afc/ifc
,\uF

/k2,

If we now take E[I] — 1 we have that M = so A is an eigenvector of M with

MX = 0^-) A-A = -fioA where R0 (5fiTX 
k2 ‘

This shows that is an eigenvalue of M. In order to show that this is also the 
largest eigenvalue, see Galvani & May [46].

We examine a 2-group model under this parameterization, but we will allow 
for f\ ^ /2. For the homogeneous case, assuming an exponential infectious period 
with mean 1, the probability generating function is given by

1 + #0(1 s) 1 + f (Al£4i/l + A2/i2/2)(l - s)

Thus 4>(0) - which implies mi = 1 - jq^.

We now iterate the generating function a number of times in order to examine 
limn_).00 (pn(0). A procedure in MATLAB is created where for starting point s= 0, 
we iterate this generating function a specified number of times and examine how 
convergence occurs through iteration in order to gain insight into the probability of 
emergence. In other words we look at how P(Em) = lim^ootl - 0n(O)] converges.

We set the number of iterations n — 5. Take starting points s = 0 and set 
arbitrarily Rq = 5, for our homogeneous model. For the 2-group heterogeneous 
case, there are now two generating functions involved as opposed to one. We have

1 1 fiRs) =------------------------------------------------------ (Ws) =------3-----------------------------------------------.
1 + f (Ai^i/i(l - Si) + X1fJ,2f2(l ~ S2)) 1 + §(A2£il/l(l - Si) -1- X2l-l2f2{l ~ S2))

Taking s = 0 then

*1 = 1- M1/1
1

1 + f (Ai/ii/i + A1/.42/2)
M2/2

1 d" f (^2Ml/l + X2fi2f2)
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We iterate these generating functions each a number of times and examine 
^1(0), </>2(0) and tn = l ~ (0) — /i2/202 (0)- We set the parameters for the
heterogeneous model to match the Rq value of the homogeneous model studied 
by setting n = 5, Ai = 3, A2 = 1, /xi — — 2, Rq — 5, The table below shows
the results for 0i(s),02(s) and emergence probabilities mn and tn for both the 
heterogeneous and homogeneous models*

n 1 2 3 4 5
0.0925 0.1202 0.1267 0.1282 0.1286

<$(°) 0.2342 0.2908 0.3032 0.3061 0.3068
tfl 0.8130 0.7661 0.7556 0.7532 0.7526
mn 0.8333 0.8065 0.8013 0.8002 0.8001

It is first of all clear to see that mn = 1 — 0n(O) converges as n increases, to 
PHomiE-rn). In fact limnH,oo 0n('s) is the same for all s € [0,1). This is in keeping 
with the theory below where we can use equation (3.3) to calculate the extinction 
probability q and then use the fact that the emergence probability is 1 — q.

q = 0(g) = 1 + ^ => g[l+f?0(l—g)] - 1 =J> -Roq2+{l+Ro)q-l = 0

1 1
(g — 1)(—i?og 4-1) = 0 g = — = - ~ 0.2 =4* P{Em) = 1 — g = 0.8.

bo 0
It is also clear to see that, 0i (0) and 02 (0) converge as n increases which implies 
tn — 1 — Mi/i0i (s) - ^20202 (®) converges as n increases.

The below table shows results for Rq = 38. Although this is arguably an un
realistic J?0 value, the data supports the following inference clearly. Again, by 
selecting Ai = 6, A2 — 2, m = 3, j.1,2 = 10 for our heterogeneous model we can 
ensure Rq = 38 matches the homogeneous model and tabulate mn,tn in order to 
show that increasing Rq causes both to be larger, no matter the initial value of s,
(0 < s < 1).

n 1 2 3 4 5
tn 0.9711 0.9667 0.9676 0.9676 0.9676
mn 0.9744 0.9737 0.9737 0.9737 0.9737

Increasing A;, jij, ie. Rq causes 0(s) to be smaller and so \imn-¥006n(s) 
converges to a smaller value. Numerical results obtained (but not included) indi
cate that convergence occurs to the same value as above, no matter what value s 
takes (0 < .s < 1). In turn

As Aj, —» 00, [ lim 01l(O)] -» 0 =4 [ lim (1 — 0n(s))l —»■ 1
n—>oo 71.—>00
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So as we increase Rq, the probability of emergence tends to 1. Similarly to 
the homogeneous case, numerical results have been obtained (but not included) 
for the heterogeneous case to show that convergence to the same value occurs 
V 0 < s < 1.

As in the homogeneous case, observe that for the heterogeneous case, as Rq -4 
OO, limn^oo *n 1*

Examining the above data, we can compare mn with tn for each n. One can see 
that tn is smaller than mn so that, in the limit, the probability of emergence for 
the heterogeneous case is always smaller than the probability of emergence for the 
homogeneous case. What follows is an algebraic proof showing that this is indeed 
the case, no matter what values AM f.ij and so ultimately Rq take. In addition, we 
will see that this result holds independently of group frequencies

4.3.1 Iterative proof for 2-group heterogeneous model with expo
nential infectious period

For the homogeneous case, define so ^ 0 and

5n+l — ^(^n)
1 + R0(l - sn) 1 + f (Ai/.ti./i + A2/A2/2XI - Sn)

for n—1,2,...,

(4.2)
mn — 1 — sn for n=l,2,...,

Then sn -4 q, the extinction probability and mn -4 Pu0m{Em) as n -4 00.

For the heterogeneous case, take s° = (0,0) and define 

sn+1 = ^s71) for n=l,2,...,

that is,
SJ+1 = 0l(s’1), SJ+1 = ,(.2(s"),

and define
tn - 1 - //-i/i-s'i - ^*2/2*2- 

Then sn -4- q and tn -4 Pffet(Em) as n -4 00.

The tabulated results (and Figures (4.1)~(4.8)) showed that, in the limit, PHom{Em) > 
PHet(Em). This is equivalent to saying that, in the limit, tn < mn or 1 - tn >
1 — m.n. If we can show that tn < mn for each n, then we can infer that in the 
limit the probability of emergence for the heterogeneous case is always less than 
or equal to the probability of emergence for the homogeneous case, no matter the
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strength of infectivity and susceptibility of the population or relative frequency of 
each group.

To begin, take sq = 0 so si = i+Rq which implies mi = 1 — 1-pJ?o. So for the 
homogeneous case:

, 1m\ = 1-------- 3----------------------- •
1 + + A2M2/2)

Similarly, for the heterogeneous case, take s® = = 0 and so to = 1, and then

si

4

so

1 + f (A1/X1/1 + Aip-2/2 - Ai/q/if.s?) - Ai//,2/2(«2)) 1 + 2(^l^l/l + A1//.2/2)

1 + |(A2/.il/l + A2/J.2/2 - A2Ati/i(sJ) - A2/i2/2(s2)) 1 + f (A2Ail/l + A2M2/2)

£1 = 1- pi/i(si) - £62/2(52)

ti = l- M1/1 £62/2
1 + 2(Al£tl/l + Ai£t2/2) / \1+ |(A2£tl/l + ^2^2/2),

We are to show that ti < mi, or equivalently, 1 — £1 > 1 — mi. We have

1 \ f 1
1-ti— £tl/i

1 + f (Al£il/l + Al£i2/2) + £62/2
1 + i(A2£6l/l + \2H2f2)

(4.3)
Examining equation (4.3), we can simplify. We take the RHS, put over a common 
denominator and collect terms in the numerator:

1-ti
£6l/l(l + f (^2£6l/l + A2/42/2)) + £62/2(1 + f ('^h/l + Al£62/2)) 

(1 + f (Al£6l/l + Ai£i2/2))(1 + f (A2£il/l + A2£62/2))

which implies

£ = 1______________(1 + f (Ai£62/2 + A2/J1/1))___________
(1 + f (A1/.61/1 + Ai£62/2))(1 + f (A2/61/1 + A2/62/2))

So we now compare (4.4) with mi; wanting to show £1 < mi, that is,

1_____________ (1 + f (Al£62/2 + A2£6i/l))___________  < 1_________ _l__________
(1 + 2 (Al£tl/l + Ai£62/2))(1 + f (A2£tl/l + A2/62/2)) 1 + f (Al£6i/i + A2£62^)

This is equivalent to

1 < __________ (1 + f (Aip.2/2 + A2/61/1))____________
1 + §(^l^l/l + A2£62/2) (1 + 2 t^1^1/1 + ^l£i2/2))(l + f (A2£6l/l + A2/42/2))
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A i A2 (/-;•! /1 + 2/./, 1 /.i2 /1 /2+f2) < Af f.i 1 j.1,2 fi j'2+A1A2 At 1 /1 + A1A2 /-i| /I+A2 / t 1 /-i2 ,h /2

4=^ 2A1A2M1P2/1/2 < AlM2/l/2(Ai + Al)

Note at this stage that if /q = 0 or p.2 — 0 then this inequality holds. If not, then 
this reduces to

2A1A2 ^ Aj -I- A^;
but now

(Ai + A|) — 2A1A2 — (Ai — A2)^ > 0.

Since any real value squared is non-negative, we have shown that ti < mi. We 
now extend this argument from mi and ti to mn+i and tn+i.

We defined for the homogeneous case, 

Sn+1 = 4>(Sn) = 1+J^(l_an)

for n=0,l,...

We defined

so that, from (4.2),

mn = 1 — sn for n=0,l,...

mn+i = 1
1 + mnRo

(4.5)

For the heterogeneous case,

tn~ 1 - [iifis'i - //2/2.S2 

= 1 - Ml/l H2f21+f 1)+Al/!2/2(l-52 j)

Following rearrangement,

(1 + §(Ai/.i2/2 + A2/Ai/l)tn)

1+f (A2Ml/l(l-sl )+A2M2/2(l-S2 ))

(1 + ^p(/.ti/l + /A2/2)^n)(l + ^^(Ml/l + ^2/2)^) 

where 0 < tn < 1. Now fn+i < mn+i if and only if

(4.6)

<
(1 + f (Al/.i2/2 + A2/Xl/l)tn)

1 + mnf?o (1 + + |■^2f2)tn)0- + ^(m/i + M2/2)in)
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l + ^(^l(Atl/l+M2/2)£n + A2(£il/l +M2/2)£n) + i----^(/^l/l +M2/2)2tn <

j31+^((Al^l/l+A2At2/2)^n+(AlAt2/2+A2Ail/l)in) + ^(Al/i2/2+A2Ail/l)(AlMl/l+A2/i2/2)^^n 

if and only if

^jr(Ai/.ii/i + A2/.62/2) + (mi/i + ^h)2 <

^-^(Al/tl/l + A2^-2/2) + ^ "(Al/^l/l + A2/U2/2)(Ai^2/2 + A2/.tl/l)

Inductively, we know tn < mn so + A2/.12/2) < ^^(AijUi/i +
A2M2/2) > so it is sufficient to show that

/? h^lA2 (pi/i + /t2/2)2 < (Ai/ii/i + A2Ai2/2)(Al/.i2/2 + A2//1/1)

fnAiA2(yUi/i+2^ijU2/i/2 + /W2/2) < ^(Af^ij^/i/a + AiA2Aii/i + A1A2JU2/I + Alm^/i/a)

Again, since tn < mn it is sufficient to show AiA2(/4i/i + ^2/2)2 < (Ai^i/i +
A2ja2/h)(Ai/.62/2 + A2/ii/i). This can be done by exactly the same method as used 
when looking at f* and mi. Thus we have proved that £n < mn for n — 0,1,2,....
Thus the probability of emergence, in the limit, for a 2-group model with ex
ponential infectious period, is always smaller in the heterogeneous case than the 
homogeneous case, no matter the values of (A;, /.Lj), the relative group frequencies 
and hence Rq.

4.3.2 Iterative proof for 2-group heterogeneous model with constant 
infectious period

As before, for the homogeneous case we take sq = 0, but now we define

sn+1 = 4>{sn) = eR°(Sn-V = e/J(Ai/*i/i+A2w/a)(sn-i)/2 for n = 1,2,...

In the same fashion as the exponential case we have that mn = 1 - for 
n = 0,1,... and that sn —> q and mn —> PHom{Em) as n —> oo. The same 
proceedings as before apply to the heterogeneous case, namely that s° = (0,0) 
and sn+1 = 0(sn) for n = 1,2,.. .with tn = 1 - /uifisi ~ ^2/2^21 then sri —> q and 
tn —> PHet(Em) as 71 —)■ 00.
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To begin, so = 0 therefore si = e^0^0 ^ ~ e R° =$■ mi — 1 — e Ro, For the 
heterogeneous model,

^(s) = ^(s) = ef (A2Mi/i(si-l)+A2M2/2(s2-l)))

so that
gl _ e|(Ai/ii/i(s5-l)+Ai/x2/2(s2-l)) _ g-fCAi/ii/i+Ai^Aj^

sl _ gf (A2Ail/l(A'i-l)+A2/X2/2(-‘>'2-1)) = g-f (A2Ml/l+A2/i2/2);

and so
ti = 1 - Ml/ie-f(Auu/i+AUt2/2) _ ^ta/ae-f (A3Mx/i+AaM/2)i 

We now show fi < mi, ie.

g-/3(Ai/.ii/i+A2At2/2)/2 <; ^j^g-ftAiAti/i+Ai^/a) _|_ (A2/U/1+A2M2/2)

^—v. e-/3(Axm/i+A2m/2)/2 < ^ y-'ie-f (AHU/1+A1M2/2) _j_ ^y^g-f (A2m/i+A2M2/2)

This above inequality says that the left hand side is less than, or equal to, some 
weighted average on the right hand side. In fact, this inequality follows because 
e~x is a convex function and

AlPl/l T A2P2/2 = Ml/l(Al/.4l/l + A1P2/2) + P2/2(A2Ml/l + A2/.A2/2)- (4.7)

We have shown thus far that ti < mi, for all values of A, p and / when we assume 
a constant infectious period. Now we extend the case, as before, to 1 and in+i- 
We have, in general,

m?l4-i = 1 — e_mnjRo,

tn+i = 1 ~ ^^(ef (Anii/i(s,il-1)+Ai^2/2(sJ-l))j _ ^^(ef (Asw/i(sr-i)+A2M2/a(«5-i))).

Using the fact that tn — 1 — pi/isj — ^2/2^2 we can assert that

tn+l = 1 - _ ^^g-f (A2in(^l/l+M2/2))<

We now show that tn+i < mn+i. We require

(Alfn(A‘l/l4-Ai2/2))_^2y?2e-f (A2fti(/i.i/i+M2/2)) <; ^_e-P‘mn(X1nifl+^2IJ-l2h)/2

^----V. e-^nn(AlA£l/l+A2M2/2)/2 < ^^g-ftAltubtl/l+W^ll^^^g-f (A2tn(^x/l+M2/2))

We know inductively that tn < mn. Thus the result follows from convexity of 
e~x and (4.7).
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4.3.3 The effects of varying A.;, jij for A>groiip heterogeneous model 
with constant infectious period

We have as the generating function for a fc-group model

0-i(s) = 1) for « = 1, . . . , k

Following the previous section it is easy to see that
]_ _ = e-! SiUi Mmfi — e-.'3(AT/J^)//i;

1 — £i = jtii/ie fc1 ^'=1 ltjfj + • • ■ + ^i=i Mfi

We are trying to show that < PHom{Em). Following the same reasoning
as previously, first show that si < 1 — ij, ie.

fi A1,-0(\TfiF)/k ^ f\e 1 k1 f2j=i kjJj _|_ + 0kfke k ^

That is,

i=l V
(4.8)

Now suppose we set A — 1 and allow (j, to vary in (4.8) then we have

e *i ELi a j fj
K
E
i=l

■f EjLi mj/j

The inequality becomes an equality and so mi = ti. To extend this to mn and 
tn is simply a matter of comparing exp (_^(ATmF)) and E Pifiexp

When A — 1 this becomes a matter of comparing exp and exp ■
Since the inductive step in this case is mn = tn we see that this is also an 
equality. So keeping infectivity uniform, and varying susceptibility means that 
Pi-let {Pm ) — PiiomiPyrn) for any values of p-j, for a A>group scenario, with constant 
infectious period. For an exponential assumption this follows from the fact that

i(s) =
l+f (Ej E/y/iKl-Sj)

and the fact that (bi (q) = Qj, since 0;(s) doesn’t de
pend on i in the case of heterogeneous susceptibility alone.

If on the other hand we set pifi — | for all i in (4.8), and allow A to vary then 
we require

i ke-lEtiAi <
- i=i

At this stage, we establish some necessary definitions before proceeding with the 
remainder of our analysis. We define majorization as a partial ordering over 
vectors of real numbers from pg. 7 of [76], as
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Definition 1 Given x,y £ we say x majorizes y, written x>- y, if

k k n n
XM = 51 md 4^4 f°ral1 ne{i,...,k-i}
i=l i=l i=l i=l

where a-’j", yf are the elements of x, y respectively sorted in decreasing order.

This definition is of central importance as it will be used when comparing two 
heterogeneous models in section 4.4. Furthermore we use the following definition 
from pg. 54 of [76]:

Definition 2 A real-valued function (p defined on a set .4 C is said to be 
Schur-convex on A if

x~< y on A ^ 0(:r) < <f>(y).

Finally, the proposition on pg. 64 of [76] states 
Proposition: If / c i? is an interval and g \ I R is convex, then

k

<p(*) =
t=l

is Schur-convex on Ik. Consequently, x -< y on implies </>(x) < ^(y)-

Now in the case fijji — | for all z, we have

Take gfa)

1 — m

1 - 4 — 1 Yj.e~l3Xi^k.

-«,X =~ and y -- j? ^i) 1- Then x >- y, and so

Ei=i gfa) > Ef=i 9(Vi)

Eh e~Ph/k > e~ Sf-1 = ke- E ■=! Ch/k2

Eh e~l3Xi/k > g— Ej=i /k2

1-4 > 1 - mi

4 < mi
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To show that tn < mn for all n we observe that (4.8) becomes

The same argument as above shows that

and then since inductively we know tn < rn

^2 e x p
i=i

then

exp /3mn y"' ^k2 h'‘ < exp k2

and the required inequality follows. With equal group sizes /i = • • • = fk = 
then what we have in fact shown is that if susceptibility is uniform and equal 
amongst groups, and we vary the degree of infectivity only, then the probability 
of emergence for a heterogeneously mixing case is always less than or equal to the 
probability of emergence for a homogeneously mixing case for a model with any 
number of groups.

To summarise, heterogeneity in infectivity decreases the probability of emer
gence when susceptibility is uniform between groups and group sizes are equal. 
Heterogeneity in susceptibility yields the same probability of emergence as a ho
mogenous model when infectivity is kept uniform between groups. This holds for 
any number of groups, irrespective of group size, when a constant infectious period 
is assumed.

4.3.4 Proof for &-group non-separable model
4.3.4.1 Comparing a heterogeneous model with a homogeneous model 

using a homogeneous process construction

We now construct processes by assigning to each individual its own offspring dis
tribution. Firstly, we construct a homogeneous branching process. Whenever a 
new individual is born, it has offspring distribution ~ G. Set

{
Gi with probability /.ti/i,

Gk with probability p,k fk,

where Gk is the number of points in a Poisson process of rate \k in time period 
I. That is to say that an infected individual has a probability mfi of making Gt
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contacts during its infectious period, meaning that it infects Gt other individuals 
since if a contact is made with an already infected individual, the branching pro
cess approximation ceases to become viable.

The probability generating function of the offspring distribution is

4,(s) = E [s°] = w/iE [SG‘] + • ■ • + W/*E [«°‘]

k

So comparing the heterogeneous model with the homogeneous model is equivalent 
to comparing two different homogeneous models with each other. Therefore it 
suffices to check that 0(s) < <p(s') for all s € [0,1). Equivalently, we can in a 
similar fashion to Marschner define a function for the heterogeneous model (f) by

4>(s) = E
.1=1

4.3.4.2 General Proof

To show that the probability of emergence is always less for a heterogeneous model 
than a homogeneous model, for k groups we can adapt an argument from Becker 
& Marschner [24]. Marschner defines Rq in the same sense as in this chapter, as 
the maximum eigenvalue of the infectivity matrix. In the separable case (but not 
otherwise) this is the sum of the diagonal entries of the infectivity matrix

k

i=l

Marschner defines cn as the unconditional probability that an epidemic started 
by a single infective is a minor epidemic, given the initial infective is of type i. He 
defines the unconditional probability that an epidemic started by a single infective 
is a minor epidemic as

k k
g = 1 - P{Em) = tiitoi

i=l ?‘=1

where pi denotes the probability that the single infective starts in group i.

We denote by I the duration of the infectious period for a particular infective 
of type i, and Gtj the number of individuals of type j infected by this infective.
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We assume that given /, the Ga, ■ ■ •, are independent Poisson variables with 
means J,..., Xif-Lk/kJ, respectively for k groups and that the duration I has
the same distribution for all types. So we have that G'i which is the number of
offspring from a G’i individual is equivalent to G'n H------l-G'ir- which is the number
of types of Gi individuals. Then the extinction probabilities satisfy

<?i = <Mq) = E Lf _ (4,9)

provided / is random. If I is constant then qt = e PA-. Following
Athreya and Ney [12], pg. 168 we can argue that

9 = * [it,

It is important at this stage to highlight the difference between how Marschner 
constructs his homogeneous model and how we do so. Marschner defines single 
parameters f.i and A to be the average of the susceptibilities and infectivities (which 
he allows to vary over time) respectively. He then inserts these parameters into 
his homogeneous model with an interest in the effect on Rq. This is equivalent to 
setting p; = A,: = 1 Vi Rq — ,8 /,; = fj and so his homogeneous model is
given by <fio(s) = E . We, on the other hand, don’t set such a constraint.
In our case we start with a heterogeneous model, calculate Rq, then calculate 
a homogeneous model with the same Rq and infectious period. We deliberately 
fix Rq so that it is the same for both models, ie. Ra = This
homogeneous model is given by

${s) = Efe^5-1*] = E gf ICihl -W'-i/ifs—1)

In the same fashion, we compare the smaller roots of the equations s = 0(.s) and 
s — Jensen’s inequality (see [76], pg. 454) states that, for a general convex 
function, g > where a{ represents positive weights and the x,
are numbers in the domain of a real convex function g. By taking a,- = mfi and 
xi = A; we get

«(^r) <

< iLkifig&i)

^ eXP(f ^(5 -- l)E'Vii/;} < E Mi fi exp{f A,(s - 1)}

E jexp{!-/(s -- 1) E < E [E IRfi exp{|/A;;(ts - :

i>{s) < 4>(s) for 0 < s < 1.
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In terms of Marschner’s comparison, at this stage he uses the result to conclude 
that the smaller root of the heterogeneous model will be greater than that of his 
homogeneous model under certain constraints, hence the probability of a minor 
outbreak is greater for a heterogeneous community. That is, P(Emergence) is less 
for a heterogeneous community than for a homogeneous community.

In terms of our comparison, we can conclude that P (Emergence) is always less 
for a heterogeneous community than for a homogeneous community with the same 
Rq value.

Using a similar argument we can reach the same conclusion for a non-separable 
model. Following Marschner, assuming a general infectious period, we have

<?; = E exp !>*■(© - 1)J|

where qi is the extinction probability, = fiXiKiji-ijfj and I is the infectious 
period. We also have that

k k
P{Emer gence) — 1 — ^^QjPj where pj = 1.

j=i j'=i

This is true provided pj is the probability that the initial infective is in group j. 
Suppose now we take p to be an eigenvector of D with eigenvalue Rq. So

q - 1 - P{Emergence) =

9 = £*=1 PiE \^Pi1 £Li Pij (Qj -1)}
(4.10)

We saw previously at this stage. Marschner finds a function 0(s) such that <fi(q) = q 
for the separable model and compares with 4>q(s) — exp{Ro(s — 1)}. The homo
geneous model has 4>o{qq) = Qo and he shows that d>(s) > </>o(s) for ah s and from 
this it follows that q > qo. For our more general model, there is no such function 
d>(s), but we do have relationship (4.10), and want to show q > qo.

Let us write 4/ (#) = E [e 9I]. Then '3/ is convex. Given one initial infective, in 
group i with probability pl: then the overall extinction probability is given by

k k / k

i = =Xh*3' E- %■)
i=l i=i

Using Jensen’s formula which states g (£i=i Vi-Xi) < Pi9{x<) for convex g by
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taking g{x) — 'fy(x) and Xj = I Ylj=i ~ (lj) > fhen 

q ~ EiLi Pi9(xi) > 9 (Etl P&i)

= ^ (Ej=1 J2j-lPiPijO- ~ 9j)^ •

Let us take (pi,... tpk) to be an eigenvector of {/3y}, with

k
Y^PiPij = ^OPi-
i—1

Therefore p is an eigenvector corresponding to some eigenvalue of the infection 
rate matrix. For primitive and irreducible matrices, this has to be the dominant 
eigenvalue (ie. Rq) in order to have a strictly positive eigenvector, which is why 
we can take our eigenvector to be a probability vector. This eigenvector in fact 
corresponds to a state probability vector for which the process settles down to. 
We now have

Q > ^ (Ei=i#oPj(l-gj))

Recall that Ej=i Pj = 1 and that q = Y^j=i Pj9i 80 that

4 > ^ Ro 1 - ^PjQj
i=i

= $ (flo(l - q)),

and for the corresponding homogeneous model, the extinction probability satisfies

qo = ~ 9o))-

In order to argue that this shows q > qo note that f(s) = 'l/(Ro(l — s)) is an 
increasing function that crosses the 45° line at points go and at 1 with it lying 
above this line between 0 and qo, and below it between go and 1. It is this part 
of the function curve we are interested in and so the solution lies between go and 
1. If we have that g is greater than or equal to this function, then it follows that 
9 > 90-

What we have argued here is that the emergence probability for a A>group non- 
separable heterogeneous model will always be less than or equal to the emergence 
probability of a corresponding non-separable homogeneous model with the same 
Ro value, where the initial infective starts in group i with probabilities given by 
the eigenvector pi, corresponding to eigenvalue Rq, for any infectious period.
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4.4 Comparing two heterogeneous populations

4.4.1 Majorization and p-majorization results
We showed in section 4.3.4.2 that comparing a homogeneous process to a hetero
geneous one was equivalent to showing that

E eXp{f1 ^2 “ 1)}
i=l

< E

By taking (b(x) = , az — mfi noting that Xa=i :=: 1 and ap
plying Jensen’s inequality we obtain the result of section 4.3,4.2 in the separable 
case. We have also shown earlier that heterogeneity in susceptibility alone has no 
effect on emergence probability.

Our interest is now in comparing two heterogeneous models to each other and 
using majorization as a tool to show that orderings in emergence probabilities exist 
under certain circumstances.

In section 4.3.3, we used majorization to show that if /i = £ for all i then 
the probability of emergence for the heterogeneous model (with heterogeneity in 
A only) is less than or equal to the probability of emergence for the homoge
neous model. The proof depended upon the observation that for any A we have
i. (lii ^t) i ^ a.

Consider now two heterogeneous populations, each with jUifi = j: for all i, but 
with different infectivity vectors A and S. Define generating functions

<f>(A)(s)=E iV'elWs-i)
7,= 1

= E I «./(»-!)
k £=1

Arguing as in section 4.3.3, the extinction probabilities for the two populations, 
given an initial infective in group i with probability /p/; = satisfy

^ (g<x>) and g« = ^ (g<4>) .

Suppose that A -< 5. The function 'l1 (9) = E [e-£l/] is convex, and
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Now X < S implies §(1 - s)A -< |(1 - s)5, so by the Proposition of section 4.3.3 
we have

for 0 < s < 1.
Consequently, we have

= 0<A> (¥W) < (¥W).

Arguing as in section 4.3.4.2, the inequality c/A) < (q^) implies that is
less than or equal to the fixed point of the function That is,

qW < qW.

Since the emergence probability is 1 — g, we have now shown that 

A -< P\(Em) > Ps(Em).

That is, if heterogeneity is only in infectivity, then the ‘less heterogeneous’ popu
lation has the greater emergence probability.

Note that if groups are equally sized (/,. = ^ for all ?') then the constraint 
J2i=i -A fi = 1 together with the condition X S imply automatically that 

fiifi ~ 1- ^ the groups are not of equal size, then the constraints Xw=i •/Vfi =: 
Sifi = 1 must be checked separately.

Figures (4.12) and (4.13) show numerical results for the probability of emer
gence in comparing heterogeneous 2-group models to each other under various 
conditions. Firstly, we look at a 2-group model where a constant infectious period 
is assumed and group sizes are equal. We fix the susceptibility of each group to 
be equal but vary the infectivities, so that we have a 2-group model with hetero
geneity in infectivity alone. We then compare this to other 2-group models with 
the same properties except the infectivity vector differs from that of the first in 
accordance with majorization constraints.

It is clear from the definition of majorization that (1,1) (1.2,0.8) ^
(1.8,0.2). From Figures (4.12) and (4.13) we see that the most ‘spread out’ in
fectivity vector yields the lowest probability of emergence. In other words, the 
higher the degree of heterogeneity in infectivity, when susceptibility is homoge
neous, the lower the emergence probability. This observation holds, as shown by 
Figures (4.12) and (4.13) when either a constant or exponential infectious period 
is assumed.

Consider now heterogeneity in both infectivity and susceptibility. We can write 
the generating functions of two heterogeneous models as

^,f)(s) = (f M* - 1)) and (f<M» - 1)
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P(Em) as a function of RQ

— Heterogeneous(5=(1.8,0.2).\|/=(1,1))
— Heterogeneous(X=(1.6,0.4),n=(1,1))
— Heterogeneous(X=(1.4,0.6),n=(1,1))
— Heterogeneous(X=(1.2,0.8),n=(1,1))
— Heterogeneous(X=(1,1),n=(1,1))
— Homogeneous

Figure 4.12: P(Emergence) for models with heterogeneity in infectivity, assuming 
constant infectious period. Group sizes are equal. Parameters: p = (1,1). f = p = 
(0.5.0.5). 6 = (1.8.0.2), A = (1.6,0.4), (1.4.0.6), (1.2,0.8). (1.1).

PiE^i) rt i \jnc*on o< R,

Figure 4.13: P(Emergence) for models with heterogeneity in infectivity, assuming 
exponential infectious period. Group sizes are equal. Parameters: p = (1,1), f = 
p « (0.5,0.5). d = (1.8.0.2), A = (1.6.0.4), (1.4,0.6). (1.2,0.8), (1.1).
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where <5* denotes the infectivity of a group i individual, -ip, the susceptibility of a 
group i individual and pi the relative frequency of group i, all these parameters 
being in our second heterogeneous model.

Recall we impose constraints Y^,i=i !Lifi =: Y^i=i iJiPi = 1- If we set Ci = imJ1 
and c/., = ipiPi then om interest is in comparing

k k
c.j 4/ (KXi) with d j ^ (K )

i=l i—1

where K = |(s — 1) subject to the conditions that c,; = Y^di — 1, —
Y d-iPi — 1 and Y ciXi — Y di^i- This latter condition ensm'es that the Eq values 
for each model are the same.

Recall from definition 1 in section 4.3.3 that majorization is a partial ordering 
over vectors of real numbers. We now define p-majorization.

For any permutation tt, write x E DK to mean xT^1 > • > .xvn* When tt is
the identity permutation, D™ ~ D where D = {(^i,..., :rn) : aq > ■ • • > :rn}. We 
appeal to definition A. 2 in [76], pg. 418 which states that for any real numbers 
Pi, • • • ,Pnj x is said to be p-majorized by y on _D7r, written x y on D7r, if

k k
^ ^Pni-^TYj HP y ^ pTYiVni k ~ 1, ... ,11 — 1,

1 1

n n
= YsPniVni- 

1 1

Further, Propositions A.3 and A.3.a on pg. 419 of [76] state that if pi,..., pn > 0 
then x -<p y on Dn for any permutation tt if and only if

n n
'EPifai) < Ylpi^y^
i i

for all continuous convex functions </> : 1R -4 M, and Proposition A.l.a on pg. 418 
of [76] states that this is equivalent to the existence of an n x n matrix A — {ajj} 
with the properties

(£) dij > 0 for all j
(ii) eA = e where e = (1,..., 1)
(Hi) zip' — p'

such that x = yA.
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In our case, pi corresponds to c( — di, x — A, y = <5, This allows us to fix 
the susceptibility vectors for both heterogeneous models so that they are equal 
to each other and then vary the infectivity vectors and see how this affects the 
probability of emergence. The definitions above show that x being p-majorized by 
y is equivalent to finding a matrix A with x = y/i such that constraints (i) - (in) 
hold. Constraints (i) — (Hi) require us to be able to solve a system of equations 
for a feasible A matrix such that its entries are greater than or equal to zero, the 
columns sum to 1 and Ac' = c' can be solved such that we can satisfy A — 6A.

For our fc-group epidemic model, these conditions can be written as 
k k

'y ^ Q'ijHjfj == fJ’ifi and ^ ^ Ojji= Aj for i — 1,2,.... k. 
j=i j=i

With <j>(x) = T ^|(s - l)a;^ then

k
= Y^I-Lifi^(Xi)

i—1

so that A <5 implies (f)^Xitl^(s) < ^'^^(s) for 0 < s < 1. Arguing as
before it then follows that P\:IJ,f(Em) > PsifJLj(Em).

Examining two-group models, k — 2, with = fi = ^ for all i, j we have 
constraints pi + p2 = 2, Ai + A2 = 2 and

Ao ^ ^(^lAi + P2A2) ^ f (piAi + (2 —/^i)(2 — Ai))
— ^-(4 + 2pi Ai - 2pi — 2Ai)
= jd + f (/xiAi - pi - Ai)

We fix Pi vary A and examine the effect on Rq with the interest of comparing 
(Pi A) with (p, S).

^0 " ^0 ~ f - Ai) - (piSi - pi - <b))
= ~ ^1) - (^1 _ <5i))
= |(w-l)(Ai-<5i)

For the case pi = 1, we note that this has been dealt with previously by ordinary 
majorization. For the case pi ^ 1, the constraint Rq = Rq implies A = 5 and 
so there is no point trying to use p-majorization, because the only way to get 
Rq = Rq is to take A = 5, so the comparison becomes trivial.

For k = 2, with tt# ~ ^ for all i,j we have constraints pifi + P2/2 = A1/1 + 
A2/2 = 1 and fi + h = 1. That is,

f pifl + M2(l - h) = 1 => P2 = 1^(1 - AT/l)
l Ai/i + A2(1-/i) = 1
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Ro = f(Aii/Wi + ^2^2/2)
= |(miAi/i + ^2(1 - A1/1))
= |(miAi/i + 13^(1 - Mi/i)(l - A1/1))
= § (i-Ti) - /i) +- w/OC1 _ A1/1))

= § frr/J (mAi/i(1 - /1) + 1 - /.ii/i - Ai/i H- M1A1/1)
” 2 f 1=77 j (miAi/i + 1 - (/fi + Ai)/i)

^ 2 ^ 1 - /j J (/f “t- M1A1 — — Ai)

If we keep f and p. fixed, but vary A

fl<A) - 45) = § LijA ((WAi - w - a,) - (W(5i - n - 61))
= | (i^j) (W - l)(Ai - <5i)

Again, constraint Rq' = Rq implies A = 5, for ;ti / 1.

The observation of interest is that in comparing heterogeneous models with 
k = 2 groups the only way to allow for heterogeneity in infectivity between the 
models is by having homogeneous susceptibility in each model.

For k = 3 where TTy = /; = g for all i, j we have for general fj,

( Ai < fb
< MiAi + 112X2 < (j>iSi + wfo
i, /ilAi + ^2X2 + J^sAs = ^l^'l + Ai2<^2 + /i3^3

where the third constraint, using the fact that A3 = 3 — Ai — A2, implies that 

(jui — Ai3)Ai + (/i2 - /as)A2 = (jLii - /is)5i + (^2 - ^3)^2

A2 = (^2 +

and the second constraint becomes

V \^2- M3

Ml ~ M3 
M2 - M3

(b. - Ai)

(b - Ai) < Mib + M2b

Ai Mi — M2 Mi ~ Ms 
M2 - M3 < b Mi - M2 Ml ~ M3 

M2 - M3
so M2 — M3 iSS 0 and

Ai(mi(M2 - Ms) - M2 (mi - Ms)) < 
Ai(-MiM3 + M2Ms) < 

Ai(m2 - Ml) <

b (mi(M2 - M3) - M2 (mi - Ms)) 
b(—MiM3 + M2M3) 
b(M2 ~ Mi)
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so /<2 > /<3- To avoid A = /i, we require /<2 > pi if p2 > /*3- Note Ai > A2 > A3 
and (ii > d'2 > S3. Either p2 > P3 and P2 > pi or p2 < ps and p2 < pi.

Figure (4.14) plots the emergence probabiUties for two heterogeneous 3-group 
models for both an exponential and constant infectious period. The solid lines 
represent emergence probabilities for a constant infectious period and we see that 
the model with the most ‘spread out’ infectivity vector yields consistently the smal
lest emergence probability between the two across the Rq range. The dotted hues 
represent emergence probabilities assuming an exponential infectious period and 
again we see the same ordering. We use parameter values n = (0.5.1.5,1), A = 
(1.6,1.1,0.3), <5 = (1.5,1.0 5). A feasible matrix for these parameters under p-

12/13 1/39 0
0 5/6 1/4

1/13 11/78 3/4 _
rical example highlights the fact that for k > 3, we don’t require uniform suscepti
bilities in order to find non-uniform infectivity vectors which satisfy p-majorization 
conditions, unlike the 2-group case.

majorization conditions is .4 = and <5 A. This nume-

PlEfn) as a luncaon of Rg tor 2 aataroganMus Modab «twr* suscacabfcy and ntodMy vanad undar 3-maponr«Don constrants

Figure 4.14: P(Emergence) for 3-group models where 6 A for different para
meter values assuming constant and exponential infectious periods. Group sizes 
are equal. Parameters: /r = (0.5.1.5.1). A = (1.6.1.1,0.3), S = (1.5,1. 0.5).

We can also show that under p-majorization constraints, the emergence pro
bability for a homogeneous model always bounds from above that of any hetero
geneous model. Let us start with comparing two heterogeneous 2-group models 
and suppose the ordering is such that Ai > A2 and d'i > 62- The p-majorization
definition then stipulates that C1A1 < ci$i and C1A1 + C2A2 = ci^i -|- C2S2 in order
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Chapter 4. Probability of emergence

for A -<p <5. Let us fix c, so that the susceptibility vectors for each heteroge
neous group are the same, and fix A so we can vary the infectivities of the second 
heterogeneous group and examine its effect. We have that Ai < Si and

Ci(Ai - Ji) 4-C2A2 Ci, c \ . \
02 —-----------------------------= —fAi — 01) + A 2

C2 c2

Suppose = (^2 and A -<p d, with Ai > A2. Then ciAi + C2A2 = (ci 4- 02)^1. 
Rearranging

Si = —Ai + —A2
Cl + C2 Cl 4- C2

with the ordering condition that Ai < di. This implies that A2 > S\. But then 
we have that A2 > di > Ai. But it is already a condition that Ai > A2 for 
p-majorization to hold so Ai — A2. From this it is clear that

A <51

is only possible if A = <51, A natural question to ask here is whether it is true that 
<51 -<p A for every A with Ai > A2 and C1A1 4- C2A2 = (ci + C2)d?

In this case
^ _ C1 \ , c2 \<5 —-- - - ;- - - - Al H- - - - - - ;- - - - A2

Cl 4- C2 Cl 4 C2

so Ai > <52 and Ai > di. So dl-<p A for all A with ciAi 4- C2A2 ^ cid’i + C2d2- In 
other words, for 2-dimensional vectors, dl is the 4p-minimal element. In other 
words, for any p, the uniform distribution is -<p-minimal, in the sense that for any 
<5 we have el 4P <5 for some e.

We can generalize this argument to a /c-group situation. Under p-majorization 
conditions, a fc-group population will be subject to k constraints, those being;

(f) Ei=l = X/i=l Ci-Si

(2) X)i=lciAi < X)i=l Cjdi

(3) X)i=l ciAi < 2i=l ciSi

(k) Etl1 — E!=l ciSi

We fix c and given any <5, with di > d2 > ■ • • > dfc, set

(4.11)
Then A satisfies Ai > A2 > • ■ • > A& and constraint (1) is satisfied. Ai is a weighted 
average of (di, d2, ■ • ■, S^) so Ai lies in between the two extreme values di > Ai > 5k 
since Ai is a convex combination of (di,..., d/,.) and hence constraint (2) is satisfied.

Ai Afc = ci
Ek

i=l

di + C2
E

-d2 4 • ■ • 4'
i=l c '' Ek

i=l
■sk E

i=l
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We argue as follows for the remainder of the constraints; Suppose ^=1 c,;A,: = 
Al J2i=i ci • If j — k 1 then this equals

E&—1 „ 1 , 1 ^^j=LA6i + + ... + J^=L-Lsk
ELic* Et=i ci

v-'fc-l fc"l
l^i=l ^
Ei=icj i=i +

Cjfc

EiLi^
&-1

(4.12)

< + yl—'E'A
Z^ i=l ^ i=l Z_/i=l i=l

Ei=i ^ i=i 
it-i fc-i

= Ci^i
i=l

If j = ^ — 2 then equation (4.12) becomes
V^-2 tc—2 k—2

S^fE^ + drrE^
Z^i—1 ci j:=l ct i=i

+ ^ir-rE***
k—2

s—'k—2 k—2
< ■ c’^cA +

^ i i q i=1
fc—2 /c—2

Cfc-1 , cfcECi^’ ECi<5iEi=l ci 1=1 Ei=l ^ i=l Ei=l °i £=1

So wilting this in terms of any number of j constraints 1 < j < k — 1 for a A>group 
population, the j’th constraint can be written

fi^E^ + E (^P-E^)
/Ei=l C1 i=l n=j+l \ E>i=l C1 1=1 /

< Hi
Ek

i—1

v" >> f cidi 
i=l

+
n—j+l \ Et=l ^ i=lECi^

So for a /c-group population the remaining j constraints are satisfied hence, just as 
was the case for the 2-group, for a /c-group population, for any <5, el zp S where 
e is given by equation (4.11).

A natural question to ask at this stage is what happens if c, ^ c/;? Can an 
ordering on emergence probabilities still be found? In Figure (4.15) we fix our 
infectivity vector A = 5 to be (1.6,0.4) for a 2-group model so heterogeneity 
exists in infectivity, and we then compare this model against other models having 
different susceptibilities. We see that Pfiet{Em) ^ PHom(Em) and that we do 
have an ordering, but one which is different from previously. As shown in Figure 
(4.15), the more ‘spread out’ the susceptibility vector is, the higher the probability 
of emergence.

This suggests that if the infectivity vector is fixed but non-uniform and sus
ceptibility vectors satisfy (jui,/^) ~< bin,'02) then P^llill2)(Em) < P^lt^(Em). 
This example would not satisfy p-majorization conditions of course but there is 
yet another type of majorization which could be used.
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PfEmlnabncftonoffl,

Figure 4.15: P(Emergence) for models where infectivity vector fixed, (Ai,A2) = 
(1.6.0.4) and susceptibility vector (//1.//2) varies assuming exponential infectious 
period. Parameters: ^ = (1.8. 0.2), = (1.6.0.4). (1.4.0.6), (1.2. 0.8), (1,1). <5 =
A = (1.6.0.4). i= p = (0.5.0.5)

4.4.2 Probability of emergence and pqr-majorization

A natural extension to these arguments is to consider comparing models of dif
ferent susceptibility and infectivity vectors. There is a more general extension to 
the p-majorization conditions which again can be used to make inferences of the 
orderings of emergence probabilities. Blackwell’s (1951) proposition, cited as Pro
position A.l on pg. 417 of [76], states

Let c = (ci,..., Cn) and d = (di...., dm) be fixed vectors with nonnegative
components such that ci = zLi dj = 1* For A € R". <5 € Rm,

n m

^Cj0(A4) < dt<p(6i)
1 1

for all continuous convex functions 0 : R —>■ R iff there exists an m x n matrix 
A = {a,,} with the properties

(i) atj > 0 for all i,j
(ii) eA = e where e = (1,..., 1)
(in) Ac' = dr

such that A = <5.4.
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In terms of our application, we now have a situation where one heterogeneous 
system doesn’t have to contain the same number of groups as another, and that 
the susceptibility vectors of these systems do not have to be equal to one another.

For simplicity, we consider two groups (k = 2) with /i = /2 = For our 
numerical results, we choose a non-uniform jj, = (1.5,0.5), and various non-uniform 
infectivity vectors d. We then choose various matrices A satisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii). Finally, we can compute the corresponding ijj and A using -0 — Api and 
A = 6A. To ensure that the constraints = Y^ ^ifi = 1 we choose matrices A
whose rows (as well as columns) sum to 1. We use the following four A matrices:

' 2/3 1/3 ' 4n “

r-HCO

— ' 4/5 1/5 ' 4. _ ' 5/6 1/6 '
1/3 2/3 . ^2 — _ 1/4 3/4 j -*t-3 1/5 4/5 ) -rt-4 — 1/6 5/6

It is important to mention that when p, = (1.5,0.5) then under /ii. -ip — 
(1.16,0.833), under d2,'0 = (1.25,0.75), under A%,ip = (1.3,0.7) and under 
^ = (1.33,0.60).

(ii.ia) (Ai,A2) Ai (Ai, A2) A2 (Ai,A2) A3 (Ai,A2) A4
(1.1, 0.9) (1.03, 0.97) (1.05, 0.95) (1.06, 0.94) (1.07, 0.93)
(1.2, 0.8) (1.07, 0.93) (1.1, 0.9) (1.12, 0.88) (1.13, 0,87)
(1.3, 0.7) (1.1, 0.9) (1.15,0.85) (1.18, 0.82) (1.2, 0.8)
(1.4, 0.6) (1.13, 0.87) (1.2, 0.8) (1.24, 0.76) (1.27, 0.73)
(1.5, 0.5) (1.17, 0.83) (1.25, 0.75) (1.3, 0.7) (1.33, 0.67)
(1.6, 0.4) (1.2, 0.8) (1.3, 0.7) (1.36, 0.64) (1.4, 0.6)
(1.7, 0.3) (1.23, 0.77) (1.35, 0.65) (1.42, 0.58) (1.47, 0.53)
(1.8, 0.2) (1.27, 0.73) (1.4, 0.6) (1.48, 0.52) (1.53, 0.47)
(1.9, 0.1) (1.3, 0.7) (1.45, 0.55) (1.54, 0.46). (1.6, 0.4)

(2,0) (1.33, 0.67) (1.5, 0.5) (1.6, 0.4) (1.67, 0.33)

For all cases, the probability of emergence of heterogeneous model (A, p) is al
ways higher than that of the heterogeneous model (<5, i/>) for all i?o, ie. Pdj(Em) <

PCt\(Em). What we notice is that as A -» 1 0 
0 1 the difference bewteen the

emergence probability of the two models decreases, but provided A ^

these probabilities will always be ordered. Figure (4.16) shows a comparison of two 
scenarios in the tabulated results. First we take one heterogeneous model to have 
parameters 5 — (1.9,0.1),-0 — (1.166,0.833) and compare it to a model having 
parameters A = (1.3,0.7), p = (1.5,0.5) where A = Ai. It is clear the model with 
the most ‘spread out’ infectivity vector has the lowest emergence probability. We 
then compare two models where S and p are the same but because we now take 
A = A2 this implies A = (1.45,0.55), 0 = (1.25,0.75). Again, we see the same 
ordering but the difference between the emergence probabilities is smaller than 
when we compared under condition A = Ai. This trend continues to remain true
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for A = .43 and A — A4.

What we also see evidence of is that provided A 6 then P^, s(Em) < 
Pn.\(Em) as was similar for p-majorization.

K a Nrcfton of ^ to 2 n«t*09«n«ojs Modafe atore susccpbMty s M cantiatt vvwd po^n^orcatan onrtwts

Figure 4.16: Comparison of P(Emergence) for two heterogeneous models assu
ming exponential infectious period under different A matrices: A = (1.3,0.7), p = 
(1.5,0 5) vs 5 = (1.9,0.1), ,i/> = (1.166,0.833) under 4i and A = (1.45.0.55),/i = 
(1.5.0.5) vs S = (1.9.0.1), ip = (1.25.0.75) under 42.

Let us now consider comparing models of different group sizes. If we were to 
compare 2-group and 3-group heterogeneous models where the frequencies of each 
group were equal in each model, we would now be required to solve

1 an ai2 r -| 1 ’ V’i "
Ac' = d'=> - a2i 022 Ml J.

Q V’2z 1 - (an 4- a2i) 1 - («12 + 022) . M2 O . fa .

Using the fact that /i2 = 2 - pi we can write

. . 1 on + oi2(2 - pi) 1 ’ V'’i "
V = q' = « 021 -1- o22(2 - pi) Q 11)2

L . 2 - (an -1- a2i)pi - (ai2 -1- a22)(2 - pi) O
. V>3 .

2oi2 4- pi (an - ai2) 1
Q2a22 -1- pi(a2i - a22) i'2

. 2 - 2(ai2 4- a22) 4- pi(ai2 -\-a22- on - 021) O ---
1

<N1rH1

C
O

__
1
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where the third equation becomes redundant. These equations must be solved 
subject to the conditions

Ai an^i + ^21^2 4- (1 - (on + 021))(Js
. ^2 . 012^1 + 022^2 + (1 “ (012 + 022))^3

Using A2 — 2 — Ai this leads to

[ Ai 1 ^i(2on 4- o2i ~ 1) 4- <5'2(2o2i 4- on — 1) 4- 3(1 — (on 4- o2i)}

f

CM

__
1

£l(2ai2 4- 022 - 1) 4- £2(2022 4- 012 — 1) + 3(1 — (012 4- 022))

So pq-majorization for a 2vs3-group model becomes a problem of solving

“12 + h {*1(0.11 
«22 + |/^l(a21

ai2) = lv/’i 
«22) — 3^2

subject to

Aj — 4- J2 — 3) 4~ Q'2l(^l "f~ 2^2 — 3) 4” (3 — <5i — 52)
2 — Ai — ui2(25i 4- 82 — 3) 4“ n22(^i + 2^2 — 3) 4~ (3 — -- ^2)

with constraints 0 < Ai,/.q < 2,^i4-V;2 < 3, 5i4-<52 < 3, aii4-Q2l < l>ai24-a22 < 1 
and all parameters must be greater than or equal to zero. Obviously, the more 
groups there are in the models we are comparing, the more complicated a system 
of equations we have to solve. Figure (4.17) shows a comparison of 2, 3 and 4- 
group heterogeneous models where each model has uniform susceptibility and the 
infectivities of each model are feasible solutions to pq-majorization. The figure 
shows that under these circumstances, as we increase group size, the probability 
of emergence decreases for the heterogeneous models.

4.5 An alternative heterogeneous population model
In [75] Marschner defines a different heterogeneous model, represented by the in
fection rate matrix

M__ 1 if i = j, 
if i ^ j,

where a and b represent relative magnitudes of a mixing parameter, a symbolizing 
within-group mixing and b cross-group mixing. The homogeneous model has a = b 
and is a standard Galton-Watson branching process. What he then does is compare 
a homogeneous and heterogeneous process by restricting a and b such that the 
average offspring mean of the heterogeneous process is the same as the offspring 
mean of the homogeneous process. That is, individuals differ in infectivity but the 
average level of infectiousness stays constant. He takes this average in 2 ways:

R(i)
0

k k k
— fi = 5-/ @i:i ^

? = 1 JJ—1 t —1 jy*i
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Figure 4.17: P(Emergence) for 2, 3 and 4-group heterogeneous models under 
/><7-majorization constraints assuming an exponential infectious period. A = 
(1.33.0.66), /Li = (1,1) vs 5 = (1.0222,0.6222.0.3556), ip = (1.1,1) vs 6 = 
(0.9333.0.4333.0.3667.0.2667). i/> = (1.1,1,1). For each A>group model, /, = 1/A:.

= + 6/?) fifj
;=1 i=l t=l jjti

= ff + ft{l - f,) = ff + 6(1 - fi)
t=l »=1 (=1 i=l

k
= (a-b)Y fi + b’ 

!=1
< A.* A.* — A* k k

‘=1 J=1 i=l i=l j?i

= +SS = l(a+£ bfj(J2x))
t=l jjil j=l
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Thus he compares a heterogeneous process with two homogeneous processes 
each having offspring mean and respectively.

The extinction probability in this scenario is defined q — fitfi and the
homogeneous extinction probabilities are labelled c/1) and corresponding to 
.Rq1) , respectively. Following [12] in this case leads to

k
q-i = exp[afi(qi -l) + b ^ f^qj - 1)] ?! = 1,.... /c.

•y—

Since fj<R =Q~ clifi we have that

qi - exp[afi(qi - 1) + b{q - gift ~ ^ fj)] ~ exp[afi{Qi ~ 1) + Kq ~ <lifi “ t1 “ fi)]

= exp[afi(qi - 1) + b((q - 1) - fi{qi - 1))] = exp[fi(a - b){qi - 1) + b(q ~~ 1)] 

for — 1.,... k. Marschner then asserts the following theorem:

Theorem Under the assumption a < b, q^ > q^.

This is stating that the probability for a minor outbreak is greater for a hete
rogeneous population than that of a homogeneous population where the offspring 
mean is given by . For details see [75].

In Figures (4.18) and (4.19) we compare the probability of emergence for a 
heterogeneous model with that of the homogeneous model with corresponding R,q 
as previously, but also with two other types of homogeneous models where Rq in 
these cases is not calculated as the maximal eigenvalue of the next generation mean 
matrix but by R^ and R^. Note that Rq — R^ — R^ when groups are equally 
proportioned. We compare all three models to the heterogeneous one where a, b 
are chosen such that the average offspring mean of the heterogeneous process is 
the same as that of the homogeneous process where Rq = p. We compare Rq 
with its homogeneous counterparts by rescaling «, b such that the homogeneous 
threshold level stays constant. That is, a proportionate change in R^ implies 
a proportionate change in a, 6 which from the form of the mean matrix, implies 
a proportionate change in Rq. In the first plot we have that a < b and it is 
clear that P (2) (Em) is consistently less than Pn^td(Em) and that Pl?(i) (Em) is
consistently larger than P^t(Em), In the second plot a > b and we can here 
see that P (2)(Em) is consistently larger than P§^t(Em) as is Pr,{i)(Em). In 
both cases an exponential infectious period is assumed. It is obvious that the 
emergence probability is extremely sensitive to how we define Rq. For this model,
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treating the homogeneous case as having offspring mean or affect
whether the emergence probability is higher or lower than that of a corresponding 
heterogeneous model.

PtEm) as a function of RQ

Figure 4.18: P(Emergence) for models under different definitions of Rq. Model 
parameters; n = 1. 6 = 3. Frequency split 10% group 1 90% group 2.
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P(Em) m a loncOon of RQ

Figure 4.10: P(Emergence) for models under different definitions of i?o- Model 
parameters; a = 3. 6 = 1. Frequency split 10% group 1 90% group 2.
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Long-term behaviour

5.1 /c-group stochastic model and deterministic repre
sentation

Let there be k populations, which we shall refer to as groups 1 to k, where N\ 
individuals exist in group 1 of whom mi are initially infectives, N2 individuals 
exist in group 2 of whom m2 are initially infectives and so on. We assume that 
Ah -f A'2 4- - • - + Nk = N and define fs = Ns/N assuming without loss of gene
rality that fs > 0 for s = 1.2,..., k. Throughout this chapter we also assume an 
exponential infectious period for all models considered. We define the infection 
rate from group s to group r as ~ in accordance with Becker and
Marschner [24], Yates et. al [106] where 3 represents an overall force of infection, 
As is the infectivity of any individual in group ,s, //,. is the susceptibility of any 
individual in group r and 7rsr is a mixing parameter.

This setup for our stochastic model was previously fully described in section 
3.3. We have a A;-dimensional Markov Chain lift),, Ik(t)) describing the 
number of infected individuals at time t with transition rates

(Ji,..., 4) -> (/l,..., + 1,..., 4) with rate $ A57rsr//T./s(Y,. - Ir),

(4,..., 4) -» (4, ■ ■ ■, 4 - 1, ■ ■ ■, 4) with rate 74,

corresponding to an infection in group r and a recovery in group r respectively 
where r = 1,..., and 4 represents the actual number of infectives in group k. 
The next generation mean matrix is given by

Ami/xi/i ... XinikPkfk

AfcTr/aMi/i • • • h-Kkk^kfk

As in section 3.6 the system of differential equations describing the deterministic
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version of this general A>group SIS model is

^ ^ (13 ^sr{Nr - Ir)!^ ~ llr r = 1,. . . , k. (5.1)

By setting xT = Ir/Nr to represent the proportion of infectives in group r, we can 
rewrite this system as (see section 3.5)

. /• 
dt

k
= /3/J?.(l ~ ^r) ^ ^ ^s^srfsS's

s=l
- 'yxr

for r — 1.2,..., k where fs represents the relative frequency of group s.

(5.2)

5.2 Feasibility of equilibria for /c-group model
To find equilibria, we set the derivatives in (5.2) to zero, and so the system becomes

k
fttb-(l-Xr)^2xsKarf8x8—'YXr for r = 1,2,..., fc. (5.3)

S=1

It is clear that there is always a solution x = 0. In other words the disease-free 
equilibrium is always a feasible equilibrium point for the /c-group model.

There will be a non-zero symmetrical solution x — aT if there exists x 7^ 0 
satisfying

/Ml - a?)A*r for all r .
S~1

That is,

k
(1 ~ x)/3/.lr ^ XsfsKsr — 7,

S=1

1 - ______ 7______
0fJ>r X/.S—1 Xgfsirgr

(5.4)

This solution is valid provided the value of fir X)s=i Xsfs7rsr is the same for all r. 
In particular, if there is equal mixing amongst all groups (ie. each individual in 
any group is equally likely to make contact with any individual in any other group) 
7r5). = ~ for all s, r and all individuals are equally susceptible, /ir = fi for all r then

x ~ 1 — _______ 7_______
Pf1 (^s=i /k
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This solution is feasible provided 0 < x < 1; that is,

Ffom section 3.5 we have Rq = §^ATf, so that in the case 7rsr = | for all i\ s and 
Hr — ji for all r, the endemic equilibrium simplifies to

x* = 1 - for r = 1,2,..., k.
Ro

(5.5)

which is feasible for > 1- In general, (5.4) implies that if a symmetrical solution
x = £1 exists then a: = 1 — ^ \ *----for all r.PV-v E* As/s?rar

Denote by B the matrix with entries f3sr, and write F = diag{j\, pi,
We have 2 = 1— ] p f°r allso that a symmetrical solution exists provided
the value of Yls fsPsr does not depend upon r. That is, we require that the co
lumn sums of the matrix FB are all equal, and then 2 = 1 — ^ where c = Y2S fs0sr-

Now the next-generation mean matrix is M — ~BF — ~F~1(FB)F, so that 
M and ~FB are similar matrices, and have the same eigenvalues as each other. 
Also, j.{FB)t is a stochastic matrix, with dominant eigenvalue 1, so that ^FB 
has dominant eigenvalue It follows that ^:= Rq. We have now shown that pro
vided Yls fsPsr does not depend upon r then (5.3) has the symmetrical endemic 
equilibrium solution x* = 1 — ^ for v — 1,2,, k.

Let us suppose now that 7rsr = | for all r, s but that p,, A, f are kept general. 
The equilibrium equations (5.3) become

Let A — pp X^s=i ^sfsxs and note that A does not depend on r. Then

A/j,r(l — xr) = xr =4> Ajj,r = (!-(- Aj.ir)xr =4- xr =
'V

Note for A > 0 we have 0 < 2r < 1. But then

k k.
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Either A = 0 or 1 = ^ i+A^l • re(luire A > 0 with

That is,

Note that Rq = ^ diag(f)fi. For Rq > 1 we must solve ~ 1

to find A, and then set xr = i+^lr for r = 1, 2,..., A:. Note that the function

is continuous, with /t(0) = Rq and h(A) -> 0 as A -> oo. Also h(A) is a decreasing 
function of A > 0. This ensures uniqueness of the solution to h(A) — 1. So a 
solution exists if and only if Rq > 1. In other words, if Krs = l for all r, s then 
there is a unique feasible endemic equilibrium point provided Rq > 1,

The endemic equilibrium point may be written xr = 1 — for r — 1,: k
where h(A) — 1. Now

The equation /i(A) = 1 thus becomes

(5.6)

Setting as = j^\sfsLh/Ro then we have ai + ci2 + ■ ■ ■ + at ~ 1, ^0) and (5.6)
becomesbecomes

extending equation (5.5) to the non-symmetric case, provided 7rsr = ^ for all s, r.
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5.3 Stability of disease-free equilibrium

Differentiating (5.2) with respect to xr we have that 

c) (dr "N = 2xr)\rnrrfr $l-Lr ^ ^ ^'•s'^srfs'^s Ti
dxr V dt 

and for p^r,
d f dx

dxp V dt
/3/,tr(l X Xplfpr f p ■

The Jacobian has elements Jrp — t-|- (^). Note that

dx

so for all r, p we have

d f dxk 
— ~ Pdri1 ~ Xr)Xr TTvr fr - fip,r Xsirsrfsxs - 7,

Jrp — Xf'jXpITprfp Srp ^j3j.ir ^ ^ Xs7Tsr fSXs + 7^j •

It is (5.7) we must analyse in order to deduce stability properties. At disease- 
free equilibrium, then

Jrp(0) = (3 //. r Xp 7Tp;. fp 7 ^rp ■

That is,
J(0) = 7(FMtF"1 - I)

where M is the next generation mean matrix and F = diag{f\, /2, • ■ ■, /it). Now if 
w is any eigenvector of MT with eigenvalue p, then

J(0)(Fw) ='y{FM1F 1Fw - Fw) = pFfpw - w)

= y(p - l)Fw,

so that F\v is an eigenvector of J(0) with eigenvalue 7(p — 1). The condition for 
stability of the disease-free equilibrium is that all eigenvalues of J(0) have negative 
real part. We have now shown that this is equivalent to all eigenvalues of M having 
real part less than 1. That is, the disease-free equilibrimn is stable if and only if 
i?o < 1. To put it another way, the deterministic model has the same threshold 
condition as the brandling process model.
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5.4 Stability of endemic equilibrium
Denoting by x* the endemic equilibrium point, then from (5.7),

Jrpipt- ) — /3/i;'(1 .1',,)XpTTy-,]- j'p dr-p f /3/-/,,■ ^ ^ ^■s'^srfs^s "f" O’
\ s=l /

and substituting from (5.3) this simplifies to

Jrp(x*) = /?/(,-(1 - x*)Xpnprfp - 6rp (jSj* + t)

— ftltr {l — xftjXpTTprfp — Srp ^ ^ ■

In the symmetrical case when x* — x* — 1 — 7^ for all r, then

Jrp(x*) = ft(l - x*)i.trXpTTprfp - S-pnprjp uTp v _

That is,

J^X ^----- Wq-------- lR°L

If w is any eigenvector of Mr, with eigenvalue p, then

J(x*)(Fw) = 7i;'MrjC~lFW - T-Ro^w

= I£f-7-RoFw

That is, Fw is an eigenvector of J(x*) with eigenvalue -/(p — Rfy/Rq. For stability, 
we require R.e(p) < R^ for all eigenvalues p of M. Now since all eigenvalues of M 
satisfy Re(p) < i?o» we require Rq < i?o, or equivalently, Rq > 1. We have now 
shown that a symmetric endemic equilibrium point is stable if and only if Rq > 1.

Writing the equilibrium equations (5.3) in a more general form, we have that, 
at equilibrium

k
i1 - xr) 5Z xsfsftsr = 7®* for r = 1,..., k.

S=1
The Jacobian can therefore be written as having elements

Jrp(x*) ~ (1 - X*)fpftpr - 5rp ( Xsfsftsr + 7)

~ (1 - X*)jp6pr — 6rp.
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If we write X — diag(l — x*)} then

J(x*) = XFBt - 1X~l.

The equilibrium equations can be written as

(l-i,*)((x*)rFB)r = 7^

=> (x*)T FBX = 7(x*)t.

Unfortunately, in the asymmetric case it is not immediately obvious how to iden
tify eigenvalues of the Jacobian J(x*).

5.5 The effect of heterogeneity: numerical results for 
2-group deterministic and stochastic systems

For the following numerical results we shall assume equal group sizes and will 
examine heterogeneity in infectivity only, mixing only and susceptibility only as 
separate cases. In this section we define the deterministic differential system which 
approximates the full stochastic model for each case. The deterministic equilibrium 
values and stochastic means for the heterogeneous model are then plotted alongside 
those of the homogeneous model for a range of Rq values. For the stochastic 
mean, we calculate the joint quasi-stationary distribution P(Ii = aq, J2 = aq) 
at successive Rq values, and then the distribution of total infected P(h + I2 ~ 
a), 0 < x < 2N at that particular R.q, It is this total distribution from which the 
mean is calculated and this procedure is then iteratively repeated for increasing 
values of Rq. We calculate this stochastic mean for both the homogeneous and 
heterogeneous 2-group models.

Figure 5.1 is an example of such a joint quasi-stationary distribution with 
heterogeneity in infectivity. In section 5.6 we prove algebraically the results for 
deterministic equilibrium values in this section for each case, but extend to a k- 
group scenario. The models we look at in this section constitute special cases 
from the general theory already discussed. Due to this, in section 5.7, the stability 
conditions for the disease-free and endemic equilibrium points will be calculated. 
For the case of heterogeneity in susceptibility, tins is complicated. In section 5.8, 
the variance matrix for each of these 2-group models will be approximated using 
an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation and this will be used as an approximation 
to the quasi-stationary distribution and its accuracy assessed.
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Mesh plot of joint QSD for 2-group SIS model

Figure 5.1: Mesh plot of joint quasi-stationary distribution of a 2-group SIS model 
with heterogeneity in infectivity. Parameter values Ar = 100. Ai = 40/21. A2 = 
2/21, ,fl = //2 = l,/1=/2 = 1/2, 7T = 1 - ;r = 1/2.
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5.5.1 Heterogeneity in infectivity
We begin by examining the effect of varying infectivity only. In this scenario, 
susceptibility of the 2 groups is equal (/ii = //2 = 1), the number of individuals 
in each group is the same (/i — f2 — 1/2) and all individuals are as likely to mix 
with their own group as with the other (tt = 1 - tt = 1/2). So our deterministic 
system of differential equations becomes

J It1 = I[Aia'l(l - xi) + ^2*2(1 - xi)j - 7a;i,

1 ^ f [Aia*i(l - xz) + A2^2(l - £2)] “ 7^2-

The next generation mean matrix now becomes simply

M = —47 A2 A2

with i?o = ^37^. The deterministic endemic equilibrium value for the homo
geneous case is given by IV(1 — and for the heterogeneous case is given by 
N(xl + x%)/2 where (r^r^) is the equilibrium point of the system of differential 
equations above.

Figures (5.2) and (5.3) show the endemic equilibrium values and stochastic 
means for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. The MATLAB code 
used to cany out these calculations can be seen in appendix D (for deterministic 
equilibrium values) and appendix E (for stochastic means). Figure (5.2) shows 
that the deterministic equilibrium values for the homogeneous and heterogeneous 
models remain equal to each other for all values of I?o. What follows in section
5.6.1 is an algebraic argument showing these two quantities are equal for fc-groups.

Figure (5.3) shows that the stochastic means for the homogeneous and hetero
geneous models, when varying infectivity only, differ only slightly across the range 
of Rq values. For 0.5 < Rq < 1.25 the stochastic mean for the heterogeneous model 
exceeds that of the homogeneous. Around 1.3 V Ro < 3 this mean then becomes 
less than the homogeneous. The bottom panel of Figure (5.3) shows more clearly 
this crossover. It is also clear' from Figures (5.2) and (5.3) that the deterministic 
endemic equilibrium values for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases is 
larger than the corresponding stochastic mean, for Rq > 1. Looking at Figure 
(5.4) showing the mean number of infected individuals across the plotted Rq range 
we can see that it appeal's the deterministic approximations and stochastic means 
for both heterogeneous and homogeneous models are tending towards the same 
value as I?o increases and that there is an ordering between these plotted values.
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Deterministic values for number of infected when system is in endemic equilibrium state across a range of values

| 50-

----- Det.Equilibhum value Het
----- Det.Equilibrium value Horn

_J__________ L_

Figure 5.2: Deterministic equilibrium values of numbers infected for the homoge
neous and heterogeneous 2-group model with heterogeneity in infectivity. Para
meter values N = 100. Ai = 40/21. A2 = 2/21./xi = f.12 = 1, /1 = fy = 1/2, tt = 
1 -7T = 1/2.
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Stochastic Means

1 60-

O 40 -

Stochastic Means

Figure 5.3: Stochastic means of the homogeneous and heterogeneous quasi
stationary distribution of total number infected for a 2-group model with hete
rogeneity in infectivity. Parameter values N = 100, Ai = 40/21, A2 = 2/21, pi =
M2 = C fl = /2 = 1/2, 7T = 1 - 7T = 1/2.
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Doterministic equilibrium values and stochastic means for homogeneous case and heterogeneous case with infectivity

----- Det.Equilm Horn

Figure 5.4: Deterministic endemic equilibrium values and stochastic means of 
the quasi-stationary distribution for both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases 
where heterogeneity is in infectivity. Parameter values N = 100. Ai = 40/21. A2 =
2/21, ft l = = 1, /! = /2 = 1/2, 7T = 1 - 7T = 1/2
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5.5.2 Heterogeneity in Mixing
In this scenario, susceptibility of the 2 groups is equal as is the infectivity (/q — 
P2 = l,Ai = Aq = 1), the number of individuals in each group is the same 
(/1 = /2 = 1/2) but individuals have mixing preferences. For assortative mixing 
we assume within-group mixing is strongly preferential to cross-group mixing and 
set 7T — 0.95. For dissortative mixing we assume cross-group mixing is strongly 
preferential to within-group mixing and tt = 0.05. This is in accordance with 
parameter values chosen by Yates et al. [106]. So our deterministic system of 
differential equations becomes

J — ^1) + (1 — 7r)a’2(l — a-'i)] — 7^1)

1 = 2[(! “ - a;2) + 7r.T2(l - a.*2)] - JX2-

The next generation mean matrix now becomes

0
27

7T 1 — 7C 

1 — 7T TT

The eigenvalues are ^ and ^ — 57 where 0 < tt < 1. If tt = 1, then these two 
eigenvalues ai’e equal. If tt < 1 then ^ is the larger eigenvalue so Rq —

DoterminisUc values for number of infected when system Es In endemic equilibrium stale across a range of values

Figure 5.5: Deterministic equilibrium values of number infected for the homo
geneous and heterogeneous 2-group model where assortative mixing is assumed. 
Parameter values N = 100, Ai = A2 = 1, //1 = /t2 = 1, A = /2 = 1/2. tt = 0.95.
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Deterministic values for number of infected when system Is In endemic equilibrium state across a range of values

Figure 5.6: Deterministic equilibrium values of number infected for the homo
geneous and heterogeneous 2-group model where dissortative mixing is assumed. 
Parameter values N — 100, Ai = A2 = 1, /.q = ^2 = 1, /1 = /a ^ 1/2, tt — 0.05.

Figure (5.5) shows the deterministic equilibrium values for both the homo
geneous and heterogeneous case where the only source of heterogeneity is in the 
mixing parameter and assortative mixing is assumed. Figure (5.6) shows the deter
ministic equilibrium values for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous case of a 
2-group model where this time the mixing parameter reflects dissortative mixing.

As was the case for heterogeneity in infectivity we can see from Figures (5.5) 
and (5.6) that despite the type of heterogeneity in mixing between the 2 groups, 
the deterministic equilibrium values for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous 
models remain equal to each other for all values of Rq. This will be proven simi
larly as for infectivity for b-groups in section 5.6.2.

Figure (5.7) shows that the stochastic mean for the homogeneous model is 
consistently larger than the stochastic mean for the heterogeneous model for the 
range of Rq values when assortative mixing is assumed. For Rq > 3 the difference 
between the two becomes very small, but certainly for 1 < i?o < 2 there is signifi
cant difference. In Figure (5.8) however, the stochastic mean for the homogeneous 
model is consistently less than the stochastic mean for the heterogeneous model 
for the range of Rq values when dissortative mixing is assumed. This difference is 
very small, as shown by the bottom panel of Figure (5.8), across the range.

We therefore cannot conclude that the stochastic heterogeneous mean is boun
ded by the stochastic homogeneous mean in the case of heterogeneous mixing. In 
fact, the type of mixing assumed dictates whether the stochastic heterogeneous
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Figure 5.7: Stochastic means of the homogeneous and heterogeneous quasi
stationary distribution of total number infected for a 2-group model where as- 
sortative mixing is assumed. Parameter values N — 100. Ai = A2 = l.pi = ^2 = 
L/1 =/2 = 1/2,7r = 0.95.

mean lies above or below the stochastic homogeneous mean. What we can state is 
that the stochastic mean when dissortative mixing is assumed bounds from above 
the stochastic mean when assortative mixing is assumed. When mixing is equal 
across the 2 groups, ie. tt = 1 — tt = 0.5, infectives are just as likely to make 
contact with individuals from their own group as with individuals from the other, 
these two values are equal.

As was the observation when infectivity was the only source of heterogeneity, 
the deterministic endemic equilibrium value for both homogeneous and hetero
geneous cases and stochastic mean of the quasi-stationary distribution for the 
homogeneous and heterogeneous models appear to converge to the same value as 
Ft0 increases, and a consistent ordering holds, evidenced by Figure (5.9).

5.5.3 Heterogeneity in Susceptibility

In this scenario, infectivity of the 2 groups is equal (Ai = A2 = 1), the number 
of individuals in each group is the same (/1 = f'2 = 1/2) and all individuals are 
equally likely to mix with their own group as with the other (tt = 1 - tt = 1/2).
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Stochastic Means

Stochastic Means

Figure 5.8: Stochastic means of the homogeneous and heterogeneous quasi
stationary distribution of total number infected for a 2-group model where dis- 
sortative mixing is assumed. Parameter values N — 100, Ai = A2 = 1, jui = p2 = 
l,/l = /2 = 1/2, 7T = 0.05.
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Figure 5.9: Deterministic endemic equilibrimn values and stochastic means of the 
quasi-stationary distribution for both homogeneous and heterogeneous cases where 
heterogeneity is in mixing.

So our deterministic system of differential equations becomes

f ^ = f ~ ^l) - aq)] - 7x1.

i ll1 = *[h2*i(l - .t2) + ^2(1 - *2)] - 7*2-

The next generation mean matrix now becomes
J[f — ^ /^2

47 [ /<1 /i2 .

with B0 = The deterministic endemic equilibrium value for the homo
geneous case is given by ;V(1 - T-) and for the heterogeneous case is given by
Nix\ + N2X2 and {x^x^) is the equilibrium point of the system of differential
equations above.

Figure (5.10) shows that the deterministic equilibrium value across the range 
of Bq for the heterogeneous model is consistently less than or equal to the determi
nistic equilibrium value for the homogeneous model. Previously, when examining 
heterogeneity in infectivity and mixing these two quantities were equal but for 
heterogeneity in susceptibility we have a different result. In section 5.6.3 we will 
provide an algebraic argument showing this to be the case for a /r-group model.

Figure (5.11) shows that the stochastic heterogeneous mean is significantly lo
wer than the stochastic homogeneous mean and lies consistently below it for all
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Detormmfsrtc values for number of infected when system is m endemic equrtbnum state across a range of values

Figme 5.10: Deterministic equilibrium value of number infected for the homoge
neous and heterogeneous 2-group model with heterogeneity in susceptibility. Para
meter values N = 100, Ai = A2 = 1, fJi = 200/101, = 2/101, fi = /2 = 1/2. tt =
1 - 7T = 1/2.

Figure 5.11: Stochastic means of the homogeneous and heterogeneous quasi
stationary distribution of a 2-group model with heterogeneity in susceptibility. 
Parameter values N = 100. Ai = A2 = 1, /ii = 200/101./t2 = 2/101,/i = /2 = 
1/2, tt = 1 - tt = 1/2.
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Rq values. In this instance, convergence doesn’t appear to occur towards the same 
value. However, the stochastic mean and deterministic equilibrium value for the 
heterogeneous model converge towards the same value as Rq increases.

5.6 Analytical results
In section 5.5 we observed that the deterministic equilibrium values for both the 
homogeneous and heterogeneous models were the same across the Ro range when 
heterogeneity existed in infectivity, and in mixing. We will prove this to be the 
case for A;-groups. We also had the result that the determinstic equilibrium value 
for the heterogeneous model was consistently less than or equal to that of the 
homogeneous model when heterogeneity existed in susceptibility. We will also 
prove this to be the case for a A;-group model, where group sizes are equal.

5.6.1 Heterogeneity in infectivity
We have that if for A;-groups 7rsr = 1/A;, p,r = 1, for all r, s,

~dt = T^1- Xr> 2^ Xsfsxs - 'yxr-

Now X/s fsPsr = f^fsK^srRr = § X)a f^s = f which is independent of r, so 
from section 5.2 we know that the endemic equilibrium point is given by x* = 1 - d- 
for ?' = 1,2,..., A:, where Rq = -j^.

So for the heterogeneous model, the total number infected in endemic equili
brium is

whereas the corresponding quantity for the homogeneous model is iV 
Clearly these two quantities are in fact equal. Note that in our numerical results 
we had equal group sizes but we have now shown however that this relationship 
holds for any frequencies.

5.6.2 Heterogeneity in mixing
We have that if for A>groups Xs = /.ir = 1 and fs — 1/k for all 7’, s, taking 7rrr — tt 
and 7T.sr = j/zY for all s =£ r, then

dxr
dt -(! - xr)

«=1
IX r
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In this case hPxr — !C.S /^/.s^.svr.sr/fr = f Y^r 7r-i;'' := f> which again is inde
pendent of 7‘, so that the endemic equilibrium point is

= for r = l,2)...)fciro

Exactly as in the case of heterogeneity in infectivity, it follows that the total num
ber infected in endemic equilibrium is the same for the heterogeneous model and 
the corresponding homogeneous model. Note here that we do need to assume

It is important to also note that this is the case due to the symmetry we 
impose in our mixing parameter causing the differential equations to become equal 
under this constraint. If, for example, the mixing parameter had been defined by

TTn 7Tl2 

7T21 7T22
symmetry and so the endemic equilibrium would be of a more complex form.

and neither row had to sum to 1, then we wouldn’t have this

5.6.3 Heterogeneity in susceptibility

For k groups with A.s — 1 and 7rs?. = fs ~ for all r,s then YlsfsPsr = 
@ ^sfs^srlh- = f/tr- In this case, the sum is not independent of r, so that 
the endemic equilibrium point is not of symmetric form. Our system of differen
tial equations is

dxr _ P 
dt k2

Ml ~xr) JM
Ks—1

7^V

Adding these equations gives, in equilibrium,

E
5—1

MMi-M 
x*\ P +

, PnkO--Xk)
= 0.

Solving this leads to x = 0 or -\------ (_ik) - ^

/d-1------ \-iikJ \m +---- t-kk

Note that the condition ksfs — 1=^ Yls=i l1* ~ & 111 this case, that z* = 
from section 5.2 and that ~ A.. The total infected for the heterogeneous

case is
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From section 5.2 we have in this case that 
k / P ,, \ k

IM) = E ^
/3 ,,

Xs^ ~ X] b2~LLsXs -1-S=1 + Aj.ia

Thus h(A) = 1 becomes

^ fc27

0

k2r

5Z ^27^sa;s “ ^0 1-

If we then divide through by Rq we have that
k
E 1 -

That is,
5“1 i?.0

E ^‘,(1 - -.) = T
s=l

That is,
^ = %,■ (5,8) 

Tliis algebra has shown that this quantity corresponds to the number of suscep- 
tibles in a homogeneous population, The total number of susceptibles in a 
heterogeneous population is given by

A: 1 + Ajj,s
(5.9)

It is equations (5.8) and (5.9) we want to compare. We’d expect there to be 
fewer suceptible individuals in a homogeneous population than a heterogeneous. 
In other words we’d expect there to be more infected individuals in a homogeneous 
population than in a heterogeneous. This is equivalent to expecting the inequality

E /As
1 + /l/i,.

< E——^ 1 + Afi

to hold. This is easy to see because and 1j are oppositely ordered.
Let us set ar — Hr, br = . If ai > «2 > • • ■ > ctk then 6i < 62 < • • • < 5jt- The
above inequality then follows directly from the fact that

«Ks*)®*-)
Thus we have shown for A>groups that the deterministic equilibrium value for a 
heterogeneous model will always be less than that of a homogeneous model when 
group sizes and mixing are equal and heterogeneity exists in susceptibility alone.
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5.7 Stability for special 2-group cases

At the beginning of this chapter we formulated some stability results for equilibria 
for a general fc-group model, predominantly where the mixing parameter was equal 
for all groups. In this section we specialise to the 2-group numerical examples in 
section 5.5. In the cases of heterogeneity in infectivity and heterogeneity in mixing 
only this is in accordance with the general results stated earlier. For the case of 
heterogeneity in susceptibility, stability conditions are much more complex to find. 
We demonstrate why and find as simple a form as possible.

5.7.1 Heterogeneity in infectivity

From section 5.3 we know that the disease-free equilibrium is stable if and only 
if Rq < 1, With heterogeneity in infectivity only, the endemic equilibrium is 
symmetric, x* ^ 1 - 7^ for all r, and so from section 5.4 we have that the endemic 
equilibrium is stable if and only if Rq > 1.

5.7.2 Heterogeneity in mixing

The Jacobian is

tt — ttxi — x\ — 1 — aq — tt + Traq
1 — aq — 7T + Traq tt — yraq — aq — ^

If we examine the trace and determinant of this matrix at both the disease-free 
and endemic equilibrium point, algebra leads us to some unusual conditions which 
make sense under particular assumptions. We expect the disease-free equilibrium 
to be stable if and only if Rq < 1 and the endemic equilibrium point to be stable 
if and only if i?o > 1. As the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are easy to find explicitly 
in this case it is much simpler to show that these are negative in order to find 
stability conditions.

J(aq,a:2) =

At the disease-free equilibrium point (0.0),

40,0) = | 2a 1 — TT
1-7T 7T-^

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian are f — 7 and /Stt — 7 — We have

P n 1 27 1 rt ■,
77 — 7 < 0 1 < -f - — Rq < 1
2 0 Rq

and

/37T - 7 - - ■< 0
27 1

27T - 1 < -f = — 
0 Rq

Rq < 27T — 1
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In order for us to reciprocate in this latter inequality we must assume both sides 
are positive, ie 27r - 1 > 0 and therefore tt > 1/2. Note that 0 < tt < 1 so when 
7T — 1 this inequality equates to B.q < 1. Thus both inequalities are satisfied and 
the disease-free point stable if Rq < 1.

For endemic equilibrium,

l^-1) 7(1-*)

7(1-*) S(^-l)/

The eigenvalues are 7 — f and 7(27r - 1) - We have that

7 — 77 < 0 <=> 1 < R0 > 12 27

and
7(27r — 1) — ^ < 0 -£=£■ 27r — 1 < — ~ Rq.

2 27
It is clear that the only way these two inequalities are satisfied is when Rq > 1. 
Thus the results we expected are true in this case.

J(.Ti.rr2) =
277T   1 27

P 1 T^•(1 — tt) ^-1
^(1 - tt)

0

5.7.3 Heterogeneity in susceptibility
In this case, the endemic equilibrium is not symmetric. We still have that the 
disease-free equilibrium is stable if and only if Rq < 1, but the situation for the 
endemic equilibrium is now more complicated. The Jacobian is

0
4

fl! ~ Sfnxt - ^ m(i “ ^1)
R2 - 3^1 - ^

At the disease-free equilibrium point (0.0)

■1(0.0) = | -
47
0

i-1’2 M2 - 4-7
0

fr(J(0,0)) 0
4

87
Mi + M2 - y < 0 for stability

7(M+«)<27 => ^I +W) <2
4 47

det(J(0,0)) = 0 (Mi - y )(M2 - - Ml M2

=*■ i?0 < 2

> 0 for stability
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[ifry
4 [

2

J (Ml + M2) > 0
4'y2
— > 7(Ml +M2)

47

+ M2)
> 1

Which is equivalent to i?o < 1- If the determinant condition is satisfied then 
the trace condition automatically follows if i?0 < 1. If i?0 < 1 then these criteria 
are satified and equilibrium point (0,0) is stable. If > 1 then the trace condi
tion doesn’t hold and so (0,0) becomes an unstable equilibrium point.

For the endemic equilibrium it is not sufficient in this scenario to assume — 
a-?;. Intuitively, if we have an overall infection pressure acting on 2 groups with 
different susceptibilities, one would expect, on average, more infections to occur in 
the group that is more susceptible to the infection and so this asymmetry makes 
sense. To find the endemic equilibrium we solve the system

f f Mi(f ~ 3ff)(2‘i + sa) ~ 7^1 = 0, 
l f M2(l - £2X27 + a-2) - 7^2 = 0.

Solving this system using Maple yields the disease-free equilibrium and also 
the solution

x* __ ~(/3Ml-T2 + PfJ-2^2 + 47 - /?Mi - fifty) _ /?(m1 + M2)(l - #2) " 47 
1 P{l-l2 - Ml)(^2 - 1) J0(M2 - Mi)^ - 1)

where is the solution to a quadratic given by

f(Z) — (-XMlM2 + + (—47Mi + 47M2 - WifyZ + /?Ml/i2 - 47M2 + Z^mI

f (Z) — /?M2(mi 1^2)Z^ — 2(27(/.ii — M2) + + M2(/3(mi + M2) — 47). (5.10)

In order to establish the feasibility of the roots of this quadratic, we check the 
sign of f(Z) by evaluating at 0 and 1:

m-gffeTH-gw-o.

/ (1) = /3M2(Ml + M2 - 2m2 - Mi + M2) ~ 47(mi - M2) ~ 47M2 = -47Mi < 0,

so for Rq > 1,
/(0) >0,
/(l) <0,

which means there is precisely one root in (0,1). The roots of quadratic (5.10) 
(solved in Maple) are given by

x* _ ~27Mi + 27M2 ~ /?m| ^ \/4Mi72 ~ 8miM'272 + 4m272 + /^2MiM2
2 /5M2(Mi ~ M2)
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27(^1 ~ /j2) - jg/xj ^ \/472(m " m)2 +
~ Ai2)

Both roots are always real but only one of these roots is feasible. Let us set 
Hi > /<2 by labelling groups appropriately. If we take the root where the square 
root term is subtracted then we get < 0 so the only possible feasible root is 
obtained by taking the square root term being added in the numerator. Taking 
this root as 3;| and substituting back into using Maple after simplification we 
obtain an endemic equilibrium point of (:rj, =

—27(^2 - m) ~ /fyi(\/472(M2 - /Ji)2 + fiVijap -27(^1 - ^2) - ^2 + \/472(^i ~ m)2 + P2f4$ 

PVlil-12 ~ Ml)) ’ ^M2(Mi - M2)

Evaluating the trace and determinant of the Jacobian at this endemic equili
brium we have

1.11x2 - -
87
J

so tr < 0 if and only if

^ [^|(2mi + M2) + £‘2(2m2 + A^)] > ^(Mi + A^) - 27,

Next,

^ - (mi(1 - .t!))(m2(1 - xi)

so det > 0 if and only if

(xl+X2)+PfJ.llLL2X 1X2+IVl(2xl+x2)+1Ll2(2x2+xl) > 0

This is as simplified an expression as manageable. We’d expect this inequaility to 
hold only for Rq > 1. This is easy to check numerically at least.
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5.8 Quasi-stationarity and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck ap
proximation

5.8.1 Heterogeneity in infectivity

We now use Ornstein-Uhlenbeck theory to calculate the approximate variance 
matrix E of the 2-group heterogeneous model of section 5.5.1. This will allow us 
to calculate the variance within groups 1 and 2 and the covariance between the 
groups. Recall that the quasi-stationary distribution is given by the left leading 
eigenvector of the matrix of the system (see section 3.3, equation (3.3)). Over the 
time interval [t, 14- d'£] we have the transition rates

(fii h) {h + 1, h) with rate ^Ai/i(l — /1) + ^2/2(1 — h),

(h, h) ->■ {I1J2 + 1) with rate ^Aili(l - I2) + ^2/2(1 - h),

(/1,12) -> (/1 - 1, h) with rate 7/1,
(/1,12) —^ (ht h ~ 1) with rate 7/2.

So close to endemic equilibrium, since

E[(dXlf) = ||A1.T;(l-a.-I) + A2.rI(l-^)] + 7.T; = ^(A, + A2M(1-U)]+ 

Similarly
£[(&>.-2)2] = f [(Ai + A2)X'I(1 - aj)] +

Finally, since we are dealing in one step-transitions where only an infection or 
recovery can occur in one group per time interval, E^chida.^)] = 0. Therefore the 
approximating Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process around (.rj, .r^) has local covariance 
matrix

G = f[(Ai + A2)a'J(l-^)] + 7a-; 0
0 f[(Ai + A2M(1 - U)) + tU .

Substituting = 1-^ — 1

(A1 + A2) (l-

3P^T8ives

Gn = 4^ ) (/3(Af+Aa))] +7 (X 47
,<3(Ai+A2)

04 (Ai + A2) ^

7A1 I 7A2 
A1+A2 A1+A2

47 _ I672 M 4. „ 472
/3(Ai+Aa) ..^(Ai l A2)2 )\ ’ri /5(Ax+Aa)

_ 472Ai _ 472Aa _ 472 1 ^
j3(Ai+A2)2 /3(Ai+A2)^ /3(Ai+A2) ^7

“ 27 /3(Ai+Aa) 47 2
i3(Ai+A2)

. Ai , A2 A 
Ax-)'A2 A1+A2 J

" 27 (X ^(aJ+A2)) •
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We have J(xj\ + L = —G{x\, x^) which can be written

J12 \ f Sn E12 \ > f Sn S12 \ / Jn J21 \ = ( ^11 ^12
^21 <^22 J V ^21 S22 / \ E21 E22 J \ J12 J22 ) V ^21 G22

/ ^11^11+^12^21 +11^12 + J12S22 A J11E11+J12S12 J21S11 + ^22^12 

\ J2lSll + ^22^21 '/21S12 +-^22^22 J \ +I1E21 + J12E22 •/21S21+ .722^22

f 2JnEii + J12E12 + +12^21 ^iiEi2 + ./12E22 + -TglLIll + J22S12 ^ / Cn G12
\ ^ll^l + .712^22 + <721 Sn + J22S2I 2J22E22 + .72lSi2 + <72lE21 J 1^21 G22

where En represents the variance of the number of infected individuals within 
group 1, E22 the variance of the number of infected indivudals within group 2 
and E12, E21 the covariance between group 1 and group 2 when the system is in 
quasi-stationarity. To solve for the components of E, this can be written as

' 2Jn J12 J12 0 ' ' Ell ' ' Gn "
J21 (Jn + J22) 0 j\2 Ei2 <+12
J21 0 (Jll + J22) +12 E21 G21
0 J21 J21 2+22 . S22 <+22

Eli ' ' 2+11 +12 +12 0 ' -1 ' <+n
E12 +21 (+11 + +22) 0 +12 G12
E2i +21 0 (+11 + +22) +12 <+21
S22 . 0 +21 +21 2+22 . <+22

“ Eu '
E12

^21

0
4

2(Ai - 2AiXj - A2X1 

Ai(l — xj) 

Ai(l-xJ)

0

a2(i-x;)
Ai + A2 — 3AixJ — 3A2.xJ 

0
Ai(i-xn

87
0

0 -1 ' Gn '
A2(l - x|)

X
C12

A2(l - xfl G2i
2(A2 - 2A2x; - Ai*J - £) _ _ g22

A2(l - a:;)

0
Ai + A2 — SAixj — 3A2xJ — ^ 

Ai(l-xJ)
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After substituting x'l — 1 — ^ and simplifying we get

r 2(47Ai-(0{Ai+A2)2) 47A2 47A2 0
47A2

Eu

E12
E21

E22

1

II

0(Ai+A2)
47Ai

^(Ai+A2)
-2(Ai+A2) + 7

0
47Ai

fl(Ai+Aa)
0

—2(Ai + A2) +
47Ai

/KAi+Aa)
47Ai

fKAi+Aa)
0

/3(Ai+A2)
47A2

/?(Ai+A2) o 
2(47A2-^(A1+A2)2)

/3(Ai+A2) 0(Ai+A2) /3(Ai4-A2)

(1 /3(A^+A2))

0

. ^ (1 ^(A^+As)) _

Using Maple we can calculate explicit algebraic solutions for the elements of 
the variance matrix, given below for En, E12 = E21 and E22 respectively.

+ Ag) + /?2(4AjA2 + dAlAg + 6A2A2) IGA2'1/2 — 2/3'y(Aj + 5A2A2 + 7AiA2 + 3A2)
~ /32(27Ai + 27A2 ~ pXj ” /?A2 ” 2/iAiA2)(Ai + A2)3

872(8AiA27 - pXl - pXl - 3pXlX2 - 3/?AiA|)
/?2(27Ai + 27A2 - PXI - /3A2 - 2j0Ai A2)(Ai + A2)3

47(^2(Aj + A2) + /32(4AfA2 + 4AiA| + 6A2A2) + 16A272 — 2/37(A2 + 5AiA2 -I- 7A2A2 -I- 3Aj) 
^(27Ai + 27A2 - PXI - pXl - 2pX1X2)(Xi + A2)3

We can now plot the quasi-stationary distribution of total infected ii + J2 in this 
scenario, against the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation, a normal distribution ha
ving mean given by the deterministic equilibrium and variance iV-y/En + Ei2 + E21 -r E22-

Figm-e (5.12) shows that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation gives a good 
approximation to the quasi-stationary distribution, with probabilities differing 
with that of the quasi-stationary distribution by no more than 0.0034 across the 
population range, for these parameter values. Appendix F shows the MATLAB 
code used to perform these operations including the algebraic variance output from 
Maple (for the case of heterogeneity in infectivity).
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NtrtttfofnfecM

Figure 5.12: Quasi-stationary distribution of total number of infected for the 2- 
group case with heterogeneity in infectivity against Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation. Parameter values N\ = Ar2 = 50, Ai = 40/21, A2 = 2/21, pi = m = 
1, fi — f2 — 1/2,7T = 1 - 7T = 1/2. /?0 = 3.7 = 1.

5.8.2 Heterogeneity in mixing

For our Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation, we have that

7T — — xj -(- Trxj — 1 — xj — tt-I- ttxJ
1 — xj — 7T -I- TTXj 7T — 27TXj — Xj “h TTxJ — ^

From the transition rates, since xj = x^,

J(xJ,x$) = ^

Epxi)2] = ^[7rxi(l-xl) + (l-7r)xi(l -xi)]+7xj, 

£[(aT2)2] = ^[7TXi(l - xj) + (1 - 7r)xJ(l - xj)] +7*1,

E[(dxidx2)) = 0.
so that

G =
f [ttx^I - xj) + (1 - 7r)xJ(l - xj)] + 7xJ

0 |[7TxJ(l - xj) + (1 - 7r)xi(l - a

G
f[x;(i-x;)] 0

0 f[xt(i-x;)]. •

i)]+7x1
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Substituting = 1 — 1/Rq leads to diagonal elements

Gn = G22 P
2

27
P

Using the same approach as we did when examining heterogeneity in infectivity, 
we substitute algebraic expressions from the Jacobian into the equation JE-i-E + 
G — 0, evaluate the elements of the J matrix at equilibrium point 1 — l/i?o and use 
the elements calculated above for the G matrix. After algebra and simplification 
we acquire the relation

' Sn ‘

S12 P
S21 2

. £22 -

4"y7r

a

-2
277T

P277T
0

0

27 _ 2777 27 _ 277T
ft p 0 p
4777

ft
0

0
4777 Q

ft L.
27 2777 27 2777

0
27 _ 2777
ft ft27 _ 2777
ft A ft

4777
ft

-1

Solving this in Maple, leads to algebraic solutions for the variance matrix given by

^11 S12

E21 E22

7(2777—/?)

272(tt-1)
/3(477r—27—/?)

272(7r—1)
/?(4777—27—/?)

7(2777-/?)
/3(4777-27-^) .

We can now plot the actual quasi-stationary distribution of total infected 
in this scenario, against the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck theory approximation, a nor
mal distribution having mean equal to the deterministic equilibrium and variance 
iVVEu + E12 + S21 + E22-

Figure (5.13) shows that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation, although not 
exactly equal to the quasi-stationary distribution, is a very close approximation 
with probabilities differing from that of the quasi-stationary distribution by no 
more than 0.0052 across the range of predicted numbers of infected individuals 
when assortative mixing is assumed for these parameter values. Figure (5.14) 
shows, again, the closeness of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation to the quasi- 
stationary distribution with probabilities differing from that of the quasi-stationary 
distribution by no more than 0.0016 when dissortative mixing is assumed. What 
is interesting to note is that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation is close to 
the quasi-stationary distribution when the two different types of heterogeneity in 
mixing are assumed, but the type of mixing assumed does impact the accuracy of 
the approximation. It is closer to the quasi-stationary distribution when dissorta
tive mixing is assumed but nonetheless remains a good approximation for either 
mixing type.
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Plot of 0S0 of toM rurt« o( inficM *or '

Nwnbar ol nfecM

Figure 5.13: Quasi-st at ionary distribution for total number of infected for the 
2-group case with heterogeneity in mixing against Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation. Parameter values N\ = N? = 50, Ai = A2 = 1,^1 = ^2 = L/i = f2 = 
1/2, 7t = 0.95. 7?0 = 3,7 = 1.

Plot of QSO af tow ruitfr o< rtocM V modal IQM (X^ appronnMor «or hotwogonoity m Rung

Figure 5.14: Quasi-stationary distribution for total number of infected for the 
2-group case with heterogeneity in mixing against Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation. Parameter values N\ = = 50, Ai = A2 = l./n = //2 = !• /1 = /a =
1/2,7T = 0.05, i?0 = 3,7 = 1.
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5.8.3 Heterogeneity in susceptibility

For our Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation, we have that

T( ■* - 2/flXi “ /ilX2 - 7? hi(l - x\)
' KXl'X2 4 [ ^2(1 - X$) P2 - 2^*2 - Wl - ^

From the transition rates

E[(dxi)2) = + ^)] + 7xJ,

^[(^2)2] = ^[P2(l - + ^2)] + 7x2’

£'[(5j’i5x2)] = 0,

=> G =
f [hi(l ~ arl)(.rj 4- x^)] + 7*1 0

0 f[^2(l - *2)(*i + *2)] + 7*2

Substituting xj and X2 into this matrix leads to

Gn _ -27(27(^1 - /7.2) - ft//? + y/472(yai - ^2)2 +

Pmim ~ /<2)
Similarly

^ _ — 27(27(//1 - ^2) + + \/472(/ii - /U2)2 +
022-------------------------------- A.2(w - M.)----------------------------- •

Substituting algebraic expressions from the Jacobian into the equation JE + 
EJT + G = 0, evaluating the elements of the J matrix at equihbrium point (xj, x£) 
and using the elements calculated above for the G matrix. After algebra and
simplification we acquire the relation

' Sn '
£12
E21 4
E22

2/ii - Afiixl - 2^1X3 - ^ 

h2(l - *2)
//2(1 - *2)

0

/il(l — xj)
hi + h2 - *l(2hl + h2) - *2(2^2 + hi) - 

0
h2(l - *2)

hi(l -xf)
0

hi + h2 - *i(2hl + h2) - *2(2h2 + hi) - 
h2(l ~ *2)

0
hl(l -*l) 
hl(l - *l)

2h2 — 4//2X2 — 2^2*1 — ^

Gu
0
0

G22
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Using Maple this leads to explicit algebraic solutions for the variance matrix. 
Calculations and explicit solutions for E11.E12 = £21 and £22 a1-6 shown in ap
pendix H under these conditions. Substitution of .rj\ .r^ for their corresponding 
roots is simple enough giving the variances and covariances explicitly in terms of 
7, (3 and p but such solutions are both lengthy and complicated.

Number 1

Figure 5.15: Quasi-stationary distribution for total number of infected for the 
2-group case with heterogeneity in susceptibility against Omstein-Uhlenbeck ap
proximation. Parameter values Ari = N2 = 50, Ai = A2 = 1, pi = 200/101,/i2 = 
2/101, f\ = /2 = 1/2,7T = 0.5. /?0 = 3,7 = 1.

Figme (5.15) shows that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation, although not 
exactly equal to the quasi-stationary distribution, is a very close approximation 
with probabilities differing from that of the quasi-stationary distribution by no 
more than 0.0049 across the range of predicted numbers of infected individuals for 
these parameter values. It is reasonable to conclude from each of the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck approximations we have analysed that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation is a good approximation to the quasi-stationary distribution irrespective 
of the type of heterogeneity imposed for the parameter values we have used. As 
was touched upon earlier however, the actual type of heterogeneity does affect 
the closeness of the approximation. From these results, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
approximation is least accurate when heterogeneity in susceptibihty exists, and 
is most accurate when dissortative mixing exists. Note that we only expect the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation to be good for N\, N? large and for Rq >> 1.
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5.9 Time to extinction
For all scenarios examined so far. where we have looked at differing parameters 
of heterogeneity we now calculate numerical results for the mean time to extinc
tion from quasi-stationarity for each heterogeneous model and compare it to the 
corresponding mean time to extinction of a homogenoeus model.

Log Mean Times to Extinction: Heterogeneity m inactivity with mixing

"o

Figure 5.16: Log mean times to extinction for both a homogeneous 2-group model 
and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in infectivity, infectivity 
with assortative mixing and infectivity with dissortative mixing. Parameter values 
N\ = A2 = 50. Ai = 40/21. A2 = 2/21. /q = /i2 = 1,7 = 1 for all cases, /1 = /2 = 
1/2 for all cases. We use mixing parameters tt = 0.5,0.95. 0.05.

Let us denote by Tq0711 the mean time to extinction of a homogeneous 2-group 
process, and by t-q ct the mean time to extinction of a heterogeneous 2-group pro
cess. In addition to this notation, let us further define Tq to be the mean time 
to extinction of a heterogeneous 2-group process where x describes a particular 
type, or types, of heterogeneity. The types x can take are {In/, Ass, Dis. Sum} or 
a combination, where {Inf} refers to infectivity, {Ass} assortative mixing, {Dis} 
dissortative mixing and {Sus} susceptibility.

From all results, a similarity to notice is that the mean time to extinction is 
strictly increasing in Rq irrespective of the types of heterogeneity introduced. This 
is an intuitive notion, because as we increase the rate at which individuals become 
infected (Rq), we would expect more infections to occur and so the longer the pro
cess would take to die out due to a larger proportion of infected individuals in the 
whole population. The type of heterogeneity however does strongly influence the
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Log Mean Time* to Extinction Heterogeneity m mixing

Figure 5.17: Log mean times to extinction for both a homogeneous 2-group model 
and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in mixing. Parameter 
values Ari = N2 = 50. Ai = A2 = 1, = /12 = 1,7 = 1 for all cases, /1 = f? = 1/2
for all cases. We use mixing parameters tt = 0.95,0.05.

Log Moan Time* to Extinction- Heterogeneity m suscepHbittty with mixing

Figure 5.18: Log mean times to extinction for both a homogeneous 2-group model 
and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in susceptibility, suscep
tibility with assortative mixing and susceptibility with dissortative mixing. Para
meter values Ni = A2 = 50. Ai = A2 = 1, m = 200/101, nz = 2/101,7 = 1 for all 
cases, /1 = /2 = 1/2 for all cases. We use mixing parameters tt = 0.5.0.95.0.05.
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mean time to extinction and the range by which it differs from the homogeneous 
mean time to extinction.

Prom Figures (5.16) and (5.17) we can see that heterogeneity in infectivity 
decreases TQet significantly more than heterogeneity in mixing. Tq1^ is significantly 
lower for this 2-group heterogeneous model than Tq 0771. In fact Tq1^ is consistently 
bounded from above by Tq 07,1 for all i?o values. When we combine heterogeneity 
in infectivity with assortative mixing we find that this lowers Tqc1 further still and 
therefore the process is expected to die out more quickly. If however we combine 
with dissortative mixing, the results show that this process will take longer to die 
out than a process where heterogeneity in infectivity exists and there is no mixing 
preference. The homogeneous case bounds all three of these cases from above. In 
fact, we have the ordering

-Horn ^Inf,Dis \ ^-Inf Inf,Ass
rQ — 'Q — 'Q — rQ

It is clear to see that as tt -> 0.5 from above r^lf'Ass _and that as tt —> 0.5
from below Tq1^' —> Tq1^ . In other words, the stronger the preference for
within-group mixing, when combined with heterogeneity in infectivity, the quicker 
the time to extinction and the stronger the preference for cross-group mixing when 
combined with heterogeneity in infectivity, the longer the time to extinction with 
the case of equal mixing preference taking some time in between. The degree of 
the impact each mixing-type has on r^et appears to increase as Rq increases.

Although heterogeneity in mixing impacts TQet, its impact is not as strong as 
heterogeneity in other parameters as evidenced by Figure (5.17). What is interes
ting to note is that when we have assortative mixing, time to extinction is lower 
than that for a homogeneously mixing model and so the process is expected to 
die out more quickly. In fact Tq0™ bounds from above Tqss in this case for all 
Rq values. However, when we impose dissortative mixing, this isn’t the case. The 
plots show that Tq0711 > Tqxs up until an Rq value of approximately 1.4, but then 
for i?0 values above this, a process with heterogeneity in dissortative mixing is 
expected to persist longer than a homogeneous process, although the difference in 
time is not large. The important result here is that we cannot conclude that Tq01'1 

is always greater than TQet irrespective of the type of heterogeneity.

From Figure (5.18) it is also clear to see that heterogeneity in susceptibility 
has a much larger impact on Tqet than heterogeneity in mixing only, tq 0777 > 
Tqis for all i?o values. Combining heterogeneity in susceptibility with assortative 
mixing decreases TQet further and combining heterogeneity in susceptibility with 
dissortative mixing decreases Tq et further still. So we have the ordering

f/ <mi Sus -v. Sus,Ass Sus,DisrQ ^ TQ ^ rQ ^ rQ
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where the homogeneous process is expected to persist the longest. What is inter
esting to note here is the difference between this ordering and the previous two. 
When we examined heterogeneity in mixing only, we found that dissortative mixing 
raised Tqet and assortative lowered Tq61. When we examined heterogeneity in in- 
fectivity and combined it with dissortative mixing, again 7gfe* was raised above
Tq1^ with no mixing preference and assortative mixing lowered Tqf1 below 
with no mixing preference. When looking at heterogeneity in susceptibility, both 
types of mixing decrease Tq e* below Tqus with no mixing preference. Another 
feature is that combining heterogeneity in susceptibility with assortative mixing 
has a lesser impact on Tq1 than combining heterogeneity in susceptibility with 
dissortative mixing. The degree of this impact appears to become more significant 
as B0 increases.

Mean Times to Extinction: Heterogeneity in infectivity with mixing

---------Time Ext Het pi=0.5
Time Ext Het pi=0.95
Time Ext Het pi=0.05

Figure 5.19: Mean times to extinction for i?o < 1 for both a homogeneous 2-group 
model and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in infectivity, infec
tivity with assortative mixing and infectivity with dissortative mixing. Parameter 
values Ai = N2 — 50. Ai = 40/21, A2 = 2/21./^i = = 1,7 = 1 for all cases,
/1 = /2 = 1/2 for all cases. We use mixing parameters - = 0.5,0.95,0.05.

Figures (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) show the mean times to extinction for Bo < 
1 for heterogeneity in infectivity, mixing and susceptibility respectively. In the 
cases of infectivity and susceptibility we look at the effects of assortative and 
dissortative mixing in addition. Each of these plots show more closely the effects
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Mean Times to Extinction: Heterogeneity in mixing

---------Time Ext Het pi=0.95

Figure 5.20: Mean times to extinction for /?o < 1 for both a homogeneous 2- 
group model and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in mixing. 
Parameter values N\ = N? = 50, Ai = A2 = l,pi = p2 = 1 ■ 7 = 1 for all cases, 
/1 = /2 = 1/2 for all cases. We use mixing parameters tt = 0.95,0.05.. We use 
mixing parameters tt = 0.5,0.95.0.05.
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Mean Times to Extinction: Heterogeneity in susceptibility with mixing

--------- Time Ext Het p*=0.5
---------Time Ext Het pi=0.95

Time Ext Het pi=0.05

Figure 5.21: Mean times to extinction for Rq < 1 for both a homogeneous 2-group 
model and heterogeneous 2-group model where heterogeneity is in susceptibility, 
susceptibility with assortative mixing and susceptibility with dissortative mixing. 
Parameter values N\ = N? = 50. Ai = A2 = 1. /ii = 200/101, p2 — 2/101,7 = 1 for 
all cases, f\ = /2 = 1/2 for all cases. We use mixing parameters tt = 0.5.0.95,0.05.
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of heterogeneities for the below-threshold parameter region. Every observation 
discussed above remains true for these cases.

5.10 Coefficient of variation

A measure used to get an idea of how far the process is from extinction, is the 
coefficient of variation. Having obtained numerical results for time to extinction, it 
is useful to examine the coefficient of variation of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation, and deduce whether we can use this as a good approximation to the time 
to extinction of the stochastic model. The coefficient of variation is a normalized 
measure of dispersion of a probability distribution. It is defined as the ratio of the 
standard deviation a to the mean p:

CV = -.
V

This is only defined for non-zero mean, and is most useful for variables that are 
always positive. We can analyse CV2 as a function of either the infectivities 
or susceptibilities instead. Intuitively, as CV2 increases, we are more likely to 
make larger fluctuations around the endemic level, and are hence more likely to 
hit the disease-free set of states. Thus increasing the variance ought to shorten 
the expected time to extinction and vice versa. The key idea behind this ap
proximation is to relate the conditional process to the quasi-stationary process, 
for which the distribution of the time to extinction can be expressed in terms of 
quasi-stationary distributions. This technique was first introduced by Ndsell [86]. 
Having used Ornstein-Uhlenbeck theory we have explicit algebraic expressions for 
the mean and variance of the stationary distribution of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process, which we are in turn using as an approximation to the stochastic system, 
and so calculating this ratio is relatively straightforward. What we are then able 
to do is investigate the relationship between coefficients of variation for both the 
heterogeneous and homogeneous models, and indeed analyse how the coefficient 
of variation of the number of individuals depends on the type of heterogeneity 
between the two groups. What we find is that the analytical coefficient of varia
tion approximations are not perfect, but can capture the qualitative behaviour of 
the epidemic in relevant regions of the parameter space. An increase of the diffe
rence in infectivity between the two groups ought to decrease the expected time 
to extinction, whereas it is a more complicated situation when the difference in 
susceptibility between the two groups is changed, and non-monotonic behaviour 
may occm*.

5,10.1 Heterogeneity in infectivity

For the case of heterogeneity in infectivity, we can simplify the expressions for the 
variance matrix by using the fact that A2 = 2 — Ai from ^ AjA = 1, Substituting 
this into the variance results of section 5.8.1 and simplification yield
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Because the denominator is equal in both cases, the problem becomes a com
parison of the squares of the numerators only;

(En + S12 + S21 + £22) ~2 ancl ^ (^0) '

We have CVfIet > CVfjorn if and only if

N f -47(/32 - 7/3 ~ 472Ai + 272A2 + 2j2)
2 V /32(7-/3)

—27(/32 — 7/3 — 472Ai + 272A2 + 272)

> N 47
/3(Ai + A2)

4==4 > 47 ^27 
/3(Ai -t- A2) ftP2{l-P)

Rearranging this expression leads to

-2^i3{p2 - 7/3 ~ 472Ai + 272A2 + 272) < 2'yp2{^ - /3) 

- 7/3 - 472Ai + 272A? + 272) < /3(7 - /3) 

472Ai - 272Af - 272 < 0 

A2 +12 ^
Ai

A2 - 2Ai + 1 > 0 ^ (Ai - l)2 > 0.

Note that if we set Ai = 1 (which in turn implies A2 — 1), then the assumed 
inequality is an equality. To have Ai = A2 = 1 would indeed be a homogeneous
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model and so this equality is showing that under such parameter values the coef
ficient of variation for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous model would be 
the same. If we are to assume any degree of heterogeneity under model constraints 
(ie. 0 < Ai < 1.1 < Ai < 2), then for any value of Ai the fraction is larger than 2. 
Therefore any heterogeneous parameter value in the model will yield a coefficient 
of variation larger than that for a homogeneous model. Note that because this 
fraction is independent of 3 and 7, it holds for all /?0. This is consistent with 
numerical results (Figure (5.22)). The algebraic argument concludes that the co- 
effiecient of variation for the heterogeneous model with heterogeneity in infectivity 
will always be larger than the coefficient of variation for a homogeneous model. 
Furthermore, if /(Ai) = then ^ = I — Setting the derivative to zero
and solving gives Ai = l. -^ = -^>0 and so it is clear that Ai = 1 is a mi
nimum point therefore the homogeneous case gives us an absolute lower bound
for coefficient of variation and increasing heterogeneity increases the coefficient of
variation.

Co*mc»nt of variation of 00 appronmafton against

Figure 5.22: Coefficient of variation of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation against 
Rq for homogeneous and heterogeneous case with heterogeneity in infectivity. Pa
rameter values ATi = N2 = 50. Ai = 40/21, A2 = 2/21, tt = 0.5, /<i = /<2 = l./i = 
/2 = 1/2,7 = 1.

If we were to instead compare coefficients of variation for two models of dif
fering degrees of heterogeneity in infectivity we would have a comparison of two
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expressions given by

(y/(Eli + £12 + £21 + £22)

l ^(1-*) ) ’
Due to the denominators being the same and the numerators both being multiplied 
by the same constant this comparison would simplify down to simply comparing 
the sum of the variance matrices Sn+£12+£21+£22 f°r each heterogeneous model. 
Writing this sum in terms of 7, /?, Ai, as before, the comparison now becomes

-47 (fy2 - 7/3 - 472Ai + 272A? + 272) . -47 (/32 - 7/3 - 47^ + 272A~? + 272)

Pii-P) Ph-e)
where Ai is the infectivity of model I and Ai is the infectivity of model II. Note 
here that

47'(W - 7) - 272Ai(2 ~ Ai) + 272) 47 87s .
P2{(3 - 7) /? Ptf - 7) PHP - 7) U U

where only the last term is negative, provided /3 > 7. Thus the larger Ai, the 
smaller the coefficient of variation. This amounts to comparing

Ai(2 —Ai) with Ai(2 — Ai).

Clearly this quadratic has a maximum when Ai = 1, the homogeneous case, 
and is monotonically increasing towards this point. Prom this it is clear that 
CVjjet Xi > ^ provided Ai < Ai < 1. In other words, the higher the degree
of heterogeneity in infectivity, the larger the coefficient of variation. This conclu
sion for this approximation would in turn suggest that the higher the degree of 
heterogeneity in infectivity, the lower the time to extinction and so the process 
would die out more quickly.

Figure (5.23) shows the means, variances, standard deviations and coefficients 
of variation for both the stationary distribution calculated by Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
theory and the quasi-stationary distribution of the actual stochastic systems when 
heterogeneity in infectivity is imposed. We can see that the mean and variance, 
thus the coefficient of variation for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation converges 
to that of the full stochastic system as I?o —> 00 with some discrepancy between 
1 < Rq < 2. We shall discuss this discrepancy in section 5.10.2.
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Means of QSD and OU approximation Variance of QSD and OU approximation

Mean of OU approx.

Rq

Var. of OU approx.

Standard deviation of QSD and OU approximation CV of QSD and OU approximation

----- S.d of OU approx.

Ro

---------CV qsd

Figure 5.23: The mean, variance, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation and stochastic system for heterogeneity in 
infectivity. Parameter values N\ = N2 = 50. Ai = 40/21, A2 = 2/21, tt = 0.5, pi = 
A*2 = Wi=/2 = 1/2.7 = 1-
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5.10.2 Heterogeneity in mixing

For the case of heterogeneity in mixing we have that

CVHom cvgm, =

cvHet = VJVi(Sn + Sia + S21 + S22) 

N (x - *)

y/iVl (2Sn + 2Sl2)

N i1 ~ i)
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2 ^ p^n-2j-i3) J

K1-!?))2

N_ f 47(47^-27-^) \ /y /47A
= 2 ^ 0(4yir—2')'—0) J _ % \P )

K1-^))2 (Ar(1-^))2

So we have shown algebraically that the coefficient of variation for the hete
rogeneous model is the same as that for the homogeneous model, irrespective of 
the type of mixing assumed. This is no surprise as we can reduce the formula for 
CVfiet down to one which does not rely on the mixing parameter tt at all. This 
is consistent with the numerical results in Figure (5.25). What is interesting to 
see is that when calculating the actual mean times to extinction, they are indeed 
influenced by the type of mixing we assume, and dependent on the parameter, 
can actually dictate whether the process will die out quicker or slower than the 
corresponding homogeneous case (Figmes (5.17) and (5.20)). In both the assorta- 
tive and dissortative cases the mean time to extinction is very close to that of the 
homogeneous. This is in some way similar to the coefficient of variation approxi
mation. The approximation dictates this ‘closeness’, but from it we cannot infer 
that a heterogeneous process will die out more quickly than a homogeneous. The 
time to extinction results reveal just that, for particular values of tt. So although 
useful in some sense as an approximation, we cannot rely on the coefficient of va
riation approximation to give us a full indication of the behaviour of our stochastic 
heterogeneous model.

Another issue to address is the validity of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approach to 
the coefficient of variation as an approximation to the coefficient of variation of 
the actual stochastic system.

Figure (5.24) shows the means, variances, standard deviations and coefficients 
of variation for both the stationary distribution calculated by Ornstein Uhlenbeck

N
= cv?,II om'

cvL =
AT I 47(277?-/?) , 872(7r—1)

' /3(477r—27—/3) ' /?(477r—27—/?)

N
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Means of QSD and OU approximation

Mean of CXI approx

Variance of QSO and OU approximation

- Var. of QSD Dis 
Var, of OU approx.

Standard deviation of QSD and OU approximation

S.d of OU approx.

Ro

CV of QSD and OU approximation

---------CV qsd Ass
----- CV qsd Dis

Figure 5.24: The mean, variance, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation and stochastic system for both assortative 
and dissortative mixing. Parameter values N\ = A’2 = 50. Ai = A2 = 1,-tt = 
0.05.0.95. ^1 = jU2 = 1, /1 = /2 = 1/2.7 = 1.
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theory and the quasi-stationary distribution of the actual stochastic systems with 
both assortative and dissortative mixing imposed. As previously mentioned, the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation in this case is the same whatever the type of 
mixing, but not so for the stochastic system. It is clear to see that for jR.q close 
to 1 there is significant difference between the actual variance of the stochastic 
system and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximated variance. Also, the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck approximation places a mean of zero at threshold (i?o = 1) whereas the 
mean of the stochastic system at this point is non-zero. Consequently, at Rq = 1, 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation gives an infinite value for the coefficient of 
variation. For Rq values slightly above 1 we see that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck ap
proximation is overestimating the variance and underestimating the mean. There 
then comes a point between 1 < i?o < 2 where the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation underestimates the variance and overestimates the mean. As shown, this 
yields a coefficient of variation quite different to that of the full stochastic systems 
for Rq between 1 and 2. We are however using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approxi
mation as a limiting approximation and we can see that as R.q exceeds 2, the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation rapidly converges to the stochastic system and 
thus can be considered a reliable approximation for large Rq. This feature we have 
discussed is important as it allows us to verify exactly what was claimed before, 
that the coefficient of variation approximation can be considered as an estimate 
and therefore in use, should be looked at as a proxy to time to extinction results 
for the actual stochastic system. In particular, for Rq values around threshold, it 
should not be considered a particularly good approximation in this case.

The difference in variances between the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation 
and actual quasi-stationary distribution for Rq around 1 is due to the difference in 
shape of the actual distributions themselves. At Rq = 1, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
approximation is a Normal curve which peaks at precisely the origin. As we are in
terested in positive values only, the entire probability distribution lies on the right 
hand side of the y-axis. The true quasi-stationary distribution at Rq — 1 however is 
different. Rather than a Normal curve with peak at the origin it more resembles a 
skewed right tail of the Normal curve. As Rq increases, the actual quasi-stationary 
distribution starts to look more like a complete Normal curve to the right of the 
origin, but this happens at a slower rate than that for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
curve. Consequently, at Rq values around 1, the quasi-stationary distribution has 
more probability closer to the origin, whereas for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck curve, 
the probability is spread more ‘Normally’. This in turn implies a higher variance 
for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck which is what we see in this region of the plots.
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Coeffloent of variation of OU approximation against

Figure 5.25: Coefficient of variation of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation against 
/?o for homogeneous and heterogeneous case with heterogeneity in mixing. Parame
ter values N\ = N2 — 50. Ai = A2 = 1, tt = 0.95. //1 = //2 = 1, /1 = /2 = 1/2,7 = 1. 
This graph is identical whether assortative or dissortative mixing is assumed.

5.10.3 Heterogeneity in susceptibility

For the case of heterogeneity in susceptibility we have

CVHct =
y/(£ll + ^12 + £21 + £22)^1 
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<=> Sii — 2E12 + S22 ^ yPixf + y$2 + 2x];^) _ 7p{x\ + X2)2
(27 - 0)2 (27 - P)2

a- ^\2(Sl1 + 2^12 + ^22) - 1
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Due to the complicated nature of x\ and .r^ and thus Ers this is as neat a 
form algebraically as can be managed. It is easy to see that the left hand side of 
the inequality will be positive, but much more difficult to prove it is greater than 
unity.

Coefficiem of variation of OU approximation against ^

Figure 5.26: Coefficient of variation of Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation against 
Ro for homogeneous and heterogeneous case with heterogeneity in susceptibility. 
Parameter values N\ = N? = 50. Ai = A2 = l,7r = 0.5./q = 200/101,//2 = 
2/101,/i = /2 = 1/2,7 = 1.

Figure (5.26) shows the coefficient of variation for the heterogeneous model 
to be consistently higher than that of the homogeneous for all Rq suggesting the 
heterogeneous model will die out more quickly than the homogeneous. This is 
consistent with the time to extinction numerical results in Figures (5.18) and 
(5.21). Figure (5.27) show’s the means, variances, standard deviations and coef
ficients of variation for both the stationary distribution calculated by Ornstein 
Uhlenbeck theory and the quasi-stationary distribution of the actual stochastic 
systems with heterogeneity in susceptibility imposed. We see similarly to the 
other cases examined, a convergence as /?o —t 00 between the two processes with 
the previously discussed difference close to threshold.
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Means of QSD and OU approximation

- - Mean of OU approx

Ro

Variance of QSD and OU approximation

Var. of OU approx

Standard deviation of QSD and OU approximation CV of QSD and OU approximation

----- S.d of OU approx.
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---------CVqsd

Figure 5.27: The mean, variance, standard deviation and coefficient of variation for 
the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation and stochastic system for heterogeneity in 
susceptibility. Parameter values A'i = N2 = 50. Ai = A2 = I.tt = 0.5,//1 =
200/101, /t2 = 2/101, fi = f2 = 1/2,7 = 1.
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Conclusion

We examined the effects of three distinct types of heterogeneity for a multi-group 
SIS model in both the early stages of disease spread and long-term stage condi
tional on non-extinction using both a branching process model and deterministic 
model as approximations to the actual stochastic model respectively. Our interest 
was in comparing a heterogeneous model with a corresponding homogeneous mo
del, for each type of heterogeneity at each of these stages in the disease evolution 
of the SIS model.

We demonstrated that a model with heterogeneity in infectivity had a lower 
emergence probability than a corresponding homogeneous model and provided a 
proof which showed this to be the case, not just in the limit, but at every genera
tional iteration for all Rq, when both a constant and exponential infectious period 
are assumed. Furthermore, the higher the degree of heterogeneity in infectivity, 
the lower the emergence probability leading us to the result that if A ^ t) then 

— Pp>\(Ern) and thus a means of ordering emergence probabilities of 
different heterogeneous models. Not only this, but a model with heterogeneity 
in infectivity has the same deterministic endemic equilibrium value as a corres
ponding homogeneous model for all i?o, which slightly overestimates the number 
infected in equilibrium compared to the homogeneous and heterogeneous stochas
tic models, particularly for Rq values close to 1. Heterogeneity in infectivity also 
yields a lower time to extinction and we showed that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck ap
proximation was a close approximation to the quasi-stationary distribution for this 
type of heterogeneity, with its coefficient of variation providing a useful estimate 
of time to extinction.

We demonstrated numerically and proved that heterogeneity in susceptibility 
alone had no effect on emergence probability and the heterogeneous model yiel
ded the same emergence probability as the corresponding homogeneous model. 
A deterministic model with heterogeneity in susceptibility had a lower endemic 
equilibrium value than a corresponding homogeneous model and the determinis-
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tic heterogeneous model only slightly overestimated the number infected when in 
equilibrium compared to the stochastic heterogeneous model. Heterogeneity in 
susceptibility yielded a lower time to extinction and this was reflected by the coef
ficient of variation of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation. Again, the Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck approximation remained close to the actual quasi-stationary distribu
tion for this type of heterogeneity. Heterogeneity in susceptibility made it difficult 
to find stability conditions for a feasible endemic equilibrium due to us not being 
able to assume a symmetric solution, unlike the other cases.

For heterogeneity in mixing, we showed numerically that both assortative and 
dissortative mixing lowered the probability of emergence when compared with a 
homogeneous model but had less of an impact than the other types of heteroge
neity. We also showed that a model with heterogeneity in mixing had the same 
deterministic endemic equilibrium value as a corresponding homogeneous model 
irrespective of mixing type, which again overestimated slightly the number in
fected in equilibrium compared to the stochastic models, which themselves were 
affected by the type of mixing. Numerical results showed heterogeneity in mixing 
marginally affected time to extinction and could produce both a higher and lower 
time to extinction depending on type and that although the coefficient of varia
tion approximation was reasonable, it could not account for this effect of type. 
However, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck approximation remained a close approximation 
to the quasi-stationary distribution for both types of mixing. The inclusion of this 
mixing parameter made finding explicit endemic equilibrium points difficult.

We also provided a proof for a general non-separable model showing emergence 
probability to be lower for a /c-group heterogeneous model than that of a corres
ponding homogeneous model irrespective of group size or infectious period. We 
also proved that the deterministic model gave the same threshold condition as the 
branching process model.

What is interesting is the difference in effect each type of heterogeneity has on 
the model from the other. What is seemingly a simple parameterization leads to 
distinctly different sets of results when considering each parameter effect indivi
dually. For some of our algebraic results we had to assume equal group sizes to 
make the mathematics more tractable and it would be worth investigating some 
effects in more detail for varying group sizes and perhaps without an assumption of 
homogeneous mixing. However, there are computational difficulties in producing 
suitable ranges of results in MATLAB, especially when there are multiple forms 
of heterogeneity. It is important to note that although the model we analysed was 
complicated in its own right, it was in essence based on many simplified assump
tions. We could allow for a more robust contact pattern to exist within the model, 
by incorporating demography for example, where we could allow for the immigra
tion and death of susceptible and infected individuals. We could also examine,
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either as an alternative or in addition, a model with a latent period (SEIS) or even 
one where we allowed the inclusion of age varying infectivity. The technicality of 
such models would be more complicated, but it would be interesting to see if these 
types of heterogeneity yielded different results under such constructions to that of 
this thesis and may certainly be an avenue for future work. However, as initially 
mentioned, even under this simpler model, the approximations yield results close 
to those of the actual model and have allowed us to make some useful theoreti
cal inferences. It is reasonable to conclude that the results obtained give a good 
indication of the dynamics of the disease process for the parameters studied.
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Appendix A

MATLAB code for probability 
of emergence

% Calculates the Probability of Emergence assuming both a constant and 
% exponential infectious period and plots these probabilities against RO.

clear

Nl—10; % Group 1 Size
N2=90; % Group 2 Size
N=N1+N2; % Total Population Size
gamma=l;
lambdal=l; % Infectivity for Group 1 
lambda2=l; % Infectivity for Group 2 
mul=l; % Susceptibility for Group 1 
mu2=l; % Susceptibility for Group 2
pi—0.95; % Mixing parameter pi—0.5 equal mixing of 2 types
% pi > 0.5 assortative mixing 
%pi <0.5 dissortative mixing
freql=Nl/N; % Population split between two groups 
freq2=N2/N;

int=0.125;
S=40;

beta=l;
betaall(i)=beta;
betall=lambdal*mul*beta*pi*freql; 
betal2=lambdal*mu2*beta*(l-pi)*fi'eq2; 
b et a21=1 amb d a2 * mu l*beta*(l~pi)*freql; 
beta22=lambda2*mu2*beta*pi*freq2;
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B=[betall beta!2 ; beta21 beta22]; 

RO=eigs(B,l,(LM’); % calculation of reproductive ratio

B-basic=B/RO;

for i=(l:S)

B=B-basic*(int:i:i);
betall=B(l,l);
beta!2=B(l,2);
beta21=B(2,l);
beta22=B(2,2);
betallall(i)=betall;
betal2all(i)=betal2;
beta21all(i)=beta21;
beta22all(i)=beta22;

R0=int*i;
ROall(i)—RO; % retain all values of RO

%Calculating extinction probabilities for EXPONENTIAL infectious period

q(l)=0.5;
q(2)=0.5;
for loop-number=1:10000
PGF(l)=gamma./(gamma+(betall+betal2)-betall*q(l)-betal2*q(2));
PGF(2)=gamma./(garama+(beta21+beta22)-beta22*q(2)-beta21*q(l));
q(l)—PGF(l);
q(2)=PGF(2);
end

qlall(i)=q(l); % retain all iterates of extinction probs 
q2all(i)=q(2);

%Calculatmg extinction probabilities for CONSTANT infectious period

q(3)=0.5;
q(4)=0.5;
for loop-number—1:10000
PGF(3)=exp((l/gamma)*(betall*q(3)+betal2*q(4)-betall-betal2));
PGF(4)=exp((l/gamma)*(beta21*q(3)-)-beta22*q(4)-beta21-beta22));
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q(3)=PGF(3);
q(4)=PGF(4);
end

q3all(i)—q(3); % retain all iterates of extinction probs
q4all(i)=q(4);

%Calculating P (Emergence)

Emexp = 1 - (£reql*q(l)+freq2*q(2));
Emconst = 1 - (ffeql*q(3)+freq2*q(4));

end

Emexpall = 1 - (freql*qlall+freq2*q2all); %Retains all iterates of P (Emergence) 
Emconstall = 1 - (freql*q3all+freq2*q4all);

%Calculating Homogeneous Line for assumption of exponential infectious period

c=sort(ROall); 
tl=[min(c): l:max(c)]; 
for i=(l:S) 
a(i)=min(l,l/c(i)); 
b(i)~min(l,l-l/c(i)); 
end

%Calculating Homogeneous Line for assumption of constant infectious period

for i=(l:S) 
q-homogeneous=0.5; 
for loop-number= 1:100
PGF-homogeneous=exp(c(i) * (q-homogeneous-1));
q-homogeneous=P GF-homogeneous;
end
y (i) =min (1 ,exp(c(i) * (q-homogeneous-1)));
z(i) — 1-q-homogeneous;
end

%Plotting Graphs

plot(c,z,ig--,),xlabel(‘RO,),ylabel(‘P(Emergence)’),title(‘P(Em) as a function of R0’) 
hold on
plot(R0all,Emconstall,‘g-’)
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hold on 
plot^jb/r”1) 
hold on
plotfROalhEmexpall/r-1)
legend(‘Hom ConstantYHet Constant’,‘Horn Exponential’,‘Het Exponential’) 
axis([0 RO 0 1])
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Appendix B

MATLAB code for probability 
of emergence of a /c-group 
model

% Calculates the Probability of Emergence assuming an exponential 
% infectious period, extinction probabilities for each group and 
% plots these probabilities against RO.

clear

n=3; % Number of groups
gamma=l;
3=1000; for i=(l:S) 
for group=l:n
1 amb da (group) = rando m(‘exp1,3); % infectivity of group individuals
lambda-all(i,group) =lambda(group);
mu(group) =random(lexp’ ,3);
niu-all (i,group) =mu(group);
end

for group-ffom=l:n 
for group-to=l:n
beta(group-froiii,group-to)=lambda(group-from) *mu (group-to); 
beta-all(i,group-from,group-to)=lambda(group-ffom)*mu(group-to);
end
end

B=beta; % infection rate matrix in general form 

RO=eigs(B,l}tLM>); % calculation of reproductive ratio
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R0all(i)=R0; % retain all values of RO 
curve(i)=min(l,l/ROall(i));

for group=l:n % calculating extinction probabilities
q(group)=0.5;
end

for loop-number=1:100 
product=beta*q’; 
for group=l:n
betasum=sum(beta(group,:));
PGF(group)=gannna./ (gamma+betasum-sum(product (group,:))); 
end
q=PGF;
end

for group=l:n
q-all(i,group)=q(group); % retain all iterates of extinction probs 
end

Em=l-sum((rnu(l,:).*q(l,:)))/(sum(mu)); % calculating P(emergence)
Em=l-(mu-all(i,l).*q-all(i,l)+mu-all(i,2).*q-all(i,2)+mu-all(i,3).*q-all(i,3))/(mu-all(i,l)
+mu-all(i,2)+mu-all(i,3));
Emall(i)=Em;

end

x=sort(R0all); 
t=[inin(x): 1 :max(x)]; 
for i=l:S
y(i)=min(l,l/x(i));
z(i)=min(l,l-l/x(i));
end

subplot (2,2,1)
plotfROalljq-allf^lJ/b.^jxlabelf'RO^jylabe^'ql^jtitlef'ql as a function of RO’) 
hold on
axis([0 40 0 1.1]) 
plotfoy/g-’)
legend(‘ql for 3-group’,‘q=min(l,l/R0),)
hold on
subplot(2,2,2)
plot(R0all,q-all(:,2),‘r.’),xlabel(tR0’),ylabel(‘q2’),title(‘q2 as a function of RO’)
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axis((0 40 0 1.1]) 
hold on
plot(x,y,‘g-’)
legend(‘q2 for 3-groupYq=min(l,l/R0)’)
subplot(2,2,3)
plotfROal^q-allfijSj/b.’J^labelf^O^jylabelt^S^ditlef'qS as a ftmction of R0’) 
hold on
axis([0 40 0 1.1]) 
plotCx.y^g-’)
legend(‘q3 for 3-group’,‘q=Imn(l,l/R0),) 
subplot (2,2,4)
plot(R0all,Email,‘c.Yxlabelf^O’J^labelf'Emergence Probability’),title(‘P(Em) as 
a function of R0’) 
hold on
axis([0 40 0 1.1]) 
plot(x,z,‘g-’)
legend(‘P(Emergence) for 3-Group Model’)
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MATLAB code for probability 
of emergence for model with 
general infection rates

% Calculates the Probability of Emergence assuming an exponential 
% infectious period, where infection rates are non-separable 
% using normalised eigenvectors corresponding to i?o-

clear

gamma=l;

S=1000; 
for i=(l:S)

B=random(,exp,,3,2,2);

[evect,RO]=eigs(B,,l/LM’); % calculation of reproductive ratio 
evect=evect/sum(evect); % calculation of the normalised eigenvector correspon
ding to RO

R0all(i)=R0; % retain all values of RO

q—[0.5 0,5]; % calculating extinction probabilities
for loop-number=1:100
PGF(l)=gamina./(gamma+(B(l,l)-KB(l,2))-B(l,l)*q(l)-B(l,2)*q(2));
PGF(2)=gainma./(gamma+(B(2,l)+B(2,2))-B(2}2)*q(2)-B(2}l)*q(l));
q=PGF;
end
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infection rates

Em-all(i)=l-q*evect; 

end

x=sort(ROall); 
t=[min(x):l:max(x)]; 
for i=l:S
y(i)=min(l,l-l/x(i));
end

plot(R0all,Em-all,<b.,),xlabel(‘RO’),ylabel(lP(Emergence)’),title(‘P(Emergence) as 
a function of RO’) 
hold on
axis([0 20 0 1.3]) 
plotfoy/r-’)
legend(‘P(emergence) for 2-Group ModelV1-1/R0’)
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Appendix D

MATLAB code for 
deterministic equilibrium 
values

% Calculates the deterministic equilibrium value for chosen parameters
% and plots the deterministic equilibrium value against RO for the 2-group model
both
% for homogeneous and heterogeneous case, 

clear

global Bdet beta gamma

Nl—50; % Group 1 Size
N2=50; % Group 2 Size
N=N1+N2; % Total Population Size
freql=Nl/N; % Population split between two groups
freq2=N2/N;

beta=l;
gamma=l;
lambdal=l; % Infectivity for Group 1
Iambda2=(l-lambdal*freql)/freq2; % Infectivity for Group 2 
mul=0.0198; % Susceptibility for Group 1
mu2=(l-mul*freql)/freq2; % Susceptibility for Group 2 
pi=0.5; % Mixing parameter pi—0.5 equal mixing of 2 types

% pi > 0.5 assortative mixing 
% pi < 0.5 dissortative mixing
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if lambda2<0 | mu2<0
break
end

B-branching= (beta/gamma) * [lambdal *mul *pi*freql lambdal *mu2* (1-pi) *freq2 
; lambda2 *mul * (1-pi) *freql Iambda2*mu2*pi*freq2];
RO-initial=eigs(B-branching, 1, ‘ LM’);

Bdet=beta*[lambdal*mul*pi*freql Iambda2*mul*(l-pi)*freq2 ; lambdal *mu2*(l- 
pi) *freql Iambda2*mu2*pi*freq2];
Bdet-basic=Bdet /RO-initial;

R0set=[0.25:0.25:5];
S=length(R0set);

for i=(l:S)

Bdet = Bdet-basic*ROset(i);
ROdet (i)=eigs (Bdet, 1, ‘LM ’) / gamma;

% Calculating deterministic mean 
detmeanvector—fsolve(‘twogroupv3’, [1 1]);

detmean = Nl*detmeanvector(l)+N2:,<detmeanvector(2); 
detmeanall(i)—detmean; 
detmeanliomog=max(0,N*(l-l/R0set(i))); 
detmeanhomogall(i)—detmeanhomog; 
end

%Plotting Graphs

plot (ROsetjdetmeanall/b-^jXlabelf'RO’Jjylabelf'No.Infected’),title (‘Deterministic va
lues for number of infected when system is in endemic equilibrium state across a 
range of R0 values’) 
hold on
plot (ROset ,detmeanhomogall, ‘k-’)
legend(‘Det.Equilibrium value Het’ , ‘Det.Equilibrium value Horn’) 
axis([0 ROset (end) 0 N])
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% Calculating deterministic equilibrium values for system (Separate code) 

function twogroupvS = twogroupv3(I) 

global Bdet gamma

twogroupvS = [ Bdet(l,l)*I(l)*(l-I(l))+Bdet(l,2)*I(2)*(l-I(l))-gamma*I(l) Bdet(2,l) 
*I(l)*(l-I(2))ABdet(2,2)*I(2)*(l-I(2))-gamma*I(2) ];
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Appendix E

MATLAB code for stochastic 
means and time to extinction

% Calculates the Quasi-stationary distribution for parameter values 
% and plots the total stochastic mean against RO for the 2-group model both 
% for homogeneous and heterogeneous case. Also calculates mean times to 
% extinction.

clear

Nl=50; % Group 1 Size
N2=50; % Group 2 Size 
N=N1+N2; % Total Population Size

freql=Nl/N; % Population split between two groups 
freq2=N2/N;

beta=l;
gamma=l;
lamb dal=1; % Infectivity for Group 1
lambda2=l; % Infectivity for Group 2
mul—2*(100/101); % Susceptibility for Group 1
mu2=2*( 1/101); % Susceptibility for Group 2
pi=0.5; % Mixing parameter pi=0.5 equal mixing of 2 types
% pi > 0.5 assortative mixing
% pi <0.5 dissortative mixing

Next-gen-mean-matrix=(beta/gamma)*[lambdal*mul*pi*freql lambdal*mu2*(l- 
pi)*freq2 ; lambda2:i'mul*(l-pi)*freql Iambda2*mu2*pi*freq2]; 
RO-imtial==eigs(Next-gen-mean-matrix, 1,‘LM’);
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Bstoc = (beta/gamma)*[lambdal*mul*pi lambdal*mu2*(l-pi) ; lambda2*mul*(l- 
pi) Iambda2*mu2*pi];

Bstoc-basic=Bstoc/RO-initial; 
beta-basic=beta/RO-initial;
ROset—[0:0.1:5];
S=length(ROset); 
for i—(1:S)

Bstoc = Bstoc-basic*ROset(i);

%Calculating QSD for heterogeneous case 

k=0;
for I1=0:N1 
for I2=0:N2 
k—k+1;
number(Il+l,I2+l)=k; %number all combinations of (11,12) to produce (N+l)x(N+l)
matrix
end
end
kraax=k;

Q=sparse(kmax,kmax); %zero matrix

for I1=1:N1 
for I2=0:N2
Q(number(Il4-l,12+1),number(Il-l-l-l,12+1)) = gamma*Il; %recovery in group 
1
end
end

for I1=0:N1 
for 12=1 :N2
Qfnumbertll+ljK+lJ^umberfll+l,12+1-1)) = gamma*I2; %recovery in group
2
end
end

for I1=0:N1-1 
for I2=0:N2
Q(number(Il+l,12+1),number(Il+l+l,12+1)) = (Bstoc(l,l)/N)*Il*(Nl-Il)+(Bstoc(2,l)/N) 
*I2*(N1-I1); %infection in group 1
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end
end

for I1=0:N1 
for I2=0:N2-1
Q(number(Il+lJI2+l)Jramiber(Il+l,I2+l+l)) = ((Bstoc(2)2))/N)*I2*(N2-I2)+((Bstoc(l,2))/N)
*I1*(N2~I2); %infection in group 2
end
end

Q — Q - diag(sum(Q')); %each row to equal zero 
QT—Q(2:kmax,2:kmax); %truncated matrix QT
[EGVT,lambdaT]=eigs(QTl,l,tLR,); %eigens & eigenvs of QT - returns eigenv 
of largest real part
q=EGVT; %denote eigenv of truncated matrix by q 
q=q/sum(q); %divide each q by sum of q’s
q=[0;q]; %add a zero to start of vector in order to have kmax elements ow we’d 
have kmax-1

for I1=0:N1 
for I2=0:N2
qdist (11+1,12+1) = q(number(Il+1,12+1)); %converting k back to form (11,12)

kmax by kmax matrix with q in place of the corresponding k 
end 
end

qdist-Il = sum(qdist'); 
qdist-I2 = sum(qdist);

dist-total=zeros(l,Nl+N2); 
for I1=0:N1
for I2=double((Il==0)):N2
dist“total(Il+I2)=dist-total(Il+I2)+qdist (11+1,12+1);
end
end

MeanTimeHetExt=l/(gamma.*(qdist(l+l,0+l)+qdist(0+l,l+l))); %Calculates 
mean time to extinction
LogMeanTimeHetExt—log(MeanTimeHetExt);
MeanTimeHetExtall(i)=MeanTimeHetExt;
LogMeanTimeHetExtall(i)=LogMeanTimeHetExt;

%Calculating QSD for Homogeneous case
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QH—zeros(N+l,N+l); %zero matrix 

for ii=l:N
QH(ii+l,ii)=ii; %recovery rate ie. 1-1 (gamma set to 1) 
end

for ii=0:N-l
QH(ii+l,h+2)=(R0set(i)/N)*(N-ii)*ii; %infection rate ie. 1+1 
end

QH = QH - diag(sum(QH')); %each row to equal zero 

QTH=QH(2:N+1,2:N+1); %truncated matrix QTH
[EVC,lambdaC]=eigs(QTH',l,‘LR5); %eigens & eigenvs of QTH - returns eigenv 
of largest real part
qH=EVC; % denote eigenv of truncated matrix by qH 
qH=qH / sum(qH);

MeanTimeHomExt—1/(gamma*qH(l)); %Calculates mean time to extinction 
LogMeanTimeHomExt=log(MeanTimeHomExt);
MeanTimeHomExtall(i) =MeanTimeHomExt; 
LogMeanTimeHomExtall(i)=LogMeanTimeHomExt;

%Calculating Stochastic Means

W=(1:N1+N2)1;
X=(0:N1)';
Y=(0:N2)';
Gl=qdist-Il(:) *X;
G2=qdist-I2(:) *Y;
GH=qH(:).*W; 
meanGl=sum(Gl); 
meanG 1 all(i) =meanG 1; 
meanG2=sum(G2); 
meanG2all(i)=meanG2;
StochmeanHomog=sum(GH);
StochmeanHomogall(i)=StochmeanHomog;
Stochmeanhet=sum(meanGl)+sum(meanG2);
Sto chmeanhetall(i)=Stoclimeanhet;

end
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%Plotting Graphs

plot(ROset,Stochmeanhetall,‘b-,),xlabel(‘RO,),ylabel(‘No.Infected’),title(tStochastic
Means’)
hold on
plot(ROset,StochmeanHomogall,‘k-’) 
legend(£S.Mean HetyS.Mean Horn’) 
axis([0 5 0 N]) 
figure
subplot (2,1,1)
plotfROse^MeanTimeHomExtaiyk-’^xlabelCRO’XylabeltTime’^titlef'Mean Times 
to Extinction’) 
hold on
plot(ROset,MeanTimeHetExtall,‘b-’) 
legend(‘Time Ext HomVTime Ext Het’) 
axis([0 1 0 10])
subplot(2,l,2)
plot (ROset,LogMeanTimeHomExtall,‘k-’) ,xlabel(‘R0’) ,ylabel(‘log(Time) ’) ,title(‘Log 
Mean Times to Extinction’) 
hold on
plot (ROset, LogMeanTimeHet Ext all, ‘b- ’) 
legend(‘LogTime Ext HomVLogTime Ext Het’) 
axis([l 2.5 0 40]) 
figure
mesh(qdist),xlabel(‘Nmnber Infected in groupl’),ylabel(lNumber infected in group2’),zlabel 
(‘Probability’),title(tMesh plot of joint QSD for 2-group SIS model’)
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MATLAB code for
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
approximation

% Calculates the quasi-stationary distribution for parameter values 
% and plots the total stochastic mean against RO for the 2-group model both 
% for homogeneous and heterogeneous case. Calculates OU approximation.

clear

Nl=50; % Group 1 Size
N2=50; % Group 2 Size
N=N1+N2; % Total Population Size

freql—Nl/N; % Population split between two groups
freq2=N2/N;

beta=6; 
gamma—1;
lambdal=2*(20/21); % Infectivity for Group 1
lambda2=2:t:(1/21); % Infectivity for Group 2
mul=l; % Susceptibility for Group 1 
mu2=T; % Susceptibility for Group 2
pi=0.5; % Mixing parameter pi=0.5 equal mixing of 2 types
% pi > 0.5 assortative mixing 
% pi <0.5 dissortative mixing

Next-gen-mean-matrix=(beta/gamma) * [lambdal *mul *pi*freql lamb dal* mu2 * (1- 
pi):!cfreq2 ; lambda2*mul*(l-pi)*freql Iambda2*mu2*pi>t:freq2]; 
RO=eigs(Next-gen-mean-matrix,l}CLM,)
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Bstoc = (beta/gamma)*[lam.bdal*mul*pi lambdal*mu2*(l-pi) ; lambda2*mul*(l- 
pi) Iambda2*mu2*pi];

%Calculating QSD for heterogeneous case

k=0;
for I1=0:N1 
for 12—0:N2 
k=k+l;
number(Il+l,I2+l)=k; %nmnber all combinations of (11,12) to produce (N+l)x(N+l)
matrix
end
end
kmax=k;

Q=sparse(kmax,kmax); %zero matrix

for I1=1:N1 
for I2=0:N2
Q(number(Il+l,12+1),number(Il-l+l,12+1)) = II; %recovery in group 1
end
end

for I1=0:N1 
for I2=1:N2
Q(number(Il+l,12+1),number(Il+l,12+1-1)) — 12; %recovery in group 2
end
end

for I1=0:N1-1 
for I2=0:N2
Q(number(Il+l,12+1),number(Il+l+l,12+1)) = (Bstoc(l,l)/N)*Il*(Nl-Il)+(Bstoc(2,l)/N)
*I2*(N1-I1); %infection in group 1
end
end

for I1=0:N1 
for I2=0:N2-1
Q(number(Il+l,12+1),number(Il+l,12+1+1)) — ((Bstoc(2,2))/N)*I2*(N2-I2)+((Bstoc(l,2))/N)
*I1*(N2-I2); %infection in group 2
end
end
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Q = Q - diag(sum(Q')); %each row to equal zero 
QT=Q(2:kmax,2:kmax); %truncated matrix QT
[EGVT,lambdaT]=eigs(QTl,l,tLR,); %eigens eigenvs of QT - returns eigenv of 
largest real part
q=EGVT; %denote eigenv of truncated matrix by q 
q=q/sum(q); %divide each q by sum of q’s
q=[0;q]; %add a zero to start of vector in order to have kmax elements ow we’d 
have kmax-1

for I1=0:N1 
for I2=0:N2
qdist(Il-fl,I2+l) = q(number(Il+l,I2+l)); %converting k back to form (11,12) 

kmax by kmax matrix with q in place of the corresponding k 
end 
end

qdist-Il = sum(qdist'); 
qdist-I2 — sum(qdist);

dist-total=zeros (1 ,N1 -i-N2); 
for I1=0:N1
for I2=double((Il—0)):N2
dist"total(Il+I2)=dist-total(Il+I2)+qdist (11+1,12+1);
end
end

Det-equilm=N* (l-4*gamma/ (beta* (lambdal +lambda2)));

%Calculating sigma-matrix (OU) for varying infectivity only 
%These values are only applicable when we vary INFECTIVITY only

OUIll=-4*gamma*(betaA2*lambda2A4+16*gannnaA2*lambda2A2+betaA2*lambdalA4-
10*gamma*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2-14*gamma*beta*lambdal*lambda2A2-2*gamma*beta
*lambdalA3+6*betaA2*lambdalA2*lambda2A2+4*betaA2*lambdal*lambda2A3-6*beta*gamma
*lambda2A3+4*betaA2*lambdalA3*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdal+lambda2)A3*(2*gamma
*lambdal+2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*beta*lambdal*lambda2));
OUI12=8*gammaA2*(-3*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2"3*beta*lambdal*lambda2A2-
beta
*lambdalA3-beta*lambda2A3+8*gamma*lambdal*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdal+lambda2)A3
*(2*gamma*lambdal+2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*befca*lambdal
*lambda2));
OUI21=OUI12;
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OUI22=-4*gamma*(betaA2*lambdalA4+betaA2*lambda2A4+16*gammaA2*lambdalA2-
14*gamma*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2-10*gamma*beta*lainbdal*lambda2A2-6*gamma*beta
*lambdalA3+6*betaA2*lambdalA2*lambda2A2+4*betaA2*lambdal:i'lambda2A3-2*gamma*beta
*lambda2A3+4*betaA2*lambdalA3*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdal+lambda2)A3*(2*gamnia
*lambdal+2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*beta*lambdal:i:lambda2));
OU-VarianceI=(Oinil+OUI12+OUI21+OUI22)*Nl;

figure
plot(dist-total,‘.b’),xlabel(‘Number of infected’),ylabelfTrobability’^title^Plot of 
QSD of total number of infected for 2-group model against OU approximation for 
heterogeneity in infectivity’) 
hold on
plot(l:N,normpdf(l:N,Det-equilm,sqrt(OU-VarianceI)),‘r’) 
legend(‘QSD’,‘OU approximation to QSD’) 
axis([40 90 0 0.08])
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MATLAB code for coefficient 
of variation approximation

% Calculates the coefficient of variation of a heterogeneous 
% model across a range of RO values.

clear

Nl—50; % Group 1 Size
N2=50; % Group 2 Size
N=N1+N2; % Total Population Size

freql=Nl/N; % Population split between two groups 
freq2=N2/N;

gamma=l;
lambdal—2*(20/21); % Infectivity for Group 1
lambda2=2*(l/21); % Infectivity for Group 2
mul=l; % Susceptibility for Group 1
mu2=l; % Susceptibility for Group 2
pi=0.5; % Mixing parameter pi=0.5 equal mixing of 2 types
% pi > 0.5 assortative mixing
% pi <0.5 dissortative mixing

beta=1.75;
int=0.25;
S=33;

for i=(l:S)
beta=beta+int;
betaall(i)=beta;
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Next-gen-mean-matrix—(bet a/gamma) *[lambdal*mul*pi*fi'eql lambdal*mu2*(l- 
pi)*freq2 ; lambda2*mul * (1-pi) *freql Iambda2*mu2*pi*freq2];
RO—eigs (Next-gen-mean-matrix, 1, ‘LM ’)
R0all(i)=R0;

Bstoc = (beta/gamma)*[lambdal*mul*pi lambdal*mu2*(l-pi) ; lambda2*mul*(l- 
pi) Iambda2*mu2:,:pi];

Det-equilm=N* (l-4*gamma/ (beta* (lambdal+lambda2)));
Det-equilmall(i)=Det-equilm;

%Calculating sigma-matrix (OU) for varying infectivity only 
%These values are only applicable when we vary INFECTIVITY only

OUI11—-4*gamma*(betaA2*lambda2A4+16*gammaA2*lambda2A2+betaA2*lambdalA4-
10*gamma*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2-I4*gamma*beta*lambdal*lambda2A2-2*gamma*beta
*lambdalA3+6*betaA2*lambdalA2*lambda2A2-f4*betaA2*lambdal*lambda2A3-6*beta*gamma
*lambda2A3-M*betaA2*lambdalA3*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdal+lambda2)A3*(2*gamma
*lambdal-(-2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*beta*lambdal*lambda2));
OUIllall(i)=OUIll;
OUI12=8*gammaA2*(-3*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2-3*beta*lambdal*lambda2A2-
beta
*lambdalA3-beta*lambda2A3+8*gamma*lambdal*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdal+lambda2)A3
*(2*gamma*lambdal-t-2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*beta*lambdal
*lambda2));
OUI12all(i)=OUI12;
OUI21=OUI12;
OUI21all(i)=OUI21;
OUI22=“4*gamma*(betaA2*lambdalA4+betaA2*lambda2A4+16*ganiinaA2*lambdalA2-
14*gamma*beta*lambdalA2*lambda2-10*gamma*beta*lambdal*lambda2A2-6*gamma*beta
*lambdalA3+6*betaA2*lambdalA2*lambda2A2-l-4*betaA2*lambdal*lambda2A3-2*gamma*beta
*lambda2A3+4*betaA2*lambdalA3*lambda2)/(betaA2*(lambdaH-lambda2)A3*(2*gamma
*lambdal+2*gamma*lambda2-beta*lambda2A2-beta*lambdalA2-2*beta*lambdal*lambda2));
OUI22all(i)=OUI22;
OU“VarianceI~(OUIll+OUI12+OUI21+OUI22)*N;
OU-Vai*ianceIall(i)=OU-VarianceI;

%Calculates Coefficient of Variation 
C VHom=sqr t (N/ROall(i)) / (N* (1- (2 *gamma) /beta));
CVHomall(i)=CVHom;
C VHet=sqrt (N* (OUI11+OUI12+OUI21+OUI22)) / ((N* (l-(2*gamma) /beta))); 
CVHetall(i)=CVHet;
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Appendix G. MATLAB code for coefficient of valuation approximation

end

figure
plot(ROall,CVHomall,‘k-,),xlabel(‘RO,),ylabel(‘CV,),title(tCoefficient of variation 
of OU approximation against RO’) 
hold on
plot(ROall,CVHetall/b-’) 
legend(‘CV Horn’, ‘CV Het’)
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Appendix H

Maple Code for OU 
approximations with 
heterogeneity in suceptibility

> with(linalg):
> restart;
> A := (l/4)*beta*mu[l]*(l“i[l])*(i[l]+i[2])-gamma*i[l] — 0:
> B := (l/4)*beta*mu[2]*(l-i[2])*(i[l]+i[2])-gamma*i[2] = 0:
> solution := solve(A, B, [i[l], i[2]j)

solution [[i[l] == = 0], [i[l] — —(beta * 7?m[2] * RootOf((—beta * *
mu[2] + mu[2}2 * beta) ^ Z2 + (—4 * mw[l] * gamma + 4 * gamma * mu[2] — 2 * 
mu[2]2 * beta) * Z + beta * * mu[2] — 4 * gamma * mzi[2] + 7?iw[2]2 * beta) +
beta * RootO f ((—beta * mu[l] * ??7w[2] +m7([2]2 * beta) *Z2 + (—4 * mu[l] * gamma +
4 * gamma * mu[2] — 2 * mu[2]2 * beta) * Z + beta * rmi[l] * wa[2] — 4 * gamma *
«m[2] + mii[2]2 * beta) * 7)m[l] — beta * mii[l] + 4 * gamma — beta * rmi[2])/((—mu[l] + 
mti[2]) *beta* (RootOf((—beta*mu[l\ *??i7i,[2] +mu[2]2 *&e£n) * Z2 + (—4*?77u[l] * 
gamma + 4 * gamma * ?rm[2] — 2 * mu[2]2 * beta) * Z + beta * * rmt[2] ~ 4 *
gamma * mu[2] + 7rm[2]2 h< beta) — 1)),?'[2] = RootOf((—beta * mu[l] * ??m[2] + 
mu [2]2 * beta) *Z2 + (—4 * mu[l] * gamma + 4 * gamma * mu[2] — 2 * mit[2]2 * beta) *
Z + beta * mu[l] * mu[2] — 4 * gamma * mu[2] + mu[2]2 * beta)]]

> Quad (—beta * mu[l] * mu[2] + mu[2]2 * beta) * Z2 + (—4 * mu[l] * gamma +
4 * gamma * mu[2] — 2 * mu[2]2 * beta) * Z — 4* gamma * ?7m[2] + beta * ?77,!t[l] * 
mu [2] + mu [2]2 * beta :
> i[2] := solve(Quad, Z)

i[2] \= Z = -(mu[2]2*beta4-2*mu[l]*gamma-2*gamma*mu[2]-sqrt(4*mu[l]2:,:gamma2- 
8*mu[l|*gamma2*mu[2]4-4*gamma2*mu[2]2+beta2*mu[l]2*mu[2]2))/(beta*mu[2]*(mu[l]- 
mu[2])); Z = -(m.u[2]2*beta+2*mu[l]*gamma-2*gamma*mu[2]+sqrt(4*mu[l]2*gamma2—
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Appendix H. Maple Code for OU approximations with heterogeneity in
suceptibility

8* mu [1] * qan im<7,2*mu[2]+4*gamma2 *mu[2] 2+beta2 *mu[l]2 *mu[2]2)) / (beta*mu[2] * (mu[l]- 
mu [2])) '

> G[ll] := simplify((l/4)*beta*mu[l]*(l-i[l])*(i[l]+i[2])+gamma*i[l]):
> G[22] := simplify((l/4)*beta*mu[2]*(l-i[2])*(i[l]+i[2])+gamma*i[2]):

> M := -(l/4)%eta*Matrix([[2*mu[l]-4*mu[l]*i[l]-2*mu[l]*i[2]-8*gamma/beta) 
mu[l]*(l-i[l]), mu[l]*(l“i[l]), 0], [mu[2]*(l“i[2]), mu[l]+mu[2]-i[l]*(2*mu[l]+mu[2])- 
i[2]*(2*mu[2]+mu[l])-8*gamma/beta) 0, mu[l]*(l-i[l])], [mu[2]*(l-i[2]), 0, mu[l]+mu[2]- 
i[l]*(2*mu[l]+mu[2])-i[2]*(2*mu[2]+rau[l])-8*gamma/beta, mu[X]*(l-i[l])], [0, mu[2]*(l- 
i[2]), mu[2]*(l-i[2]), 2*mu[2]-4*mu[2]*i[2]-2*mu[2]*i[l]-8*gamma/beta]]):
> G := transpose(Matrix([[2*gamma*i[l], 0, 0, 2*gamma*i[2]]])):
> S := simplify(linsolve(M, G)):

^[l, 1] = 2 * gamma * (32 * gamma? * i[l] — 12 * «[1] * beta * mu[2] * gamma +
24 * gamma * i[l] * i[2] * beta * 77Ui[2] +12 * gamma * i[l]2 * beta * mu[2] + 4 * gamma * 
7i[l]*2[2]*&eta*m?i[l]+8*5ramma*z[l]2*&eta*mi£[l] —4*?‘[l]*&eta*mu[l]*ga?uma— 
2*&eta2*mu[2]*'mu[l]*'£[2]*?[l]+m7t[l]2*&eta2*7[2] —2*i[l]*&eia2*mu[l]2*-£[2] — 2*
£ [l]2 * beta? * mu[2] * mu [1]+i [l]2 * beta? * mu[l]2 * £ [2]+2 * i [l]3 * beta? *m?/[2]*77J,u[l]-l- 
4*6eta2^?uu.[2]*?nu[l]*i[2]*£[l]2+2>H£[2]2 *&eia2*Tmt[2]*mM[l]*i[l]H-mzi[2]2*be£a2* 
i[l]-2*i[l]2* beta?*mu [2]2-4*i[l] * 6eta2 ^ vnu [2]2 * £ [2]+4* i [1]2 * beta2 *mu [2]2 * £ [2]+ 
4*£[l]*6e£a2*?nii[2]2:i=£[2]2+£[l]3*777u[2]2=i=6efa2)/((8^5amma2+2*£[l]*6eta*mu[2]* 
gamma+4:^i[2]^beta^mu[2]^gamma—2*mu[2]^beta*gamma-\-4:H[l]^beta*ma[l]* 
gamma — 2 * mu [1] * beta, + gamma+2 * £ [2] * 6e£a * mu [1 ] * gamma + 2 * beta2 * mu [2] *
??7u[l] *£[2] *£[1] — be£a2*mu[2] *rmt[l] *£[1] — beta2 *mut2] *mu[l] *£[2] +£[l]2*6eta2 * 
mu[2] * mu[l] 4- £[2]2 * beta? mu[2] * ??au[1]) * (—mu[l] * beta — mu[2] * beta + 2 * £[1] * 
fce£ a * mu [1]+£ [1] * 6eta * mu [2]+2 *£ [2] * 6e£a ^77au [2] 4 £ [2] ^ 6e£a. * 777.7i[l]+8 * 7/am,7na))

5[2,1] = 5[3,1] = -2 * beta 4= (—4 * mu[2] * gamma * £[1] — 4 * gamma * £[2] * 
mu[l] 4 4 * m7i[2] * gamma * £[1] * £[2] 4 4 * gamma * £[2] * mu[l] * £[1] 4 mu[l]2 * 
beta * £[2] 4 77zu[2]2 * beta * £[1] - £[1]2 * beta * mu[2]2 — £[2]2 * beta * mu[t]2 — 3 * 
mu[l]2 * beta * £[2] * £[lj — 3 * mu[2]2 * beta * £[2] * £[1] 4 2 * £[1]2 * beta * mu[l]2 * 
£[2]4£[1]2 * beta * mu[2]2 * £[2] 4 2 * £[2]2 * beta * miL[2]2 * £[1] 4 £[2]2 * beta * m.u[l]2 *
£[1]) * </amma/((—mu[l] * beta — mu[2] * beta 4 2 * £[1] * beta * 7mt[l] 4 £[1] * beta *
77iu[2] 4 2 £[2] * beta * mu[2] 4 £[2] * beta * uau(1] 4 8 * gamma) * (8 * gamma2 4 
2 * £[1] * beta * mu[2] * gamma 4 4 * £[2] * beta * 7?au[2] * gamma — 2 * ?7au[2] * beta * 
gamma 4 4 * £[1] * beta * 77m[l] * gamma — 2 * mu[l] * beta * gamma 4 2 * £[2] * beta *
7?au[1] * gamma 4 2* beta2 * mu[2] * mu[l] * £[2] * £[1] — beta2 * mu[2] * 7?iu[l] * £[1] —
6eta2 *mu[2] *77m[l] *£[2] 4£[1]2 * 6e£a2 *mu[2] * mu[l] 4 £[2]2 * beta2 * mu[2] * /7iu[l]))

5'[4,1] = 2 * gamma * (32 * gamma2 * £ [2] -- 4 * £ [2] * beta * ?7au[2] * gamma 412 * £ [2]2 * 
beta * mu [1] * gamma —12 * £ [2] * beta * 777,77, [1] * gamma 424* gamma * £ [1] * £ [2] * beta *
?7iu [1] 4 8 * £ [2]2 * beta * mu [2] * gamma 4 4 * gamma * £ [1] * £ [2] * beta * mu [2] — 2 * beta2 *
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Appendix H. Maple Code for OU approximations with heterogeneity in
suceptibility

77tu[2] * 7?ru[l] *7[2] * i [1] 4-m.u[l]2 * beta2 * i [2] — 2 [2]2 * beta? * 7?7.7i[l]2—4 * i [1] * beta2 *
mu[l]2 * i[2] — 2*i [2]2 * beta2 * mu[2] * 7?7u[l] + 4 * i[2]2 * beta2 * 77ra[l.]2 * i[l] +4 * ifl]2 * 
6eta2*mu[l]2*i[2]+2*6eita2*mu[2]*7rm[l]*‘i[2]*/[l]2+4*4[2]2*&eta2*m'74[2]*mu[l]* 
i [1]+mu[2]2 * beta2 * 4 [1]+i [2]3 * beta2 * mtt[l]2 — 2 * j[1] * beta2 * mu[2]2 * ?' [2]+2 * 4 [2]3 * 
&eta2*mu[2]*mu[l]+4[l]*6eta2*7?4u[2]2*4 [2]a)/((-mU[l] *6eia—mu[2]*&eta-|-2*4[l3* 
beta*mu[l\ +7'[1] *beta*mv\2] + 2 + i [2] * beta * mu [2] + i [2 ] * 6 e t a * 7 ;47/[ 1 ]+8 * g a mm a) * 
(8*^a?74?74a24-2*4[l]*&eta*774u[2]*5'a774ma-i-4*4[2]*6eta*774u[2]*5am774a —2*7nu[2]* 
beta * gamma + 4 * £[1] * beta * 7?44t[l] * gamma — 2 * mu[l] * beta * gamma + 2 * 4[2] * 
beta* mu [1] * gamma+2 * freia2 * m u [2] * mu [1] * 4 [2] * 4 [ 1] — a2 * m44 [2] * mti [1] * 4 [1] — 
beta2 *mu[2] *mu[l] *4[2] +4[1]2 * 6e£a2 *mu[2] *774u[l] + 4[2]2 *6eta2 *mu[2] *m7.£[l]))
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